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Absîract

As more individuals corne fornaid to report their experiences of childhood sexual

abuse, Social Workcrs are under incrtasing pressure to find effective, non-intrusive and

efficient methods to assist the survivoe cope with the negative aftereffects. While
feminist therapists have done much of the pioncering work in this ana.t h m is aow some
concern that aspects of this approach rnay unwittingiy contribute to the development of a

"survi~~r"
idcntity that may inhibit the individual's ability to live a hcaithy and satisfjhg
life; yet, other trratment modaiities lack the analysis of powcr and gendet that fcrninism

brings to the work. The purpose of this practicum is to develop a mode1 for gmup
matment based on a blending of solutionoriented and feminist perspectives and cvaiuate

its helpfulness with childhood sexual abuse issues.
The author facilitated a 16 week therapeutic group for aduit women who had
cxpericnccd childhood sexual a b w . The group met in a community-bascd counselling

agency sating, once pcr week for two and one-Mf hours each meeting. Group membm
completed pm and p s t group m e a s m , fdback f o m at midpoint and endpoint of
gtoup. and participa*d in a follow-up telephone survey six to eight weeks following the

completion of group.

The analysis of the info~natiionobtained h m women participating in group
indicated a high level of satisfaction with the service received and indicated that the
group mcmkrs experienced cettain bknded interventions and exercises as very helpfûl.
nicrspist perceptions of the case of use of the blended mode1 werc dm favorable.
The m h e r is of the opinion tbat solution-oricnteâ and feminist approaches are

ii
highly complementary, and îhat a blending of the two is v e y efftctivc in a p u p sctting

with adults who have experiencad childhood sexuai abuse. The rtstarcher ncommends

fbthcr exploration into the development of interventions based on a blenâing of the two

models.
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Introduction

in 1984, Canadians were shocked by the revelations of the report of the
Cornmittee on Sexual Offences Against Children and Youths (Minista of Justice and
Attorney ûeneral of Canada): that one in every two Canadian females has experienced an

mwanted sexual eXpmence and so has one in every thne males. The report M e r
revealed that, in the vast majority of cases, the initial unwanted contact occurred prior to
age 18. In the last two decades, our communities have come to realize that child sexwi

abuse is a problem of epidernic proportions. Counsellors, therapists, and healers have
scmbled to find effective ways of helping the survivors of these abuses cope with the
negative after-effecfs, while more and more individuals step forward to reveal their own
history of abuse.
1was trained as a rape crisis worker in 1983, when working with the effects of

sexual violence was still in its infmcy, and over the ensuing 16 years 1 have followed my
ownjourney in strugglhg to be an effective assistant to the women who have come to

c o d t with me. I've explored a variety of theories, perspectives, and techniques, and not

found any one that was d c i e n t in itsekf for woiking with the afteteffects of this

complex j>toblem of power and seXU8lity. As a result, I began to combine the therapeutic
tools, peqectives, and modalities that seemed most effective in helping clients mate the
change that tbey d e s k i in their lives.

This brings me to the subjcct of my chosen practicum. At the beginning of this
study 1postulatcd that it wodd be possible to create a model for group treatment of adult

women who had expericnced childhood wxual abuse, and that this model wouid embody
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some of the theories and perspectives of feminist therapy while incorporating many of the
techniques and tools drawn h m solutioa-oriented and solution-foc&

perspectives. 1

believed that such a combination of perspectives and techniques in a group settiag would

be useM in assisting p u p members to overcome some of the negative after-effects of
the abuse they expenenced and alsa to begin to envision and mate the change they
wanted to see in theu lives. 1also believed that such a combined approach would be
helpful to provide a k a c i map" for group facilitators that would maintain a feeling of

hop and optimism and which would work against feehgs of burnout and vicarious
traumatization.
When 1 first becrune a sexual violence counsellor, 1was trained to work h m a

femlliist perspective and orientation. In Chapter One, 1 will develop more fully a working
definition of Feminist Counselling for the purposes of this report, but at this point sunice
it to say that, over the, 1 graâU8Uy becarne aware that feminist models have some
limitations in working with the &er-effects of child sexual abuse. 1 becanne disturbed at
what 1came to believe was a trend with some of my clients: ie. that they wodd begin to

adopt the identity of a "suMvor" ofchild sexual abuse, and whiie this seemed helpfbl in
shaking off some of the after-effwts of victimization and developing some sense of

personal power and efficacy in the world, it did not necessarily traaslate into concrete
changes in their Livw or movement toward theù stated goals for therapy. In feminist
models, there is o h n a klief or implicit trust in the transfomative nature of insight. h
other words, once 1examine my history of abuse and "work through" it, it d l cease to
have a hold on me and 1wïll be able to move forward in desired ways. Solution-focused
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dmepists might say this assumption is o v d y optimistic for any client population, since
they believe that the understanding of underlying causes and effects does not necessitate
change. 1might add this latter belief may be particularly true for adults who have
expCnend child sexuel abuse. 1say this because fcelings of depression, dissatisfaction,
low s e l f a m , lack of motivation, and helplessness are such cornmon and powerful

long tmn negative afterleffects of abuse (Ga, 1988) and sometimes make it very dinicuit
for individuais to believe in the possibility of desired change in their lives.

in fact, one might say that the destruction of hope and personal empowennent is
an essential element of chiid semai abuse and necessary to the abuser if dhe wauts to
maintain conditions when the abuse can continue and where dhe can stay saCe h m
apprehensioa by the law. 1 would suggest that when 1worked h m a purely ferninist
framework, though the client might, through the thenpeutic process, develop an
understanding of her situation that "nt" for her, it sometimes seemed to reinforce her
prrconceived notions of ha own helplessness and the immovability of her position. A
brochure description for a W i p e g workshop led by solution-oriented therapist and
author Yvonne Dolan (1996) even suggests that psychotherapists can unintentionally
contribute to the development of a " d v o f identity or culture that "causes clients to
present with a new set of problems: a tendency to see daüy experiences prllnarily through
the limiteci perspective of how these events resemble pst trauma, impact it, or aid one in
overcoming if and an inability to take active nsponsibility for the living of a healthy and
S a t i w g W'- In my own p&œ,

1I
caüed upon to meet with women, sometimes

who bad expnienced yeam of therapy related to childhood sexual abuse, who seemed to
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take much of their identity h

m their experience of abuse. 1remember women who told

me that: they only read books about abuse; their niends were also all abuse survivors;

they studied about abuse in school; and that their conversations were primarily dominated
by abuse-related topics.

Around 1989/90 I attended a workshop that began to broaden my thhki.ngabout
ways to work with the negative ahr-effects of child sexual abuse. It was conducted by
Austraîian therapist Michael Durrant and U.S.therapist Kate Kowalski. In that

workshop, Michael and Kate talked about the dangers of the tenn "swivor": that it is
one more label that cm be slapped on individuals based solely on one aspect of theu life
experience. They suggested labels tend to help determine one's identity and, while

preferable to a "victim" label, the label "survivor" might be difficult to escape fiom later

-

on. They suggested that the "problem is the problem the pason is not the problem" and
M e r that the problem is only a problem if the client believes it is one. They also
postulated that then was not necessarily any co~ectionbetween an underlying cause of
the problem and its solution. 1was intngwd. Over the next number of years, 1pursued a

signifiant amount of training in the use of solution-oriented techniques by many of the
forcmost authors in this field including: Steve de Shan,Iasoo Kim Berg, Scott Miller,
Michelle Weher-Davis, Yvonne Dolan, and W i a m Hudson-O'Hdon. 1also completed

a four month clinical intemship in family therapy at the MacNeiîl Chic in Saskatoon.
Then 1received supervision in a blend of solution-oriented and structurai f ~ l y
tkapies. The more fsmiliar I became with the solution-oriented approach, the more 1

sensed a nnewaî in my sense of the possibilities that I could cocmte with the women
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who came to consult with me. At lasî, 1had some sense of what could be done in the

therapy m m when people felt, as so offen heppened, hopeless and stuck and began to
look to me for guidance. For, whüe feminist approaches were clear on the politics of
women's lives and created a strong basis for empathy and connection between my Me
and the client's, 1felt very left on my own when it came to the "how" of co-creating
movement and change in the client's He. As some feminist authors have stated, feminist
therapy is a thwry or approach much more thm it is a technique (Ooodrich, 1988;

Luepnitz, 1988). Solution-orientation began to fil1 in some of the gaps in my skills whiie

still l e h g ample m m for a feminist understanding of how the dynamics of sexism and
oppression had influead my own He and those of the clients who came to speak with
me.

As 1beaune more familiar with the solution-oriented approach and worked to
incorporate meny of its techniques and pracfices witbin my existing feminist pmtice, 1

became convinced that the two methods and perspectives had something to offer each
other and could be made to mesh well together. Both feminism and solution-orientation

share some important components. Both are open to some valid criticisms. Each, 1
believed, had important elements that it could offer the other. 1 further believed that
combining these two types of methodologk and perspectives in a group setting, would
lead to an enhanceci expaiene for both the group participants and the failitators.
1 sa out, then, in this pacticum M y , to fwilitate a 16 week therapeutic group

experience for adult women who had experienced some form of se-

abuse in

c h ü d h d In this group, my co-kilitator, Libby Yager M.S.W., RS.W., and I worked
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to combine the perspectives and techniques of feminism and solutionorientation and to

evaluate the usefihess of this combination thtough observation and client self-report. I
also klieved that we wodd be &le to develop and utilize group intervention exercises

and strategies based on a melcüng of the two perspectives and that these exercises and the
nsulting group mode1 would M e r contribute to my own understanding and skill level
and might contribute to the general body of knowledge within the therapeutic community
on the use of these approaches in this type of group setting. I expected that, at the
conclusion of the group, members would report some of the following benefits h m the
group:
a) as a result of the use of feminist approaches, they might experience a decrease

in feelings of shame and stigma through the strategy of actively "bearing witness" to each

other's experiences and through king able to make meaning for their experiences that
takes into 8ccount issues of powet, gendet, and culture that have played a role in the
abuse, and
b) as a result of the use of solution-oriented techniques, they might experience an

increase in feelings of hope and persona1 effectiveness through focus on small concrete

changes, exceptions to the problem, clearly identifieci goals, and validation of existing
strengths and competencies.

Later in this report, I will w e a l the degree to which my expectations for the group were
realized,as well as the inevitable surprises that came dong the way.

In Chapter ûne, I wili establish the theoreticai tiamework for the practice of the
group by m i e h g much of the existing litcniture on feminist therapy and solution-
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focuseci and solutionsriented therapy, as weli as doing a brief miew of the group
therapy literature relevant to work with aduits who have exprienad childhood sexuai
abuse. In Chapter Two, 1WU
dcscriôe die details of the practicum experiena including:

the setting, recniiting, prepaatory intake and screening p d u r e s , informecl consent,
supervision, evaiuation, format, and structure of the meetings. Chapter Three will

describe the reality of the group experience inclrding: grwp goals and agreements,
outiines for group sessions, and a discussion and descriptionof the various solution-

oriented and feminist intmentions and pmctices used during the p u p . Chapter Four
mU review the findings of the group including fdback h m group participants as well

as observations h m both my w-facilitator and myseif. Chapta Five WUconclude the
report with reflections on the experience, comments on my own leaming during the
coinse of the group, recommendations, and conclusions.
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Chapter One Review Of The Literature

In this chapter 1wiil review the litexanire relating to feminist therapy and solutionf o c d therapy in order to develop working definitions for the purposes of this report

and to explore applications of these modaüties in work with adults who have experienced

chiidhood sexual abuse. 1will conclude with a brief review of the group therapy
literatwe relevant to work with adults who have experienced cbildhd semial abuse. As
1review the litersture, 1believe 1wili demonstrate the high level of compatibility and

complementarity between solution-focus and feminist approeches though, to this point
little has been written directly regardhg the blending of the two in a group setting.

..

emnist The-

..
- A Working Definition

Feminism is essentially a politicai perspective in which issues of power and
gender are seen as cenûally denning factors in the lives of women and girls. Laidlaw and
Malmo (1990) see feminist therapy as having arisen as a reaction to traditional

psychological thwries and research that did not recugnize the reality of women's
oppression and its effects on the psychological heahh of women. Contemporary ferninist
thought sees the world as having been defineci by men for men, with women and children
king seen primarily as property and as "marginal to the hdamentai issues of himfid
stniggle and change" (Levine, 1985). Feminists see semial violence as a systemic as well

as an individual effort to keep women mbordinate to men and under the control of men
Qeily, 1988). Not evey poüticai perspective founds a thcraptutic movement,however,

aed the fact diat feminism has is a comment on the way in which the theory is solidly
grounded in the pemnal lives of women. In fact, "îhe personal is political" is a h a k k
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belief of the those in the ferninid movement, and this translates in feminist therapy into a
tnist in the transformative natwe of telling one's

story. Helen Levine (1985) writes,

The point in sharing one woman's experience, any woman's expaieme, is
to get at the wmmodties in every womaa's Me, to link personal and
politid in the service of change (p. 74).

Brown (1991) suggests that not only is then a predorninant "story'' about how a good
woman shouid behave, but also that it is an oppressive narrative irnposed on dolescent
girls and women. She -tes that therapy should involve encouraging women and girls to

tell their own inner tniths M y and repeatedly in order to resist this societal problematic
story. For feminists, bringing women together in groups is seen as critical for to nasons.
Firstly, group wok emphasizes the common and systemic nature of the mots of women's
experiences of violence. Secondly, it tends to "empower" women individually, through

the confidence that builâs during p u p sessions, to challenge the accepted nomis for
men's and women's ways of being in the world (Butler & Witram, 1991).

One of the centrai feminist critiques of more traditional therapeutic approaches is
the idea that the traditional therapist may act mwittingiy as a sort of agent of social

control who sees his or her role as assisting women to adjust to what is essentially an
untenable and oppressive role which has been prescribed for them by a patrimhal
culture. Grrenspan (1983) aiggests traditional approaches have failed women by

unquestioningly accepting the subjugation of women as consistent with the natural order.
Ferninist therapists pride themselves on placing importance on the social and culhual
contexts within which symptoms or problems manifest themselves, while traditional

models o h have an almost exclusively intrapsychic focus or a very locaüzeâ systemic
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perspective within the immediate family dywmics (Goodrich, Rampage, Ellman, &

Halstead, 1988; Lenier, 1988). Peggy Papp (1991) argues that family therapists do a
disseNice to their fernale clients by neglecting to bring an understanding of gender

inequality into the thempy m m . Luepnitz (1988) states that feminist theory off= much
to clinid practice in temis of talang gender into consideration and offkakg a critical and

historiai analysis of the famiy and women's roles within the family. in other WO&,

social conditions do not provide a level playing field for women, and feminist therapists

believe this f a t is relevant in therapy.
Feminist therapy is o h n descnbed as a body of theory or penpectives and not a
set of techniques or tools for use in the consuiting m m . Luepnitz (1988) describes it as a
"sensibility" of the therapist to issues of oppression and to the bonds that sexism mates

in the lives of all women. She states it aims to treat the whole person and not merely a set
of symptoms. Ooodnch et al. (1 988) characterize feminist therapy as a "litid

and

philosophical viewpoint" and not as a set of techniques. They suggest that the approach

of working solely with the presenting problem is in itselfproblematic since most of us
have intemalid existing gender stemtypes to such an extent that they feel like e~ths.

They raise the question, what is ethicai and nspectfid treatment for a woman who
presents in therapy asking for assistance to tolerate her husband's abusive behaviour?
ber (1988) concurs. She asks, "What is an appropriate therapeutic response when a
wornan opts for the cultural stercotype of ' d e me a better wife and mother' for the
m n g reasons?"@.46).

A fiutha chairacteristic of feminist therapy is the belief that the "broad outlines of
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women's lives are sûikingiy similar" (Levine, 1985, p. 75). As a femllist therapist, my
effecfiveness is based on my ability to conncct my struggies with those of other women
and resist the temptation to distance myself or take a power-based position over them.

n i e effective ferninist therapist will tend to work to be aware of and aiso mhimize the
power diffmnce inherent in any therapeutic relationship. She will see herself as more

"like" her women clients than dissimilac Rogers (1 99 1) writes compellingly against the
"mgel in the consuithg mm'' (p. 34) who adopts a "language of distance and

condescension, a tone of false authority"(p. 50) with h a clients. She criticizes such a

context as a sham of a heding relationship, and argues that it is inevitable that our clients
wiiî resist such ways of conducting ourselves. True feminist pmtice, she suggests, is one

where we can hear h m our clients what is problematic in our work and respond to that
mistance so that we can develop r
d relatiomhips with our women and girl clients.

Hill (1990) describes these assumptions of feminst therapy as a "belief in the

...

basic @mess of the client's way of king and the knowledge that health means the

increased becomiag of who one is most deeply"(p. 56) as opposed to who one is
supposeci to becorne according to the dominant cultural story about women and men. She
argues that the processes of political and therapeutic change are identical and involve the

joining with mother person's experience in such a way that she connects more strongly

with her inner knowing of what is reai for her.
Laidlaw and Malmo (1990) identify the recognition of the client as the expert on

her own experience and an attitude of respect aud shand power as distinguishing
c ~ ~ s t iofcf sd s t thcrapy. The feminist therapist's mie is to vaiidate the
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expiences of her clients. to encourage her to explore her internal and extemal realities,
and support her movement towarâ hedthy growth and change. In woiking with

individuais who have experienced abuse, Saxe (1993) believes that the feminist therapist
wiU view the afiereffects of the abuse not as psychopathology, but as 'kreative attempts
to oope and survive" (p.7). In other words, the after-effects an a set of very nomal

reactions to abnomial situations of abuse.
Solution-Focused and Solution-OrientedThenmies: A Workuin Definition
Solution-orientedtherapy has its ongins in the work of Milton Erikson (deshazer,

1986) and is consideied by most theonsts as a part of a group of therapeutic perspectives
loosely categorized as postmodem and collaborative in nature. Steve de Shazer, Insoo

Kim Berg, and the staffof the Bnef Family Therapy Center (BFTC)in Milwaukee are
generally considered to be the CO-foundersof the approach known as solution-focused
brief therapy. The term solutionaiented is usually used to refer to similar perspectives
using some approaches that did not originate with the BFTC team. For the purposes of

this practicum, 1drew upon thinking and techniques from both solution-focused and
solutionsriented perspectives and in this report I will use the terms interchangeably.

Milton Erikson was a physician aml hypnotherapist known for his creative and
metaphoric interventions with his patients. Elliot (1990) states that the cornerstones of

his approach are: using the client's world and perspective as the besis for change, using a

fuhue orientation, and using symbolic and metaphoncal communications. She states a
basic premise of Erikson's thinlring was that very srnall changes c m have a snowbailing
effat. De S

b (1986), in identifjingthe evolution of solution-foc&

therapy as
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Eriksonim, ad& tbat the main assumption solution-focus borrows h m Erürson is the
lack of the need to attempt to correct any "causative underiying mdadjustments". In

short, solutionsriented therapists believe that insight and understanding are not only not
required to change behaviour, but also that there is less nlationship between a problem
and its solution than has traditionaliy ôeen thought. Steve de Shazer (1990) even goes so

f8t as to claim that therapy can be effective even if the therapist knows nothing about the
problem, as long as dhe knows what the client's goal is. A solutionoriented therapist
will typicaliy base the search for solutiotls in relationship to the client's goals and WUuse

these goals dong with information about times when the problem isn't present to
construct the building blocks of a solution.
One of the most unifjing and significant characteristics of solutiondented
approaches is their stiongly collaborative nature. The solutionsriented therapist will

work hard ta eschew all f o m of theory-makhg and hypothesizing about the nature of
the client's problem. Such pmtices, embraced by many modem therapies, an believed
by the solution-oriented therapist to hinder the process of co-creating desirable change

with the client. A solution-orientation does not allow for the notion of the "resistant"
client who is b&hg at the therapist's efforts to heip herlhim do what is best for
himlberseif. Berg and Gallagher (1991) suggest that it is the responsibility of the
therapist to ensure client cooperation by discoverhg the client's goal and working with it

rather than acting as an "agent of social contrai" that works with dominant cultural
notions of what is good for the individuai. de S b r (1988) argues that m mwt use a
therapy collStNCt basecl on the principle of cooperationmther than power. He suggests
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h t the notion of tesistance is inevitable in any power based construct, since the ability to

overcome mistance is in fact what power is ail about. He insists that it is perfectly

possible to describe our interactiom with clients in a coopemtive way, and that the
concept of power is not usefiil in a therapeutic relationship. He suggests (1984) that the
therapist adopt an attitude of cooperation with his/her client such that anything the client

does in response to a task becornes usefbl to the therapy. A central tenet of solution-

focusexi work is the idea that "if it ain't broke, don't fix it" and it is up to the client to
define what, if anythiag,is broken. m e r tenets, as identified by de Shazer (1990)
include: "once you know what works, do more of it" and "if it doesn't work,don't do it
again. Do somethhg di&rent".

The solution-oriented practitioner is only interested in identifying the explanations

for the problem that Vit" for the client: ie. make sense to the client, and then working to
therapeutically nfiame in a mafltler that will promote beneficial change as identified by

the client (de Shazer & Lipchiic, 1984). The solution-focused practitioner believes that

an intervention will oniy k effective when it fits with the client's fhme of reference and
accepts the client's world view and theory of change fully. Indeed, a common solutionorienteci critique of traditional therapies is that therapists fa11 in love with their own
theories and develop 'bdelusionsof certainty" or "hardening of the categories" which is
characterhd by a tendency to interpret the client's cornplaints in the light of their awn
cumnt theoreticai perspective and so a c W y mate problems for their clients. O'Hanlon

(1990) refers to this as "theory countertransference"whüe Duncan et al. (1997) cal1 it

"attribution creep".

When their points of view are igeored, dismissed, or tmmpled by the
therapist's dieory, noncornpliance or mistance is a pndictable outcorne.
To the therapist, the client begins to Iodr, fccl, and act impossible. To the
client, the therapist cornes 8ctoss as mcarhg, disinterested, or patently
m

g (p. 9).

So, the solution-orienteclpractitioner will pay close attention to the client's theory of
change believing that any intervention will have a better chance of success when it

matches with that which the client believes will be an effective solution to her/his
prublem. de S b r found that where the client beiieves in the 'biagic" of pilis to solve

his/her cumnt problem, having the client take an h m g h y pill was helpfùi (1984). in
addition, carefbl matching of the client's language for both the problem and the solution

assists in joining with the client and in ensuring that üny proposed solutions fit for the
client. O'Hanlon and Weiner-Davis (1989) also advocate the use of language that
presupposes change as a way of encouraging change: eg. 'whea this problem is solved,
what ciifFemices will you be noticing?' rather than 'if you solve this problem, what

ciifferences would you be noticing?' Furman and Ahola (1992) suggest a strategy of
openness with the client and offering many altemate explanations for the problem as a
means to assist the client in finding a frame for the problem that fits for herlhim. In

addition to the tools of 'Vit", openness, and matching language, an additionai component

of a solution-focused penpective is the importance of working with the client in an

atmosphere that emphasizes the client's strengths and resources @unan, Hubble, &

Miller, 1997: O'Hanlon, 1990 ).
One of the most signifiant contributions, in my opinion, of solution-focuseâ

theorists to the field of therapy is the extensive work tbey have initiami in developing
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tools for the identificationof the client's goals for change. In this mode1 knowing where

the client wants to go is more important than knowing where they have ken. Adults who

have experienced childhd sexual abuse may find this interest in their futirre rather novel
and even disconcerting, since so maay of the conventionai ideas about heaihg for

survivors is rooted in painful exploration of the past. Solution-focuseci therapists ask the

question: c'whyis it that we, as coll~l~eliors,
believe that excavating painful experiences

h m the past wiii assist the people who corne to c o d t with us to mate the kind of
friture they want for themselves?" I believe this is a question worth considering. To me,

the link between the two is not immediately evident; yet, this is the assumption often

made, and it leads in some cases to years of palliful therapy without n e c e s d y
appreciable movement toward irnproved quality of life for the client. Walter and Peller
(1992) define the elements of a solution-focuseci approach as: a) identifjing what the

client wsnts to be doing; b) identifying how dhe is already engaging in that behaviour;
and c) identifying how s/he will be experiencing the goal in the fiiture.

Given the focus on the past in more traditional therapeutic styles, it might be
argueû that pior to the emwence of solution-focus, therapists had not done a very good

job of developing questions that would assist the client to elucidate her/his goals for

change. The ceneal solution-focusedtao1 for identifying the client's goal is usualiy some
version of T h e Miracle Question". The basic wording for this question is as follows:
"Suppose tbat one night, while you were asleep there was a miracle and this pmblem was

solved. How would you know? What would k different?'(dc Shazer, 1988). Typically

the initial answer to this question may be somewhat vague, and the solution-focused
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therapist will work towarà the identification of concrete and specific behaviours using a
series of questions including relative infiuence questions such as: "how will yorn spouse
-

lmow the miracle has happened without your saying a word to hirn about it? What will

your children or CO-workm
be notichg that wiiî be Merent?" and so on. Therapists
look for a '%ide0 description" ... ie. behanours that could be captured by a vida camera
(Lipchik & de Shazer, 1986).

The next step in a typicai solution-focuseû intewiew is usually the initiation of a
search for exceptions to the problem followed by an attempt to enwurage consideration
of the Merences between times when the problem is and isn't present (Molnar & de

Shazer, 1987). Once the non-ptoblematic pattern of behaviour are identifieci, the
solution-focused intereviewer will work to help the client repeat these patterns more
fiequently. It is a basic tenet of solution-focused theory that change is inevitable. The
seetch for exceptions is seen as a way the therapist can identa and maintah positive

change in a useful and non-intrusive way (Berg & Gallagher, 1991). Solutionsriented

practitioners believe so W

y in the inevitability of change that they even look for change

that may have occurreà between phoning for a therapy appointment and actuaUy attending

the k

t session.

Weiner-Davis, de Shazer, and Gingerich (1987) found in a survey of 30

cases, pretreatment changes in the pmblem area may be present in as many as two of
every three cases.

They report positive nsuits h m working to maintain and ampli@

these existing changes when the therapist responds as if the change is a "ciifference that

makes a cliffierence". de Shaaer and Molnar (1984) contend that the very act of observing
change is signincant in that it alters the nature of the change occurrhg. It is for this
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reason that observation tasks may be assigned to the client and are g e n d l y considered
important interventiontool for the solution-foc&

therapist. The 'Tomda first

session task" is wmmonly assigned toward the end of a solutio~f~~used
first inteniew:

"Betweennow and the next t h e we meet, 1want you to observe what happeas in your
life that you want to continue to have heppen" (Moiuar & de Shazer, 1987, p. 349).
Likewise, identifying exceptions, or "differences that make a difference" infiuences the
way the client is likely to view the problem. in other worâs, solution-focused therapists

believe that the client is less likely to see the problem as ubiquitous and overwhelming
following the identification of meanin@ exceptions. Exceptions can also o h provide

the basic building blocks of a solution to the problern.

The focus on specific and concrete behavioural goals, identifying times when the
problem is not present, and using d e s to identiQ the small movements toward the
client's miracle or problem free f h r e creates an atmosphere where both the client and

the therapist leam to notice and build on the s d l successes that pave the road toward

lasting change. Part of the appeal of solution-orientation is its effect of incrrased
optimism and hop on the part of the therapist as well as the client. Lipchik & de Shazer
(1986) emphasize the need for a persistent positive stance on the par&of the therapist as a

means of f8cilitating new perceptions and behaviors from the client that can lead to
solutions. A further appeai of the approach for me is the lengths to which solutiononented Wnters and trainers have gone to quantify their knowledge and to examine die

"hows"of this approacb in order h t othets in the field can leam these skilis and replicate
theü successes. I believe solution-orientationmay have particular benefit in worlc
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nlating to sacual violence and abuse because of the f u g s of leamed helplessness in

the client and related couter-transfmnce faeîings of bumout and vicarious trauma in the
therapist

e AAer-Effets of Childhood Sexual A b w
There has been a signifiant amount of reseatch during the past two decades

focused on identifyiag the cornmon negative after-effects found among addts who have
experienced childbood sexual abuse. It is important to note that then is no blueprint

describing how any one WLividd wili nact to abuse, however, the following concems
have been consistently identified by mmy aduits who have experienced semai violence
in childhood.
Sleep disturbances, hype~gilence,difliculties with concentration, and intrusive
mernories have ben identiûed as common after-effects (Briere, 1989; Briere & Runtz,
1993; Courtois, 1988; Dolan, 1991; Herman, 1992). Feelings of low self-esteem, guilt,

self-blame, and a poor sense of self an also documentcd (Briere, 1989; Jehu, 1989).
ûther effccts include: feelings of intense shame, depression, suicide ideation, d e t y ,
feu, and feeling numb (Brome & Finkcihor, 1986; Courtois, 1988; Dolan, 1991;
Finkelhor, 1987 Bt 1990). Difficuities witb sexuality, difiiculties establishing numuing
relationships, difficultiesm g , and feelings of rage and helplessness have also been
identifid (Briere & Rwtz, 1987; Courtois, 1988; Jehu, 1989; and Maltz & Holman,
1987). nien is also evidence that some swivors experience difliculties with physid

ilinesses and symptoms, and they may also have conans nlating to substance abuse
ador Nficulties with eating (Bmwne & FinkeIhor, 1986; Courtois, 1988).

Solution-Focusednierapies and Childhd S e d Abuse

As can be cxtrapolated h m the belief in solution-focuseciideas that insight
regardirig past events is not necessariiy helpfùl to produce deski change, the solutionfocused therapist will not conclude, as wili meny other therapists, that the client who is a

surrivor of childhood s e d abuse must inevitably recount the details of the abuse in
order to heal. When 1was first trained as a rape crisis worker in the early to mid 1980s, 1
was trained according to the prevailing wisdom that rape and sexual abuse victirns must

speak about the specific details of the past ab-

they SUffered and the emotions that

those events engended over and over as a way of removing the power of those

memories over the individuai in the present. Much of the prevailing literature regarding
group work with sexual abuse suwivors advocates the telling of group members' stories

as tramformative and a way of releasing feelings of shame and isolation (Chew, 1998;
Saxe, 1993; Yamamoto-Nading& Stringer, 1991).

in applying solution-focused ideas to group work with addts who have
experienced childhood s e 4 abuse, it is logical to forgo such storytelling unless group

members identify a need to shan theu stories. In fact, Dolan (1 991) and Metcalf(1998)
suggest that long and specific descriptions of the abusive events should not be encouraged

or invited unless the client seems to heal Çom such discussions. Metcalf states that the
therapist should venfy the therapeutic 8spects of story telling for the individuai by asking

"YOUare teiiing us many deCsils thst have made you very sad. How does it help you to
tell us some of the detaiis?"(1998, p. 90). When thaapists enter the therapy assuming
tbat the cîient needs to go back and work through traumatic memories, dhe is once more

taLiag an expert stance regadhg what the client neeûs to do to ncover h m the abuse.

In a solution-focuscdapproach, the goal of therapy is to assist the individual in
overcomiag the negative af&r-effecf~
of the abuse rathet than to help hetmM "work

through" the abuse. The important thing is that she is able to make sense of her
experience in a new way that fiws her to live a more satisfying Me. Kowalski (1993)

believes:
It is not nece~~~vy
to directiy discuss details of the abuse in order to

diminish the effwts. Clients are the best judges of whether, and when, it is
helpful to discuss the abuse explicity (workshop notes).
Metcelf(1998) d t t s that while some individuals may need to Ealk in detail about the
past abuse, some may not. She suggests that the therapist would k much bata advised

to focus on the client's resoutces and stmigths and focus on emphasizing how they made
it h u g h the abuse and what they've doae to b b ~ psurvive,
e,
and thrive"@.91) since

Macalfand Dolm even go so far as to suggest that story telling can be harmful

and cornter-therapeutic.
Having a victim of s e d abuse tell and reteli the tale of her victimhtion
for the sole therapeutic purpose of desensitization is like mnoWlg a bullet
slowly and p i d d l y , one tiny millimeter of maal at a time, reopening the
wound each h e . This form of desensitization is not always dependable;
even in the cases whae it does succeed over tirne, it is o h an inefficient
and unnecessarilypainful methoâ of treatment that prolongs the client's
&king aud ~tvicîhizesha over and over again. (Dolan, 1991, p. 29)

MW(1998) cites the case of a young woman who had been raped on a date and who
saw a tberapist and was asked to go over and over the detaüs of the assault. This, she told

M W ,always made her fœl worse. Then the therapist told h a it was time for her (the
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client) to move on, and the young woman felt very bewilded not understanding how this
approach was supposeci to help her move fornard in her Me. In a group setting, Metcalf
suggests, participants may find sharing storîes and taiking about the past a powerfùl
bonding experience, but it may serve to reinforce pn-existing ideas about the
impossibility of moving forward to a life relatively free of the abuse. McFarland (1995)
suggests that in a solution-focused group, the focus should stay on the present and the

firture d e r than the past and that group whesiveness can be developed and maintaineci
tbrough members following the facilitator's example in encoumghg fellow participants
by paying attention to what is working and by complimenting others' successes and
strengths.

Be that as it may, the assumption of the need to talk about the detds of the abuse
in a group setting seems to nm deep. Judy Chew (1998) writes about group work with
sexuai abuse sUNIvors fiom a solution oriented and narrative perspective; yet devotes

session five through eight of a 13 week group to group members taiking about the details
of their abuse. Otha wnters on p u p work with sexual abuse survivors also seem to
view storytelling as an integral part of the treatment. Saxe (1993) writes h m a feminist

perspective and devotes sessions four through eight of a twenty week group to the sharing
of personai stories of abuse. Yamamoto-Nading & Stringer (199 1) advocate having
group members tell their stories in the first group session out of 14 and then wind up that

session asking group members to imagine what their lives wiii be like when they have
rrsolved their s e d abuse. In contrast, Metcalf(1998) criticizes such groups as focusing
too much on insight and d t i n g in a situation where clients emerge h m such groups

'%th insight yet wearing their hearts on theù sleeves and &y

to ratiodize and defend

why they had their particuiar disorders or complaints" and adds "there seemed to be few
actuai strategies that developed within those groups...."(p. 4).

One of the great benefits, in my opinion, of adopting a solution-focused approach

in work with aduits who have expaienad sexual violence is the expansion of the
therapists' repertoire and field of vision so that dhe can see more thenpeutic alternatives

than painful desuisitization. The solution-focused therapist believes asking individuais to

think about what their lives wiil be üke once they have resolved the abuse cnates an
inspiring vision to move toward and also a focus on the steps already taken toward the
goal that is inherently therapeutic and healing.

People heal fiom s e d abuse when given a context to relate to and
perceive themselves differently in.... Assisting sexual abuse survivors to
live in the present insteadof dwelling on traumatic experiences in the past
gives them a new image of themselves and fosters beliefs that make it
easier for them to plan for tomorrow. (Met&, 1998, p. 106)
Characteristics of a solution-focusad group include: creating a concrete vision of the

fiiture without the problem; focushg the conversation on times when the problem is not a
problem; offering a new description of the problem that employs hop; extemaiking the
problem as something outside of or sepamte h m the person; scaüng small changes; use

of the Miracle Question as a means to move the group past a problem focus and into the
fbture; and noticing evideace of participants' abilities on the spot (Metcalf, 1998).

Whv Choose C ~ O U DWork?

in gened, group work cau have the benefit of dramaticaliy hcreasing the

potentiai for hding solutions to presented problems (Tdd, in Metcalf, 1998). At times,
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when an individual fecls ovemhelmed by âifficult problems, group members can assist

by brallistonning ways in which she may more effdvely cope with the effects of the
problem, even if the problem is not imrnediately and completely solved (Metd, 1998).

Feedback from group members has the added weight of similar experiences behind it, and
encouragement fiom others who have been t h u g h something similar ofien has added
meaning to group participants. Since both feminist and solution-focused approaches
concentrate on the client's strengths and resources, group is a powerfbl medium to
highiight and praise the smailest actions toward change, thereby oflering the client
possibilities for a new description of her life, herself, and the effeçt of her experiences.
Why choose a group sening for women who have experienced childhooâ sexual

abuse? From a feminist point of view, it is necessary in a patriarchal society to keep
women separate from each other and see the sources of their problems and pain as within
their individual psyches rather thaa as systemic in nature. B ~ g i n women
g
together in
groups is seen as critical h m feminist perspectives to emphasize the systemic nature of
the mots of violence agaiast women and to "empower" women to challenge cuituraîly
accepted gender d e noms (Butler & Wintram, 1991). In addition, group work is seen as

having particular value with individuais who have experienced sexual violence as a usefùl
strategy for wmbatting the stigma and shame that are such cornmon after-effects of the

s e 4 abuse, as well as dowing participants to experiment with issues of safiety and trust

(Gil, 1988). Al1 of these effects have been weli documenteci as part of the aftermath of
childhood sexuaî abuse (Donaidson & C o d e s ~ n1994;
,
Sprei, 1987).

In a group setthg, a feminst perspective brings the concept of "bearuigwitness"
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to each other's experiences of abuse and its afterleffits. The term "bearing witness"

refers to a type of attentive, non-action oriented listening that p u p members o h
describe as one of the most helpfid aspects of group. While group members have a lot of

individu81 choiœ about how much they share in group about their own experiences of
abuse and its after..eEects, king present and listening within the group are in themse1ves

transformative both for the participant breaking the silence surrounding her experiences
and for the participant engagcd in witnessing the process udold. A feminist approach

then offas group members a way to lialr their individual experiences not only with those
of other group members,but also with those of women as a whole. This approach

powerfully addresses issues of shame and stigma that an also nearly universal aftereEects of most experiences of sexual victimization (Donalcison & Cordes-Green, 1994;
Finklehor, 1979; Gilligan & Kennedy, 1989; Saxe, 1993; Sprei, 1987).
Some therapists and authors have criticized a sole reliance on individual therapy
with individuais who have experienced abuse on the b i s that the inequality of power

inberent in the therapy may reinforce dependency on the therapist and decrcase the
opporhrnities for the individual to develop a fecling and sense of her own ability to

achieve her goals and overcome the effects of the a b w (Van der Kolk, 1987). Sexe
(1993) adds the observationthat discussing childhood sexual abuse alone with one's

therapist solely within the confidentid confines of the therapy m m may inadvertently
sente to maintain the sense of secncy and isolation that was a part of the abuse
experieaa. She suggests that it is a very poweiful healing act to achowledge in a group
setting one's experiences of abuse h a u s e it tends to "address the sense of isolation and
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Merentness that results h m baving been forced into a sectetive and taboo practice"

W)Chew (1998) suggests that group therapy is a very useful adjunct to individual
therapy in that it provides an interactive context within which healing and recovery fiom
the effects of the abuse c m take place. Group work has many advantages over individual
therapy. Group participants gain a sense of validation h m d

g that they are not alone

in their expiences and in their reactions to the abuse. They may develop a greater sense
of gentletles and empathy toward themselves through receiving caring and respect fkom
other group members and h u g h seeing their own stories through the eyes of other,

often l e s harsh and blaming eyes (Saxe, 1993). Many group members have told me that
they can more readily see the strength in other women than in themselves initially, but,

eventually, through having that same admiration extended to them by other group

members, they corne to feei more empowed and wmpassionate toward themselves as
well. In addition, group work has the advantage of mutuaiity. In other words,the peer
helping relationships that develop in group involve both the receiviag and the extending
of heip and support to and h m other group members (Chew, 1998; Fedele & Harrington,
1990; Saxe, 1993). This can be a powerfui experience for members to be listened to and

to be seen to have sornething valuable to offer others in distress and difficuity.
S

w and h~lications

Solution-focuseci and feminist therapies have a number of facors in cornmon that
1kfievcd made them compatible for use in a blended model. Namcly, both therapeutic

perspectivt~are highiy collabotative in nature, both advocate therapists adopt a non-

expert stance in the thaapy, and both see clients as the experts on their own lives,

problems, and solutions. As such, therapists h m both perspectives avoid blaming and
labeling clients. Both perspectives wouid view non-cooperation fiom the client as a
problem with the appach of the therapist rather than as resistance to change. Both
feminist and solutionsriented therapists work to minimize the power differentiai in the
consulting m m and see the problem as something that is exerting influence over the
client's life rather than as an aspect of the client's personality.

h addition, 1klieved that the two appmaches would amplement each other,

with each mode1 offering advantages that the otha lacked. Feminist therapeutic theories
offer a political perspective and analysis of violence against women that takes into
account issues of power and gender. Feminist therapists commonly encourage and work
to empower clients to question existing culnual noms and gender mies. The feminist
analysis contributes materially to a h e w o r k within which women can view their
experiences in new ways-for example, as linked to the experiences of al1 women rather

than as just an individu81 situation in which they have found themselves. For this reason,
feminsm also offers the notion that teiiing the tniths of our Iives as women in a circle

with other wornen is a powerfid transfomative and politid act both for the individual
woman and for society as a whole.
Solution-focwd perspectives offer the notion that it is not necessary to correct
causative experiences h m the past in order to effect change in the present and the fuhue.
Solution-oriented therapists bring a new emphasis to co-creating with their clients a
vision of a pnf-

fhre-a fiinire that wiil exist &er the problem is solved. Solution-
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focused themputic theones offer new twls and techniques to facilitate change and
identa goals for the friture. These include the Miracle Question, techniques to search for
and highlight exceptions to the problem, and innovative scaling methods to assist clients

to identify srnall changes and steps t o d their goals.

For me, the implications for combUling these two perspectives into a blended

mode1 for use in a group setting with adults who had experienced childhd sexuai abuse
were telatecl to the notion of balance. 1 intended to work to balance the amount of tirne

spent taiking about the problematic experiences of abuse and the after-effects of those
experiences with tirne spent exploring signs that the group members were oveicoming

those experiences and th& effets* 1intended to work to balance the amount of time we
spent in group focusing on the pst, the present, and a firture without the problem. 1
chose to avoid pmviding structured time for participants to tell the stories of the past

abuses. 1wanted, iastead,to cnate a cultute within the group where sharing and
acknowledging experiences of success was as acceptable as sharing and acbiowledging
experiences of distnss, where group members and facilitators would bear witness to

both, and where group members would bond with each other around both. 1wanted to
balance valuable movement toward change with equally valuable achowledgment of the
plight of these individuals and also of the broder commun@ of women.
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Chapter Two Practicum Description

h this chapter it is my intention to descrik the parameters 1set to the practicum
experience prior to the group actual1y begianing. 1I l l discuss such details as: the
recniitrnent of participants; the setting, clinical supervision and debriefing; COfacilitation; screening of potential participants; format of the gmup meetings; and the
tools 1plafllled to use to evaluate the experience. 1WU
also spend some time discussing
my ideal sense of how 1 intendeci to apply the two modalities in this treatment se-

and

how 1anticipateci they would work togethet.

Written notices advertising the gioup (Appendix A) as a group for adult women
who have experienced some degree of sexual violence in childhood were circulateci to the
following: the host organization; approximately 10 coxnmunity-baseûorganizations in
Winnipeg; and approximately 10 selected private therapists in Winnipeg . 1chose to send
the notices only to cornmunity-based organizatiom and agencies that offered individuai or

group therapy for problems related to cbildhood s e d abuse. For private practitioners, 1
chose to send notices to those who identify themselves as working h m eithet feminist
andor solution-orientcd perspectives. 1 felt these organizations and individuals

represented out best chance for r e f e d s since they wm working thempeutically with the
client group we wanted to atûact and, in the case of the pnvate practitioners, in
compatible modalitics to those 1p l m e d to use in the group. 1also felt that couasellors

and therapists would be able to most accuratelyassess which individuais were ready,
willing, and aâequately pnpend fot a p u p experience. 1chose, however, to mail out a
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maximum of twenty notices so as to avoid a deluge of refends that we could not

8~~0mrnodate
within the parameters of the one-the, time limited group experience. The

notice simply dincted interested participants to cal1 Libby at Family Centre at a certain
date and time for M e r information or to book an appointment with me to tind out more

about group.
1m t e d the recruitment advertisement to reflect the blend of solution-oriented

and feminist perspectives 1 intendeâ for the group and so 1entitled the advertisement

"Living, SuMving & Thrivhg: A Sexud Abuse Group for Women". When 1was first

trained as a rape crisis worler, it was common to talc about people who have experienced
abuse as becoming "survivors" of the abuse. This term was used as a sort of indication of
the level of recovery or healing that they had achieved regarding their abuse experiences.

The term "victim"might be wd to =fer to a beginning point in healing where the

individual was still living with the abuse in a very pnsent way and was stiil seeing herself

as perhaps causing the abuse or as doomed to be abuseâ again. The term "mniivor"has
o h been used to reflect the t h e in healing where the individuai understands that the
abuse is in the past, that it wasn't her fault, and where she has achieved some feeling of
empowerment in her Me or the fecîing that she can now pmtect herself somewhat fiorn
furthet violence.
As discussed previously, solution-focwd therapists were among the first to

suggest the need to move beyond the term "swivor" since it stiil tends to define women

accordhg to a single aspect of their e x p e r k n d e abuse (Chew, 1998). Anderson &
Gold (1994) indicatc that feminists are now beginning to mxamine the label "survivor"
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for similar nasons. Nowadays, it is more cornmon to tak about a third level of healing

where the abuse no longer takes up such a large part of the individuai's energy and
identity. At this stage, it becornes clear to the individuai that dhe is more than the abuse
and can, in fact, live a satisfying and joyful life in the futun. In her workshops, Yvonne
Dolan has suggested this period in recovery might be tenned "thriving",and this is the
tam 1chose to reprisent that satisfyiag fùture that the participants envisioned for

themselves.
So, the phrase "Living, Surviving, & Thnving" was used to emphasize the three

stages of healing and also the notion of pas6 present, and fiiture which 1intendeci to

bewme a theme in the group. Whik criticisms of insight-basal therapies with
individuais who have experienced abuse might suggest that too much attention is paid to

past abuse and that such a focus may tend to increase feelings of helplessness and
dependency in the world, solution-focused thinking does not demand that the past be
ignored al together. As discussed previously, it is important for most survivors at some
point to break the silence smunding the abuse and have others bear witness to their
experiences d o r their pain regarding the experiences. 1would argue that feminist

therapists have done well at witnessing the experiences and h&g

the pain of the abuse

in the pst and have d y worked hatd to address issues of shame and stigma regarding
those experiences by linking them with a broder political perspactive. What solution-

focus offers, in my opinion, are tools to h w out the ways in which the abuse continues
to be a problem in the current life of the individual and to draw out a vision of the
individual's prrfemd fuauewhen dhe has d

y put the abuse W

y in the past. For

these reasons, 1chose to advertise the group as follows:
This 16 session group wiil assist participants to move M e r in their
tecovery h m the negative effects of child sexual abuse. The group
f8cilitators believe in the impottance of understanding the impact of the
abuse experience while acknowledging al1 the other aspects of wornen's
lives. This group wiii work to strike a balance betwœn the past, the
present, aad a vision of a hopeful future.

My goal was to facilitate the group discussion in such a way as to have a roughly qua1
distribution of talking about the pst, the present, and the fiiture. My thinking was that
such a balauce wouid allow the group to expose the tyranny, lies, and deception of the
pst abuse, whik vslidating the tremendous accomplishments involved in swviving and

iastilling hope for the hture.

The group participants consisted of adult women (over age 18) who were referred
to the group fkom a therapist or social service worker and who had some level of cornfort

discussing the abuse with others and who were not actively suicidal or in current crisis.

Screening potential p u p members on an individuai basis prior to the
commencement of a group for persons who have been sexually abused in c h i l d h d is

commoniy accepteci clinical practice. Gil(1988) and Sprei (1987) agree that
contraindicationsto group participation include: acute suicidal tendencies, cumnt severe
life crisis, active dnig/dcohol addiction, and an inability to hem othm discw their abuse
without feeling ovewhelmed In addition to considering the former as criteria upon
which 1wouid chwse to exclude someone h m the group, 1also was concemed that

potential group members could identify sume concm and d s t i c goals for being in
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On occasion, it has been my experience that individuais have been referred to
group by well-meaning others who feel the group experience wouid be helpful. At times

these potential participants have felt a reluctance to be in group or have had a definite

idea that group wodd have nothhg to offer them. To these individuals, 1suggested that
it was important to respect their own wisdom and that 1could see no reason for them to
be in a p u p against their own wishes or sense of what is right for them. Other

individuais might have an unrealistic goal or expectation for the group experience. For
example, in this group, if a womau had an expectation group would most likely be
focused on sharing the detaiîs of past experiences of abuse, 1wodd share information
with her about the purpose, intent, and structure of this group experience and either offer
to refer her to a semice that might better fit her expectations, or ask whether there was
sowthing this type of group couid offet that she might be interesteci in. With individuats

who could not initidly identify a wncrete god for group, 1 engaged in a conversation in
which some mutually agrecable goals for the group work could be co-constructed.
1met with al1 the potentid group participants pnor to the commencement of the

group for the purposes of screening and pie-group orientation. Some of my goals at this

meeting wen to let prospective members know the purpose of the group, its focus, and
parameters before they made a cornmitment. I presented this i n t e ~ e wto the women as a

tirne when they codd ask any questions thcy had about group so they couid make sure it
was the nght gmup for th-

as weii as a t h e when 1would ask them some questions

with the same goal. It was also to aiiow me to assess readiness and appropriateness for
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this piuticular group based on the pmriously mentioned criteria. A copy of the questions
wd for the screening interview has been appendeâ to this report (Appendix B). Wbere

there were conceras about a potentiai member's participation, îhis was d i s c d frankly
with the client in the screening interview. Concem for her well-king was foremost in

this discussion and possible options that might better meet her needs were discussed (eg.

inûividuai therapy either within the host organization or in another setting; in the case of
acute alcohol or dnig addiction, perhaps a cesidentid treatment setting or refeiral to an

addictions program or counsellor).

In addition, al1 aspects of the group as a part of the requirements for a Master's of
Social Work pmticum project were discussed with the potential group member

throughout the screening interview. Participants were asked at the beginning of the
interview to read and sign an release form giving consent to the screening intewiew
(Appendix C), and at the conclusion of the interview, they were asked to read and sign an
etbical release fom giving informecl consent to participation in the g r o p (Appendix D).

This latter forrn describes the voluntary nature of her participation in group, how her

anonymity would be protecteà, audio-taping of group sessions, and the storage and
subsequent destruction of these tapes.

In dl, 1met with 12 jmtentiai group participants at the intake stage of group. Nine
of these chose to enter the group. Of the remaining thne,one was referred to another
service, one chose another s e ~ c oe v a this one, and the third chose to simply continue

with her existing service.

saiu
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The group was completed at the Famiiy Centre of Winnipeg. This site was
chosen because mauy therapists hthis Centre have received extensive training and
pmtice in solution-focused perspectives and techniques as weli as feminist perspectives
and approaches to therapy with individuais who have experienced sexuai violence in the

past. 1also felt that my development as a therapist would be more greatly enhanceci by
working at an organization that 1had not had pnvious involvement with. It seems to me

that work in a variety of settings is emrnely valuable for developing a broad base of

s u s as a social worker.
Co-Facilitation
1chose to co-facilitate the group with Libby Yager, M.S. W., R.S. W. Libby is a

contract employee of Family Centre, a former wlleague of mine, and has extensive group
fwilitation experience as well as fdliarity with the use of both therapeutic models.
Schadler (1992) suggests that CO-facilitationis indicated in groups with adults who have

been seXU811y abused as childm due to the "intense and interactive" nature of these
groups. While Rose (1989) States that while there is no consistent empiricai evidence that
two leaders an more effectve thaa one, practitioners usuaily prefer to work in pairs in a

gmup setting citing greater support, leaming, and enjoyment as their rationale for this

choice. For the purposes of this practicurn, 1sûongly felt two co-leaders were indicated
by the hovative nature of task (ie. the blending of two distinct types of models). I

kiieved a second fwilitator would be invaluable for the purposes of gcoup planning and
p s t - p u p discussion and feedback, as well as for assisting group members who may be

in some distnss or discornfort during group. 1fùrther postulatcd that the second
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facilitator would be extremely helpful through her participation in the creative process of
planning group sessions and group intaventions, as well as for her perspective on how
the group was reacting to those same sessions and interventions. The co-facilitatorwas
not present during intake/screening interviews with potential participants, and only
occasionaiiy attended supe~sionmeetings. It was expected that dl tesponsibilities for

record keeping and report writing would rest solely with myselfthroughout the practicum
process.

In the first session of group, Libby aad 1m t e d to be transparent with group

members about our nlationship to one mother and the nasons why we chose to facilitate
the group together. We explained that we Iilldmet and worked together previously in
another organization and that, during the course of that acquahtance, we had discovered a
compatibility in our styles of working and an enjoyment in worlcing together. We adûed
that we had maintainai a personal fiiendship since that t h e and had often talked about
wanting to work together again. We also explained the advantages of having two
therapists in the group: extra assistance when group members are in distress; consistency

in the group if one of the facilitators becornes il1 or carmot attend a particular session; and

the ability to consuit with a colleague in order to get ideas on how to assist the group

through various problems.
Group membem were informed that Libby and 1would do our kst to share the

facilitlition nsponsibilities in group e q d y , and that, since this group f8cilitation was

part of the quirements for my degree, 1would carry most of the responsibilities relating
to documentation, planning, and oqanhtional details for the group. Privately, Libby
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and 1believed that out cooperative and equitable working nlationship might provide
powemil modelling for group participants. indeed, group members subsequently

commented, on occasion, that they enjoyed witnessing the nlaxed an cooperative
interaction between us.
Subervision
1 planned to audiotape d l group meetings for the purpose of receiving supervision

and to refiwh my memory during the report miting process. Supervision of the practicum

included weekly debriehg and preparation meetings with the CO-facilitatorand bi-

weekly supervision meetings with the on-site clinid supervisor, Sara Axelroû. Extemal
supmision of the pmticurn was to be provided by Professor Kim Clan, my M.S.W.
advisor. At al1 stages of the practicum experience and report writing, I took steps to

ensure that the identities and particda,experiences of the group participants would be
kept confidentid. This information was shared only within the bounds of clinical

supervision and consultation within t&e host agency.
Procedure
Treatment was to occw in weekly group sessions lasting two and one-half hours

each with one 15 minute break.
Group facilitators were to provide a consistent structure to group meetings;
including a brief check-in regardhg participants' mood and weekly events as suggested
by Schadier (1992), a check-out round prior to closure to ask participants how they were

feeling and what was most meaningful for them h m the evening's session, a planned
topic for discussion for each meeting,and meetings that begin promptly and ended at the

designatecl tirne.
Group members were, however, to play an active role in sethg group goals and
agreements and in determining the focus topic of each session. Many authors a g m that
the establishment of consistent group d e s and noms is important (Rose, 1990; Sprei,
1987). Donaldson and Cordes-Green (1994) suggest that some of these p u p agreements

be arbitrarily detennined by the group f8cilitators (eg. c~ntidentiality~
attendance and
cornmitment, use of non-prescription dmgs or alcohol just prior to group or just
following, violence or abuse, and touching), and that some are decided democratically by
the group members (cg. sharing phone numbers, sharing time within group, tardiness,
absences, and breaks). Homework assignments w m also to be wd selectively as an

intewention method within the group (Spni, 1987).

Ibe setting of consistent, agreeû-upon group agreements were to be a part of the
first meeting's agenda The setting of personal and collective goals for the group were to
occur during the second and third meetings. Subsequently, the group facilitators were to
use these group and individuai goals to plan discussion topics for the rest of the group

meetings. It was my intention that the meetings would involve a balance of deaüng with

individual concem as they mse and of dealing with pre-planned discussion topics that
arose h m the group's identifiai goals.

Siae
Domidson & Cordes-Green (1994) report that limiting group mernbership fostns
cohesiveness; yet, still dows enough time for individuai neeh to be met. In gened, for
a group of this nahin, most sources agree that a mernbership of six to eight plus the group
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facilitators is optimum (Donaldson & Cordes-Green, 1994; Schaâler, 1992). Rose
(1989) States that research indicates that client satisf~tiontends to increase mund a

membership of six or seven clients d then decline slightly afbr that.
1 intended to commence group with a minimum membership of eight participants

and a maximum of ten, in order to d o w for the possibility of attrition duiing the goup
process. This pariicular group wmrnenced with nine members and finished with seven.
Duration

DoIISiidson and Cordes-Green (1994) suggest that it is cutfently uncleat what
length of group is the most effective due to a lack of empirical rigour in evaluating groups
for duits who have experienced childhood sexuai abuse. Short terni groups Oess than 12
weeks according to their assumption) have show Unprovernent in certain m,but
indicators are that many of the participants indicate a need for M e r therapy. They
specuiate that longer term groups may be more effective in aiiowing participants to gain
more coping skills and to process issues in -ter

depth.

1planned for the group to last for 16 weekly sessions. Groups described in the

literature vary wideiy in duration: h m four sessions to six, ten, twelve, twenty-two, and
open-end4 therapy groups that do not have a specific duration. At this point, as
mentioned above, research does not seem to tecornmend one length of group over

awther. 1have personally facilitateci groups for adults who have experienced childhood

s e d abuse that met for ten, twelve, fourteen, and sixteen sessions. Evaluations
wmpleted by group participants of the shorter of these groups have kquently indicated
that they found the length of the group to be hadequate. Participants have hquentiy
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commented that the group ended just as they were beginning to feel cornfortable enough
to reveal their most deeply-held concerns. I have faciiitated a number of sixteen session
groups for this population and found that the end of group evaluations do indicate the
participants felt these groups more adequately met their neeûs.

One of the values that solution orienteci and feminist therapy perspectives have in
comrnon, and which set them apart h m many other more traditional thenpeutic
perspectives, is their view of therapy as a collabomtive alliance between client and
thempist in which the client is the expert. This attitude has implications for any
evaluation of clinid work utilizing either of these appmaches. in other words, the
client's view of the therapy and the relative success of same is an essential, and one might
argue the most important part of any evaluation. De Shazer (1991) writes, "If therapists
accept the client's cornplaint as the nason for searting therapy, therapists shouid, by the
same logic, accept the client's statement of satisfactory improvement as the reason for

tenninating therapy" (p.57). 1would add that they shouid also accept the client's
evaluation of whether or not the therapy has k e n successful and of what interventions or

characteristics of the approach wen most or least helpful.
We aiso know h m existing nsearch that the client is the most important factor in

the mccessful production of desirable change. Metcalf(1996) states that client
perceptions of the therapeutic relationship are the most consistent predictor of
improvement, and tbat client perceptions of alliance yield stronger predictions of outcome

than do therapist perceptions. Duncan, a al. (1997) in mriewing the outcome literafure
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report thaî 30 percent of obsewed change is accounted for by relationship factors in
therapy, 15 -nt

of positive outcome is acwunted for by expcctancy/placebo effects

(ie. the client expects the thaapy to worlr), another 15 percent is accounted for by
therapeutic tecbniques or interventions that are specific to a particdm orientation, and the
cemaining 40 percent is accounted for by extratherapeutic or client variables that

contribute to change ngardless of the client's participation in therapy. Add these results
to McKeel's (1996) suggestion that quantitative outcome shidies may not ad&

the

questions that are most useful for clinid practice-because it is difncùlt to measure the
effect of a specific intervention and because most therapists will use a pragmatic
approach to thaapy, "choosing strategies that fit the client and the client's goals rather

than rigidly following the protoc01 of a single model", and one must ask oneself whether
quantitative research is the evaluative tool of choice in a clinical sening. Both h m the
philosophical perspective of client as expert on her own life and h m a perspective of

accuracy and usefidness, 1beiieve the value of a quantitative approach to be questionable.
Outcorne measures, by their vey nature predetennine for the client what will be
successfùi measures of the client's success.
For the purposes of this practicum experience, the primary measuns for success 1
chose were thncfold: 1) the helpfulness of the group experience, as reported by the
clients, in assisting group members to achieve and maintain the d e s i d goals for change
they identify in the early stages of the group experience, 2) identifjing, by y u p
members, the intmentioas and stmtegies used duriag the group that were most and least

hdpful to them, and 3) the therapist impressions of the '%t" and ease of use of these two
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models together in this type of group setting and the possibilities for friture clinical group
practice using ihis particuiar blend of perspectives. It is important to note that, for the
purposes of this practicum, 1 was primarily intensted in evaluation of the process of the
group experience rather than the outcorne. The selection of the evaluation procedure
reflectsthis choice.

Evaluation Procedure

Client satisfaction with the tnatment nceived was assessed through use of a

modifieci Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ-8) (Attkisson, 1978) (Appendix E) that
was administend to group members at the final group meeting. Mid and end of group
client evaluatiodfeedback foms (Appendices F & O) were also used to assess client
satisfaction durhg the treatment process. in addition, six weeks to eight weeks following

the fiaal group session, a telephone survey adapted h m the Brief Therapy Centre in
Milwaukee (adaptation by practicum student Brodovsky, 1990; original fom, de Shazer,
1985) (Appendix H)was initiated with al1 group mernbers. This suxvey consisted of a
bief series of questions designeâ to determine the durability of the interventions and
whether any subsaqwnt problems had emerged.
A self-teport measure was admllüstered at the pre-pup screening interview and

again at the final group session. This consisted of "The Solution-Focused Recovery Scale

for Abuse Swivors" @ o h , m ~ e 1995)
d (Appendix 1). Group members were also
encouraged at the commencement of group to identifythe persona1 goals for change that
they wanted to achieve as a result of their participation in the group. Facilitators then
used a moâified solution orienteci scaling technique to assist group members to identify
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the intermediate steps toward that goal and to measure their success in achieving their
goais throughout the group.

A h , therapist perceptions of the ease of use or "fit"of these two models in this
setting and on ideas for fuweuse of these approaches were noted during the practicum

experience. Specifically, 1 noted: the sûategies employai during the meetings; whether

the origins of the strategies were solution-oriented, feminist or whether they were a
combination; the cornfort level of the thmpist using the stratepies; the expressed reaction

h m group members; and any suggested changes in the strategies for the fiiture.
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Chapter T h Description of the Group Experience

This chapter will be devoted to a description of the actual experience of running
the group dong with some Uiitial comments and reflections related to the perceived
effactiveness of certain exercises or approaches used. A more extensive d y s i s

including mmmendations for the future will appear in Chapter Five. 1 will be
describing the group by looking at the group in quarters, or groupings of four sessions at a
time. This format will allow me to reflect the general themes tbat emerged during the
various stages of group, and will, 1klieve, give the nada a more fluid understanding of
the development of the group over t h e . In each grouping of four sessions, 1wiii describe
exercises that Libby and 1used as interventions during the group and some of the pmcess

and most significant impromptu discussions that emerged in group. In order to set the

stage for the description of the group meetings, 1need to begh with a short, detailed

discussion of some relevant stxucnual issues pertaining to the way 1chose to facilitate the
group.
Structural Issues

When individuais corne together to discuss their own experiences of sexuai abuse
and the effccts that those experiences have had on them, they are making a choice to
discuss extretnely S ~ ~ O Uand
S intensely personai matters that have traditionally been
shrouded in cuinuai taboo and secrecy. As has been pnviously discussed, issues of

shame, stigma, and feat tend to be paramount for those who have surviveci such abuses
@onaIdson & Cordes-Green, 1994; Finkkhor, 1979; Gagan & Kenneày, 1989; Saxe,
1993; Sprei, 1987). For these reasons, I felt it was crucial to establish the highest

possible de-

of an atmosphere of safety and cornfort in the group. To that end, there
structural initiatives that Libby and 1put in place.

were ce-

Many survivors of abuse describe their childhood experience as existirig in an

atmosphere of chaos where the d e s constantly changed and the only predictability was
abuse. In comrnencing a group where the content of the discussions is inevitably going to

be somewhat unpndictable and possibly highly chargeci and painful, 1believe that it is
helpfd to standardize the p m s s of how the group moves through its meetings as much
as possible. In the "Living, Suwiving, and Thriving" group Libby and 1worked h m the
very first meeting to establish a predictable process for group meetings that alî the

members could wme to count on over tirne. The ben outline of tbis process was
incorporated into al1 of the s h n meetings that we had together. This outline looked as
follows:

Check-in round
Unfinished Business h m the previous meeting aud other business items
Discussion of last week's homework assignment
Exercise or discussion related to this meeting's theme
Breakof 10 to 15 minutes
6. Wind up exercise or discussion relatai to this week's theme
7. Homework assigrment for upcoming week
8. Journal writing or time for checkhg in with oneself
9. Check-out round
10. Statement: 'The circle is open but unbroken."
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Below, I include some pertinent notes of explanation for some elements of the above
outline.

heck-in round. The check-in aOsts primariy as an oppoctunity for participants
to recomect with each other and bing their focus to the work and energy of the group.
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For the f~~ilitators,
the check-inis an invaluable time to get a seme of the mood of each
of the participants, whether any particuiar wncems or successes are uppmost in their

min&, and to tune into the needs of the group for that night's meeting. Part of using
therapeutic approaches that are client ditected is king flexible in the work and being able

to respond to the specific goals and needs of the ciient. in group work, being client
directed is cornplicated by the number of people and needs in the nnw at any given t h e .

The check-inailows the facilitators to judge whether that night's agenda needs to be
altereâ or not and to take advantage of opportunities for therapeutic intmrentions that
mise out of concems that are "of the moment" for the group members.

in pst groups that I've k e n a part of, the check-in guidelines have been largely
vague and unstructureâ (somethinglike "tell us how you're dohg tonight and how you're

week has been"), and wnsequentiy there is a danger that check-ins may becorne
extremely tirne consuming and problem focused. Ta avoid these difficulties, Libby and 1

pmvided a definite structure for the check-ins. Mernbers were asked to tell us one fetling
they were having right then, to tell us one sigaificant thing that happened in the past week
that they wanted the group to know about (and they were told this could be something

that was going better or had impmved or something that was concemllig them), and

whether they needed extra tirne after check-in to talk about something specific with the
group. Startiag apptoximately midway through group, we began to ask the group

membem to include in their check-in one thing that had gotten better as a result of corning
to group or a sign that things were changhg.

As the group continued ovet tirne, the

check-iristended to change in flavor and spontaneously kcame much more focuseci on
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things that were going well rsther tban on problerns. While a strict solution-focus would
have therapists commencing each second and subsequent session with instruction to the
client to idenw "what's better siace the last time we met", it was my intention to give
space foi group members to t a k both about solutions and concem. 1 wanted to send the
message that

were appropriate topics of conversation and would receive t h e and

attention in the group.
The specialncss of the check-in tirne and its opportunities for unintempted tirne
to speak and receive the attention of the group, was reidorced by our use of a "speaking
stone9'-apolished Stone that mis used in each meeting for check-in and checksut and
which the person sg-

held. Group members generally find this stone wmforting,

and it helps reinforce both a feeling of connectioa in the group as each member holds it in
hinias well as helpiag to hold the boundaries between speaking and listeriing.

Libby and

1also encomged the group to use the stone during other discussions where we wanted to

make sure that each voice had an opportunity to be h e d .

nished business. Unfinisheâ business is a t h e for the group to pick up where
it left off the pnvious week. Typically, it was a t h e when the group was reminded of
what happened last week and where they or the fdlitators wuld identm any questions,
aflerthoughts, or emotions that were left over h m the week before. This approach
provides for some wntinuity of the group's work which is often especially needeà, given
the possibility of dissociation by group members during portions of the meetings. During

the course of this group, particulady in the fïrst few sessions, a number of the participants
mentioned that at times they felt they were not W y preswt for the whole of the meeting,
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or stateâ that they sometimes had diffiicuity remembering the content of the last meeting

without a reminder. Numbing or sl#acing out, also known as dissociation, is a weil
documentcd strategy for surviving traumatic assault in chilâhood (Briere, 1989; Briere
and Runtz, 1993; Courtois, 1988; Dolan, 1991; H e m , 1992), and it is one reason why
we found it important to pay close attention to the process of the group.

ifthe group

facilitaton was to truiy be responsive to the needs of the participants and not just a rigid
moving h u g h a series of exercises and interventions9 we felt it was criticai to check in
with group members fnqueatly to make sure their questions and concems were a d M

and that they haà an opporhmity to express themselves when a topic touched them or
impacted them. Referred to prwiously as "active listening", this technique is central to
feminist approaches.
Piscussion of ~reviousweek's homework assiment. Toward the end of most
meetings some fonn of homework was ofkn assigned. Sometimes, this homework was

an observation task such as 'pay attention to noticing the things in your 1Ze that are going
well' or 'notice the ways in which you take can of yourself this week' or 'notice any

smaU stcps toward your goal or changes you d

e this week'. We aiways gave

participants an opportunity to talk about the howwork assignment and what ciifference, if
any, it made to thm. Aside h

m borrowing many of the wotdings of the observation

tasks (such as the ones above) h m solution-oriented thinking, we also adopted a
solutionoriented approach to the follow up of the tasks. For example, participants were

encouraged to modifLtasks in order to makt them 'fit' for themselves, and when a
participant identified she hadn't &ne the ta&

she was o h a s k d ifshe had done
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something else instead or whether she had any curnnt thoughts about it. Anything and
eveything the client may have done in r"esponse to the tasic was considerd valuable. As
for the concept of mistance, which bas so ofien been used in a pathologizing and
unbelpful way in traditional therapy models, we tended to characterize resistance as a

healthy and courageous act. The group member would in such an instance be

congratulatcd for taking care of herseif and wouid be asked how she managed to say 'no'

so effdvely to something that did not feel right for her.
Exercises or discussions relatinn to a weekly theme. Whiie Libby and 1
established the therne for the fïrst few group meetings, themes for subsequent meetings
were drawn firom a list of group gods that the gmup developed toward the beginning of

the second quarter of the group. As faciiitaton, we would take responsibility to develop a

tentative outline for each meeting that would include an exercise aimed at drawing out
discussion and thjnking about the week's theme. The agenda was not, however, set in
Stone and there were many times when it was aitemi due to valuable impromptu
discussions thet o c c d or due to the nceds and mood of the group on a particdar night.
1 believe a certain mount of flexibility is rquired of fscilitators if the work is to be

collaborative or client&ted

in nature.

Group members were repeateâîy assured tbroughout the p u p that it was
perfectly acceptable to abstain h m participation in an exercise or to opt out ofa

discussion at any point. 1do not believe that coacion is an acceptable therapeutic

technique,and paiticlarly with individuais who have expaienaxi abuse, it is important
that the locus of conml iest with the individuai nceivhg the therapy. For this mason, 1
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believe it is important to note that, when beginnllig to lead p u p membets tbugh an

exercise, the facilitators always explaineci the exercise in its entirety prior to its
beginning* in this way, p u p members can make a W y informed choice about whether

or not they choose to participate. niae were a few occasions early on where participants
opteâ out of exercises or discussions. Often they then used their sharing time to talk about
theu ambivalence or reaction to the exemise or to saying "no" to the exercise, a d these

discussions were o h every bit as valuable to the group as were the exercises
themselves.
As is evident h

m the group outline, we set aside tirne for theme work both prior

to and following the break. One of our central proces goals as facilitators had to do with
making sure that group members wodd be fûnction adequately when they left gmup to
return home. We wanted to make sure we were not, through the work, taking people to

extremely raw and paînfûl places inside themselves and then M

g them leave group in

that condition. For this reason, we worked hard to limit the heavier or more painhi work

to the time before the break, and then tricd to balance that work with something gentler or

mon joyful following the break* In other words, you could say that we tende-to do the
more problem focused work before break, and the solutionaienteci taik following the

break. Also, since the concept of transpatency is c o n s i d d central to the collaborative
appmhes to therapy, we were very fhnk 4 t h the group about out motivations for

organuing the group sessions the way we did. At times, during a painful discussion that
was not closing itself off naturslly, Libby or 1wouid say something like '%'te

going to

close this discussion here because it's time for a break. When we corne back a h break
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we're going to do something mon fun or lighter, b u s e we want people to lave here

feeling okay and not feeling so niw and pained". We wouid then ask the group if this
sounded acceptable to them, and without exception they wouid agree. Often they would
express sorne degree of relief that we were prepared to shift gears and change the mood at

that point.

Joumal writinp, I gave each group member a j o d the first night of group, and
throughout p u p the journds w m used in a numba of ways. Fkstiy, the use of the
journais was often incorporateci into the exetcises we did in group. For example, if the

group was going to brainstonn a list such as a list of goals for group, the members were
usuaily asked to generate a list in their j o d s first. if', for another example, membrrs
wen king asked to tW of a t h e when they felt a feeling of cornfort and security, they
were asked to reflet and Wnte about this privately £ïrst and then were given the

opportunity to share their discoveries and thougbts with the group aftelward. The
advantages, as 1 saw them, of using the j o d s in this way were as follows: 1)
participants can be totally frank and uncensoreci in their j o d s as these are books that
belong to them that no one else sees. Participants can then ceasor how much they share in
group, something 1believe they wodd inevitably do anyway, without losing the benefit of
the deeper reflection; 2) participants cm h d out their own thoughts and experiences on a

topic nrst befon they hem others talk about their reflections. if Libby and 1had

inttoduced a topic and then immediately opened it up for sharing, my experience suggests
thet the subsequent discussion would k highly influenced by the tone set by the first few

group memhers who spoke. This way, each group member h d s her own individual
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voie fïrst, anâ then later has the opportunity to notice the places where it resonates with
the voices of others as well as the places where it cliffers; and 3) group members have a
written record of the work they do in group. Many of the group members took advantage
of the j o d to take notes about things that were said in group that they particularly
wanted to remember, and ais0 to nfer back to work done in previous meetings.

The journal writing break toward the end of the meetings was used as a time for
participants to reflect on how they were feeling at that moment and also to think about

one thing that they wanted to take away from that night's meeting. Libby and 1used this
break somewhat in the style of the break toward the end of a solution-focused therapy

session, where both client and theiapist take a five minute pause or so to reflect on what
stood out for them in the session and what suggestions they have for future moves toward

the client's stated goals. initially, while the group members were writing, Libby and I

also took a consultation break and came back to the group with compliments and
reflections. Over t h e , these comments tended to k included in the check out m d with

participants often d

gh

m their joumals about thoughts and feelings they had as a

result of the session. Libby and I began to incorporate our compliments and reflections
right into the substance of our check out comments.

heck-out round. The check out round proceeds very similarly to the check-in
with gmup members holding the speaking stone and having unintempted time to a.

Once again, Libby and 1would give a structure to the check-out to keep it away h m
problem ta& and to avoid lengthy check-outs. Usuaiiy in check-outs we asked the
participants to speak about how they are feeling now and to identifyone thhg they will
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be taking away h m group tonight or one action or change they have thought of that they
wouid like to take or make during the upcoming week. M y primary goals in stnicturing
the check-outs this way were to make sure that group members were well and d e to
leave and to get them thinking about changes they would like to make in their lives. On
occasion, when we were running short of time at the end of group, we would ask
participants to check out shply with "one word that best describes how you are feeling
right now". 1 believe it is very important to aiways do some sort of check-out round to
d

e sure people will manage alright once they have left the group environment and also

to provide a sense of closure to the group meeting.

The c h l e is oDen but unbroken". This phrase is h m the feminist tradition and
emphasizes that the co~ectionsthat are built between women who sit and share in a

circle together remain even when the individuals an apart from one another. One of the
facilitators spoke this phrase at the conclusion of each check-out round as a fonnal signal
for the end of the meeting and as a reminder that even though the members are leaving to

pursue their own individual lives, the spirit of the group's support is still with them.
Sessions One Throunh Four: Creatinn an Atmosphen of Safety and Trust

In the Living, Surviving, and Thriving ûroup, as weli as in other groups for adults

who have experienced childhood sexual abuse that 1have facilitated, the fïrst several
meetings tend to be about creating a relatively d e and cornfortable atmosphere in group
that then provides the foundation for lasting comection and some of the more vulnerable
work that occurs later. For swivors, often just the act of coming together in a group

with other survivors, itself an act of disclosm, is enough to strongly heighten emotions
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and bring painfid feelings and mernories to the surfâce. Much of the initial work for us,
as f~ciiitators,in this group involved establishing the piirameters for OUI work together

and assisting participants to h d effwtive ways of expressing and rnanaging some of the
profound feelings that they were experiencing.

Exetcises nlatinP to an ~~$eosbhere
of trust. cornfort. and safety. My goals in the

first group meeting included: 1) the development of group agreements that were COcollstructed between ail group members and fwilitators; and 2) introductions between al1

participants. The estabüshment of clear group agreements is, as has been previously

discussed, highiy tecommendeci in the literatute (Dunaldson & Cordes-Gmn, 1994;
Rose, 1990; Sprei, 1987) and helps to let participants h w what they can expect h m
0 t h group members and fiom the facilitators. It also helps them know what others

expect h m them. 1 introduced the notion of group agreements as something negotiablenot set in stone-but something that we as a micm-community could agree to adhere to. 1

made it clear that if any of us foimd the agreements unworkable, we were fiee to revisit

them and mise them if we chose. Libby and 1approached the groupsgrsements as a
brainstorming exercise where any ideas were written on the flip chart, but al1 group

mernbers had to feel cornfortable 6 t h an item before it became part of the agreements.
The group generated a list of agreements (Appendix J) which I subsequently typed up and
distributeâ to al1 mernbers at the next meeting.

Feedback h m g m p membcrs following the development of the list was
appreciative regarding having expectations spelled out clearly. For exarnple, while

confidentialityis a common expectation in many groups, in this group Libby and 1really
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encouraged the p u p to define what confldentiality meant for them. We drew
distinctions between wnfidentiality, or nspecting a petson's story, and
secrecy-something that is a very loaded concept for many survivors. We drew
distinctions between ourselves as facilitators and the group members. In other words,
were in a position of t m t and authonty and therefore
because Libby and 1, as fa~ilitators~

accountable for what we said and did in group, we identified îhat it was pafectly
acceptable to &close outside of group detds of what we did and said within the group.

For group members, even a casual contact outside of group in the presence of others
couid disclose their membership in a survivor's group. Two group members identined
that they found it helpfbi to have these considerations identifid as they might not

ordinarily have thought about them. ûther members talked about how difficuit it is to say
"no" to people and commented they appreciated the discussions we had about how 'ho"
is as vaiid an answer as '?es''

...to exercises, touch, or wbatever.

Followhg the break in the nrst session, we used a common ice breaker exercise to
deepen the introductions and the bonds between group members. The group generated a
list of questions they would like to ask each other and then fomed pairs, inte~ewed

each 0 t h and came badc to the larger group to introcluce their partner to the group.
Membcrs appeared to enjoy this exercise and commented on the similarities they noticeâ
between themselves end others in the group.

The theme of the second group was related to self care and strategies for self
soothing at times of sûess. At the end of the fïrst session, participants were asked to: 1)
notice the ways in which they took care of themselves in the upcoming week; 2) think
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about and maLe note of the things in theY lives that were going well and that they would
like to have continue (de Shazer, 1988); 3) think about what in their lives cornforts and
sustains them; and 4) bring one smaii thhg with them next week that delights them or

numues their spirits or brings them comfort (Dolan, 1998). During the second session we
followed up on the homework assignments by: 1) doing a round in which participants and
facilitators talked about the things they had bmught that cornfort them, and 2) discussing
and fiip charting of the ways they take can of themselves and the things that b ~ them
g

cornfort. The group chose to cal1 this list "Tools for the kurney" (Appendix K)to
emphasize that these items are strategies for suntival and heaiing.
Initial responses h m group memkrs to king asked to think about things that
b ~ them
g cornfort or security was a mixture of bewildennent and annoyance. Several
group members said their first instinct was to say that they had no idea what we wen
tallOng about and that th& iives have had so little cornfort and security in them that it
was like we, as facilitators, were speaking another language.

This challenging by the

p u p was not unanticipateci by Libby and myself, as it is a f&Iy comrnon reaction h m

individuais who have experienced incndible traumas and who have been raised in a
culture that teaches an expectationthat healing and recovery are painful, difficult, and

involve a =living of pst muma. This chailenging did, however, lead to a very profound
and helpful discussion about survivai, coping, and healing.

Libby and 1explained that our rrason for taking this approach at this point in
p u p was related to wanting to provide a solid founâation of resources for the potentidly

âiflicdt and painiùi work ahead. We also made the grop aware of our belief that they
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had a l d y sUnnved the abuses of the past and that they had d v e d by king mative,
rcsourceful, and courageous. We stated that we thought it wodd be helpfbi for each of

them to share their suMval strategies with the rest of the group, so they could also benefit

h m the cross-poiiinationof ideas and strategies. We were curious about the group's
belief that somehow these exercises were "making nice" or glossing over the nastiness of
the abuse.

"This is the work of survival," we said. "Lesrning to take a r e of ourselves is

the work of heaiing and m v e r y , because this is the caring that was denied us when we
were younger. As young people we should have been taught about this by our caretakers,

but since this has not happeneci M y for you, you have had to figure out most of what you
biow yomelves. Let's begin by identifyiag whst you lmow and then we can begin to

build on that." A lively discussion ensueci and evenhially the group members stated they
were ready to proceed, and the Iist they generated is, in my opinion, very impressive. It is
interesting to me, however, that Libby and 1had to assure them that we wodd be getting
to the painful materid later, and that this work was setting the stage for that. I think this

may partiy be a comment on how deeply ingtained our cultural notions of "no pain, no
gain" are. 1think it may also speak to the need of many suMvon to speak the homrs
and ugliness of the abuses they have suffered and to have others bear witness to that...and
to grîeve and rage with them about it. This discussion reinforced my belief that the

feminist concept of "bearingwitness" to some aspects of the experience is integral to

work with persons who have experieneedtrauma.
Whik we planned to move t o d goal setting in our third session, the agenda

took an ulltxpectedtum when a mcmk's comment sparked a lengthy discussion within

the group about levels of dissociation and trust. This conversation will be described
bther in the next section, but it is important to note that Libby and 1felt the need to shifi

gars afbr break and use a solution-orientcd exercise to begh to allow participants to

self-soothe and begin to think about times when they felt calm and centered as opposed to
times when they felt disconnected and a p t h m themselves. We modified the work of

Yvome Dolan (1991) and asked the participants to write in theit journais about the
following:
Think and Wnte about a t h e when you felt some sense, to whatever
degree, of cornfort and security. Ifyou can't think of a time, then try to
think of a thne when you felt bond. Put as much detail into your
description of this time as you Gan. It doesn't matîer how srnall a tirne this
was. Small is important. @p. 101-103)
1then wurote some questions on the fiip chart that 1hoped wouid furthet draw out the

d t y of this expenence. These questions included such aspects of the experience as,
sights, sounds, sensations,emotions, temperature, lighting, presence of others or of

animals, and objects that were present Participants were given some tirne to write about

the experience, and then we invitcd them to make any adjustments or enhruicements to the
experience that would make it more d e and cornfortable. Later they were asked to

chwse a symbol, word or image that wodd symbolize that time for them. The purpose
of this exercise was to soothe participants in the moment and also to assist them to
develop an associational cue for a focüng of cornfort and security that they codd use in

the fbtm when in distress.

M e r some twenty minutes or so of writing, we did a round in the group and
innted group members to share anything about that expaience that they chose. Most

group membem wen able to ta& about a t h e when they'd felt some sense of cornfort and
security. Two members were unable to identify such a t h e in their lives, and one of

these spoke about a visual image that sbe fin& cornforcing even though the experience
she imagines is one thst h never yet occurred in her life.

In the fourth p u p meeting,Libby and 1began to move the group through the
preparatory work for setting individual and group goals that would guide our work

through the folowhg thne quarters of group. 1elected to rely heaviiy on solutionoriented techniques for the goal setting aspects of group as 1believe that the tools for the
establishment of clear and concrete goals that have been developed by solution-orienteci
practitioners are among the greatest strengths of the approach. In this fouth session, the

centrai exercise used was an Yvonne Dolan (1998) modification of the Miracle Question
(de Shazer 1988; 1991; 1994) developed by therapists at the Brief Family Center in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. What follows is a description of the wording we used to present

this exercise to the group:

Tonight we want to begin to move to a consideration of your goals
for group and your goals for your own personal joumey of recovery h m
the negative after-effocts of s e d a b w . Knowing whae you want to
end up will help you decide whether you're moving in the direction you
want and will also help you al1 direct Libby and me in making the group as
helpful to you as possible. At the end of this process we'll be asking the
group to give us direction on the things thet you want to discuss ben
during the rest of out tirne in group together.
We want to start with a question that will involve the use of your
imagiiisti~n~
It irivolves you a l h a g h h g the fuain you see for
yourselves once the problems and concems that brought you to group have
been resolved and once your goals for yourself are naüzad. I'd like you to
take out your j o d s now. I'm going to asL you a series of questions
about that imagineci friture anâ you may want to jot d o m whatever cornes
to your mind in m e r to the questions, or you may want to try to pictue

the fuaue in your head. AAeiward,there wiil be time to talk about what
came to mind and what you sec happening in the futun. Any questions?
Okay. Now 1want you to imagine that in the middle of the night,
while you were asleep, some Lind of miracle or transformation happens
and you have achieved the hopes, goals, or dreams that brought you to this
group. Just takc a moment to really imagine this.
1. What is diffaent when you awaken?
2. What is the first small change in your behavior that you notice?
3. Whai do the people and/ot animals who live with you notice?
4. Whet do the people you work or stuây with notice?
5. What changes in you and your behavior-indicating that this miracle or
t r a n s f o d o n has happeneci since the lest tirne they saw you-do the other
members of this gioup notice at our next meeting?

Each group m e m k was invited to share her miracle with the group following the time

for writing in joumals. Each member was able to identify some description of what her
particular miracle wouîd look üke. While the drawback of asking the Miracle Question

in p u p is that the therapist does not have the opportunity to draw out the details of the
miracle to the same degree as in an individuai or family session, writing the answers to
the questions seemed to achieve comparable resuits. While group members' miracles

vened widely in content and spccificity, their answers seemed to capture the sense of

optimism and possibility o h described as an immediate by-product of the question.

One m e m k even commenteci at the end of the meeting that she felt it would k helpful
to write d o m the details of her miracle and pin them up somewhere so she could see

them regularly.

duriqg the f
k
t auarter of mup. There are two signifiant pieces
of group pn>cess that 1want to highlight h m the first four group sessions, because they

illustrate some of the ways that the untxpestcdaess and unpredictability of p u p can be
unusually chdenging and nwatding at the same tirne.
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When Libby and I took our codtation break toward the end of the sccond
meeting, we were very impcessed by the group's wiliingne~sto openly express the

mistance they were f œ h g to the exmises related to cornfort and security. One of the
negative &t-effects of childhood sexual abuse can be a sense of having to keep one's
tme selfhidden h

m vitw. It is not unusuai to hear people who have suryived abuse

talking about putîing on a false h n t or mask that they let the world see, but does not
d

y reflect their mie selves. Sometimes diis mask is a cooperative pleasing one, since

very ofken, as children, their v a y d k t y and survival depended upon their ability to

cooperatt, endure, and hide theh truc feelings. So, for a grwp of women who have b a n

through such experiences to express discornfort in the second group meeting with
something the leaders were suggesting as an exercise is r d I y quite an inspirational act of

resistance and illustrates, 1klieve, some level of cornfort and trust with the atmosphere

of the group.
We were also impressed by how thoroughly the group chose to participate in the

exercise once they felt their concems were adequateIy deak with, and with what an
inspiring list of tools they were able to generate together. Before closure that night, we

shmd our admiration with the p u p and asked for their permission to send them a letter
(Appendix L) during the week that would include more of our impressionsand reflections
on the evening's evcnts. The use of therapeutic letter writhg as a technique to promote
change between sessions has beai documenttd by narrative/collaborative therapists
White and Epston (1990). Our intention in writing the letter was to continue to build the

proces of h o p that had beai generatcd that night as participants began to share their
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strategies for survival.

The letter encourageci p u p members to begin to tnist theu own

kaowledge of healing and what is right for them. The letter ends as follows: "At the ri&
of king too philosophical, remember that when a child learns to swim, as soon as she lets
go and relaxes, her body can float al1 on her own. It hows what to do". This image lubd
not previously been discussed in the group, but was a product of Libby's and my own
discussions after the meeting.
During unfinished business in session three, some group members mentioned not

ody receiving the letter, but mentioned the image of fioating in the wata pariicularly.

One rnentioned that she has never l m e d to Smm and that threats of drowning were
of the abuse that she experienced. Another mentioned that she remembercd swimming as

a child and that she was always on guard then and that the image of letting go was scary
for her. In the end, 1 was not sure whether the letter was helpful to group members or not,
but it reinforced for me to take great care when suggestiag an image to group myself,

because then is no way of knowing what associations an image may ûigger for different

members. One of the advantages of the solution-oriented approach is its focus on
eliciting images and language fiom the client herself and relying on those in subsequent
discussions.
The second aspect of group process 1want to highlight is an impromptu

discussion that arose out of a group memkr's check-induring session three, h u s e it
illustrates how Libby and I typically used solution-oriented questions in order to assist
p u p members who wcre expaiencing difficultiies. in this case, a group member stated

that she mis noticing that she had been dissociating during the group meetings and that

she was having trouble remembering what had o c c d in pst p u p meetings. She
identifieci that she could act like she was present in the group, and even participate in
group discussions, but still not redy be present.
Facilitator: "Are there times in your Me when you are more present?"
Group Membcr: "Yes."
F: "When are those times?
GM: (identifies two types of times where she feels more present)
F: "An there any people you can be more piesent around?"
GM: (identifies some people she can be more present mund) '9 d
king moved by somcthing that happeaed in group last week, but later 1
wuldn't remember what it was. That dida't used to botha me, but now it
does."
F: "Am 1understanding w d y that you want to have more of that
faüng of king present in your We?"
GM: "In theory. I'm feeling a lot of sadness."
F: "Is there anything that you know about from otha groups that you've
been in that you would like h m us or the group that would help with
that?,r

GM: Tes, there is. 1feel somethes that I'm too much. 1need to know
that 1wili w t be reprimanded for that. Also, it's d y important that 1 not
be touched. And 1guess that 1will be accepted."
F: "1s it okay if 1ask another question?' (Participant nods.) "How wiil
you hiow that you are accepted? What are the signs to you?"
GM: 4'AcLnowledgment. When people say things like '1 appreciate what
you said' or 'that took a lot of courage'."

In the exchange above, Libby and I relied heavily on the solution-orienteâapproach to
assist this group memkr to find a solution for the wncem that was troubling her.
Initiaily, we started by asking about times when dissociation is not a problem or is less of

the problem. The group member nsponded and then lapsad back into problem talk once
or twice. We then asked about action that we could take that wouId assist her to achieve
her god of being more present for group, and she identifiecl thne actions that would help.

The facilitatm amplifieci by asking the group member to k even more ancrete in
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identifyinghow she will h o w her goal has been met.
From here the discussion was opened up to the rest of the group for fdback.
Group members quickly moved to discussing their own experiences with vsrious levels of

dissociation in their lives and offered reassmmce to the group member who had spoken.

Ia the end, we came ôack to the specific items this group memkr had said would help her
to feel safe to be more pnsent in the group. We were able to discuss and obtain the

group's agmment regardhg these items. We then moved to a broder discussion of
dissociation and the ways in which it had and somethes still did serve a protective
function in the lives of group members* We also talked about the importance of balance

in our lives between the ugly and p a W aspects of our lives and the better times or the
times whea we experience the beginnings of feeling better and recognipng that t&e abuse
is not al1 that we are.

.

siens Five Thro-t:

.

Goal Settme- and Tahng Steas Toward the Miracle

It was during the second quarter of the group that group m e m h really began to

talk in ancrete terms about what they wanted to accomplish for themselves during group
and into the friture. While Iogic might suggest that goal sating ought to be one of the

first agenda items in starting a group, my experience suggests that group members
generdy need t h e to wmect with each other and nfiect with themselves for a time
before they fa1 enough ûust to verôaiize some of the changes they would like to see and,
even, for some participants, kgin to formulate an idea of what they want for themselves

in th& lives* For somc individuals, this may have been the very first time they have
considerdthe possibility they are powerful enough in their lives to consciously head in a
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direction of desired change.
xercises relaggO to goal setûnn and movinn towatd the miracle. in session five,

our planned agenda again needed to give way to a valuable group process discussion
which wül be examineci in the next section. Again, at break, Libby and 1were faced with
n e h g to shift the mood and discussion away fiom ditnculties and pain ami toward
optimism and calm. The group's homework assignment h m the end of the fourth
session involveci taking notice in the upcoming week of the '%ys in which you are
noticing even the srnallest signs or giimpses of the miracle or transformation that we

taiked about last week taking place in your lives". AAer break, Libby and 1 facilitated a

round in which gioup members were asked to share what they had noticed in the past
week about that. It was very impressive to Libby and me that when we intmduced this
solutiowrientedexercise (de Shazer, 1988; Dolan, 1991) into an atmosphere that was
pained and tense due to the gmup pmcess that haci o c c d earlier, group members were

still very responsive to the idea of noticing si-

of the miracle. Most group members

noticeci a variety and a number of changes that were very behaviodly based. Signs of the
miracle noticed by the group ranged h m : asking for more things from partners and

f d y ;to changes in hair style; to saying something thei would previously have been too
frightening to say; to receiving compliments h m others in a ciiffernit way; to speakhg to

more people in more situations; and to taking new initiatives with one's health. Without
the aspect of a solution-focus in the group, we might have just asked about the ways in
which the s e d abuse continued to k a problem in their tives and al1 these wondechanges and initiatives might have never been noticed or commented on.

By discussing
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d identifying the sigm of desired change, the group members wem placeâ in a stronger
position for the discussion of goals. 1believed the goals would k less likely to fa1
overwhelming once group members had seen the areas in which they were alreaây on

eack and moving in the right direction.
In group session six, it was my goai to M e r build on the notion of the fluidity of
change and to help group rnembas identify steps they have alrrady taken in their desued
direction, as well as the next few steps in the direction of theù miracle. In a typid
solution-orientedwuwlling session, the client would be asked to describe their miracle,

and then would be asked to consider a s d e of zero to 10 where 10 stands for the ways
things will k the day after the miracle, and zero stands for when tbings were at their

woïst. Once the client indicates s/he has understood the concept, she is asked "where
would you say you are today?" (de Shazer, 1994, p.23 1). The client is then asked to

identim die steps f i e has taken to move h m zero to whatever number she is at today.
Then she is asked to consider what changes would need to happen for her to move up a

haif point or a fui1point on the d e . a v e n 1was working in a group setting, 1neededto
find a way, 1believed, to modify the scaling technique so that al1 members could have
time to identie their own particular d e and work on it to make it specific enough to
have meanhg for themselves.
1chose to modify a tirne line or life line exercise 1saw facilitated by Karen

Saakvitne, of the Traumatic Stress Institute in Connecticut, when she was wnducting a
workshop in Kcnora in Febnaary of 1995. I useâ her basic exercise idea and modified it
using ideas h m solution-oriented scaüng tcchaiques. The drawback of the exercise is

that it is sornewhat complicated to describe to group members. Libby and 1made

attached computer pqer available and a number of c o l o d markers and pens for this

exercise. Gtoup members were asked to select two or t

h sheets of attached paper to

work with. What follows an the instnictions for the exercise as given by Libby and me
in steps as the group worked:
The purpose of this exacise is to see whae you f a l you are on
your joumey mvering h m the negative after-effectsof s e d abuse,
and also to begin to identify the skps between where you are now and
where you would like to lx. Remember that there is no right or mong
way to do tbis exercise...just do it in a way that makes sense for you.
Take at least 3 shats of attached computer paper to kgin (more if you think you
may need it) and a ~ U I IofIdifférent
~
coloursd markers or pens.
1. Draw a line across the middlt of the sheets of computer paper.
2. Label the point at the far left of the line as the beginning of your healing
joumey. Start the tirne line at whatever semis to you to be the point at which you
started to heal h m the abuse, or the point where you decided you wanted to
s w i v e or ovemme it. Label that point "1 ". At the far right hand side of the lhe,
label that as a point number "10" when the transformation/miracle has occumd
and the pmblems and c o n m that bmught you to group are resolved.
3. Take a coloured pen and, at die number one, write a list of words that you feel
describe how you were living your Me d e n you kgan your healing joumey or
you started to ncover.
4. Take another colour of pen and at n u m k "10", write a lia of words that
describe the how you wiil be living your lifé after the miracle/ûansformationhas
taken place.
5. Pick a point between "1" and "10" that you foc1 most accutately describes
w h m you are at on the healing journey today. Give that point a nmber between
one and 10. Write some words that describe the changes that have occurred in
you and your life since you started your joumey of recovery.
6. Now, take two different colourad pens and fil1 in the qmce between the past
and the pnsent. In one colour, use the space above the time line to mark the
various heahg events and changes that have o c c d (eg. taking about what
happened, reading a signifiant book, staaing & fmishing group, seeiag things
di£férentîy than before, reaching out for help, etc.). In another colour, use the
spacc below the time line to mark in signifiant personal events and changes in
your Me (eg. births, deaths, jobs, relationships, school, heaith matters, etc.)
ùiclude events that are positive and ncuüai as weîl as the unpleasant events that
may have o c c d .

7. Now fill in some of the space between the pnsent and the fiiture. Mark down
h srnail steps you see before you on your heaiingjoumey.
Mark also the mxt couple of personai events that you see in your hiain.
9. Spend a few minutes writing in your journal about how it felt to do this
exercise.
the next two or t

Following completion of the exercise, we went around the circle and asked participants to
comment on how the experience was for them. Were the= any surprises or new
information? Here are some samples of what group members said in nsponse to the

4 fœl d l y good about this. I've b a n faliag really down, and now 1can
see how much 1bave done. That makes one feel solid. When you mention
the next few things toward the miracle...for me this isn't just pie in the sky.
I'rn alnady working on most of the things that 1 want."

4'm at the beginning of the scale. There's a lot to do, but 1'11 get there
eventuelly."
"This is d y good to do. Yesterday, 1was thiaking 1 should be M e r
along in my healing...1thought 1just started a couple of yem ago, but now
1 look and 1realize this was the start way back h m !....1don't know about
the fuaire. 1don't even know how 1'11 know. I f a 1 someone's going to
tell me I'rn healed....I'rn on this joumey ami, you know, 1can control this
jourmy too. 1used to thinL everyone else controllad it, but now I'rn
starhg to see 1have a say....I'd like to even do this over again on a huge
piece of papa and put it on the wall."
"1thhic I'rn getting quite far dong h m the place t&at1started." She then
taiked about her accomplishments. T m letting people Uito my life when 1
swoxe 1wodd never need people."
"1hatcd this exercise. 1didn't feel 1had time to put in alI the detail 1
wodd have liked and 1would like to be more artistic. 1f o n d it very
emotiond. I've corne a long way, but it's very tiring....I'rn tired of it. I'm
tired of king ûigged. I know I'm taking some big steps....1f e l like I'rn
at an eight..."

Y was struck by things 1did as a child that stuted getting me going in the
right direction. Thcre wae things 1did back dmi that helped." She thcn

talked about some of the signifiant steps in the pst and about her goals in
the fiiture.
'Tm faling fnistratedthat the healing started so long ago and still isn't
here." She *cd about some of the d y clifficuit steps she took in the
past*

I was encouraged by the feedback expressed by the group members as the exercise
seemed to have given h m a structure to reflect back with some pride and satisfaction on
strattgies they had used to reclaim theu lives h

o

m the negative effects of the abuse. So

h survivors express feeling "crazy" or really "messed up" because they are not totally

healeâ yet or b u s e they are experiencing some problems that necessitate, in their
opinions, some sort of therapeutic intervention. It seemed to me the overall effeçt of the
exercise was to emphasize how very much they had already surviveci and overcome and

to highlight ways in which they had taken charge of their lives.
M

g group meeting number seven, we set about the business of identifjing

p u p goals that wouid guide our work in the remaining group sessions. We asked group

members to take a few minutes to d e note in their journais of the things they thought it
would be helpful for us to spend time telLing about in group. We then went around the

circle with each member wntributing one item for the list, and we kept going around util
everyone's goals were on the l i a Goals that were named by more then one group
member were designateci with a number following that god indicating how many

individuais identifieci it as a helphil item to discuss. In the end, the group generated a
lengthy list of goals (Appendix M)that, although thm were more items thaa we could

thomughiy cover in the iremainhg sessions, Libby and 1r e f d to often in planning the
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subsequent meetings.
Foliowing the break, Libby and 1had plamed to begin to start the group talking

about anger. Participants had M

y previously identifieci that they would like to be able

to express feelings of anger in a way that they would not feel badly about afterward. To
begin addtessing this subject, Libby and 1asked the group to spend some time writing in
their jownals about "a t h e w k n you felt anger and you dealt with it in a way you felt
good about a f t e d . If you can't think of a tiw,&te about a tirne when you heard of

or witnessed someone else deal with anger in a way which you admin". Although the
genesis of this exercise was h m a psychocirama workshop 1attendeci in Toronto in 1991
(Susan Aaron), it is very compatible with a solution-oriented perspective since it looks at

an exception to the pmblem.
in the subsequent discussion of the exercise, three of the seven group members
present were not able to idente a tirne when they felt good about the way they had
expressed anger, nor wuld they identify any time they had seen anyone else express anger

in a way they ad&.

The remaining four members, however, were all able to identify

specinc times when they felt ktter about the way they had responded to the feeling of
ariger. They told their success stories in a littie detail, and in the ensuing discussion we

were able to identifil some ideas about how to express anger successfûliy that we wuld
build on in a later meeting. ûne gmup mcmber said h a success story relateci to a time
when she was speaking with a family member with whom she was angry, and her "inside

matched Ber)outside". In other words, she was able to express herseifto the otha

pason in a way tbaS matcheà h a r
d feelings. Libby introduced the concept of being
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congruent as a person as being ûue to oneselfin one's interactions with others. The
group responded favourabIy to the idea of congruence and the inside matchhg the

outside, and this was a metaphor that was often nferreà to in subsequent group meetings.
In our eighth meeting together, our goal was to huthcr expand on the topic of
anger, and the central exercise that we used in this session was to ask group participants

to write in theu j o d s about the following questions: "What has my anger given me
that 1 want to let go of? What has my anga given me that 1want to keep?" In their
writing, we asked them to attempt to give both questions roughiy e q d time and
attention. Generally speaking* it is quite cornmon for women who have experienced

abuse to fear the emotion of anger and to see it as the enemy. When women corne to
c o d t with me in therapy about a problem reiated to their anger, often their initiai goal is

to simply make it go away altogether. For these women, the emotion of anger and the
behaviom of violence and abuse have becorne so intemlated due to their experiences

that the two are almost indistinguishable h m one another. Our intent with this exercise
was to begin to introduce the notion that anger is not the same thing as violence and

abuse. We even wanted to suggest that anger may be an emotion which serves valuable
iùnctions in our lives and to which we are entitled.
Additiodly, this was the first of a series of exercises introducing the notion of

baiance when dealing with and üiinl<ing about problem. For example, if we only spend
time and energy thinking and t a l b g about the problem of abuse, and no time thinking or
tallring about times when we've d t f d abuse or si-

that a solution may be at haud,

this imbalance will lürely have a profomd impact on how WC feel, how we act, and how
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we nspond to the problem. if we begin to th*

of mger as a powerful emotion with the

potential to mobiiize us to action and which has some pmtective fbnctions, the goal
becornes to utiiize our anger tesponsibly ratber tban eiadicating it altogethet. Group

members seemed intrigued by the balance of the exercise and identifid behaviom

nlated to anger they wanted to let go of. Here is a partial list of the things about their
anger that they would like to keep: the power to say "no"; the power to say "1 matteî';

anger as a waming sign that somahing UIlfair or hurtfd or violating has happened; radrrr
that says something is not all right; the ability to feel anger kcause Y don't iike to k

handicappi by only behg allowed certain feelings"; the ability to speak up for myscif
sooner with others in my life; the courage to express anger, and the abiiity to act instead
of just reacting.
Session eight was the midpoint of the Living, SuMving, and Thriving Group, and

so we cùew that f a t to the group's attention and asked them to wmplete mid-group
evaluation forms (Appuidix F) at the end of the meeting. Just before check-out that

night, Libby reaâ to the group h m the Dr. Seuss (1990) storybook, Oh. The Places

You'll Ck& which taiks about the wonderful ups and downs of life and which the group
appeand to enjoy so much that they asked for the reading of the book again during the

finai night of group.
UD a10cess dunng the second aumer Of mua,

There is one pariicuiar piece

of group focus that needs to be highlighteci h m the second quarter of group, and this
o c c d during out nffh meeting together. During check-in that ni&& one group

member identifid that she was havhg dîfticulties and nquestedextra p u p tirne to talk
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about what was going on. Her concem centred around a q u e s t that a family member
might soon be maLing of her that she did not want to agree to, but she felt worried that
she would not be able to say "no". We talked with her for a while about what she wanted.
We talked about her right to express what she wanted and what she felt cepable of. It was

clear firom responses that other p u p members were highly identifying with this
situation, and one suggested that it might be more helpful ifwe came up with some actual
possible rrsponses that this group member could rely on when the request was made.

Libby and I asked the troubled group rnember if indeed this rnight be helpful to her. She
said she was willing to try it. We then turneci to the flip chart and asked group members
to share theU expertise on "Twlsfor Saying 'No"' (Appendix N).
One of the advantages of using a solution-focus in group work rather than

individuai is when possible solutions, exceptions, or strategies are king generated, the=

are mmy people's experiences to draw fiom rather than just one person's. It was clear, in
this group, that many members had the experience of behg asked for something that they

did not feel cornfortable giving, so the discussion was highly animated and fast paced.
The group member with the initial concem, eventuaily became overloaded with the
number of suggestions and the diflîculty of her cunent situation and needed to call a hait
to the conversation. The halt came somewhat abruptly and the concerned grop member

left the room for a bit with one of the facilitators.
When a g r o p me*

becornes overloaded in a group meeting and needs to

Icave, it is cornmon for other p u p members to feel badly and to wonda whether
somethhg they did or said caused the problem. In this case, a number of people felt very

badiy about what had happened, including and particularly the woman who had been
spealMg when the conversation was stopped. In the discussion immediately following

the event., it was clear that group membcrs were upset aud womed by the incident, and
there was some fiiction between various group members due prunarily, in my opinion, to
the heightened atmosphere in the room. Eventually, the group rnember with the onginal

wncem retumed to the m m and explaineci that the suggestions were really helpfùi, but
that she hadjust becorne overwhelrned. The group member askd if she could take the

flip chart Iist home for fiiture reference and ifother group members would sign it for
support before they left that night.
Af€era break, group members retwned and we retunied to the previously planned

agenda. For check-out, group members were asked to say how they were feeling and one

thing they Ieamed or wanteâ to taLe away h m the night. Here are some of their

"1 leamed 1can have my own emotions."
"1 leamed we can get k e d in relationships. People get hurt without other
people intending, and it's hard, but you can stiii stay in relationships."
4 matta to me and I'm willing to look after myself."
"1 feel an enormous faling of connecfion. It's emazhg the way we
encourage cach othcr and understand one another. 1feel increcübly d e
right hen."
"1 can choose me. It's okay to put my-selfbefore (my famiiy member). 1
got so much validation from all of you here. I've been feeling alone.
Today 1don't fa1 done, and 1know people here undetstand."
"1 discoveted 1can handle 'it' and d l be okay-the fcciing that staits in
the stomach and starts to build."
While 1think, on the whole, the expaience wss a useful learning experience for Libby
and me as facilitators, and perhaps for some of the group memben, the participant who
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was speaking when the halt was calleci to the conversation did not cetun to the group

after session five. From her feedback to Libby and me when she told us she would not bc
retuming, I uaderstood that her feelings of safety and trust in the group had been
dismpted by the incident, and she did not feel they could be recapturrd. While Libby and
1did take some steps to attempt to repair the situation for this group mernber, she let us

know those steps were not enough to reston her confidence in her ability to be

cornfortable in the group.
1 believe Libby and I might have been able to avoid this particuiar upset in the

group by generalizing the conversation more so that the focus became "what is our
collective experience about how to find ways of saying "no" when we need to in our
lives". In this way, the group member who r a i d the initial concern might not have felt

in the spotlight, so to speak, and might have been less inclined to feel overwhelmed. It is
true, however, that the group is an interpersonal experience and conflicts and fiction are

bound to emerge at some point in the group process. There is an inevitable element of
unpredictability in group work and an intensity due, in great part, to the sheer number of

things gohg on in the m m at any given tirne and the seriousness of the subjects under
discussion. For this reason, 1believe group work is contraindicated for individuals who

are in cumnt crisis or who are currently coping with a nurnber of intense situations in
their lives. The potentiai for fceling ovenvhelmad in group is very great, and it is
important facilitators work to minimiîr that potential. in this instance, it seemed we let
one of the participants down, and 1felt very sorry to lose ha. We continued to discuss the
incident in the fjrst jmrt of session six and many of us wen aôie to identiQ things we
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would like to have done differentîy. Everyone felt sorry to have lost a p u p member, but
people expressed a respect for h a right to meke tbat decision for herseif'.

.

esions Nme Thtough Twelve: -.

.

. .

Personal Wts and &gmnmn to Feel Like

Somethinn
By the thirâ quarts of p u p , participants seemed to k much more cornfortable
with each other and kgan to express their feelings and wncans on an even deeper level.

They also began to tak about ways in which they noticed themselves reacting to the
p

p expedence. For example, one participant described herself at this point in group as

vey diffaait h m the pason who met with me for the intake appointment. She stated in

the past she was a person who did not allow herself to feel h a emotions, and Mead felt
that she had to present a perfect outside appeamce to others. ui group, she commentecl
that she was faling a lot wider range of emotions than initially, and she credited this
change to the impact of group and discovering that she was more alike the other women
in p u p than she was diffmnt, In check-ins generally, participants began to speak much
less about how dificuit it was to wme to the meeting, and more about how much they

had looked f o d to coming to the meetings. G m p had becorne a solid support for
members rather than another stressor in their lives.

.

r. m n a l n@ts. and

. .

to f d like somethinn.

In session nine, out goai was to wrap up the discussion on anger with participants having
actual twls they felt they could use to cespond to their anger. We esked group members
to rcfct back to the Wfiting they had done prtviously about tirncs when they had dealt

with theV anger in a way they wcre pleased with, and then we collectively dmv up a list

of the elements that might be involveci in'iising anger effectively, safiely. fnely, and
without guilt" (Appendix O). Within that discussion, we Uicluded times when we rnight

be interacting with someone who is not going to cooperate. In other words. there are
times when we need to deal with people who are not open to feedback or who will
attempt to manipulate the conversation or who an attempting to gain control at any cost.

To close out the work on anger, we asked group members to identify in their joumals one
or two small changes they would like to try to make with their anger in the next whiie. In

the round that followed, group participants identifiai the following changes tbat they
would like to make:
"1 am gohg to ask for what 1ne&, as if I'rn going to get it."
"I'd like to recognize my anger more quickly-before it boils over."
"1 will be angry as long as 1neod to be and as angry as 1am, even when it
is inconvenient."
"1 will not k t other people's straying h m the point influence me."
'1 am going to use a calrn voice and not get hooked into an argument."
"1 am going to say what 1mcan in the tone tbat 1 fal."
'1 am going to continue to do what I'm aiready doing. I'm going to deal
with the bigger problem of not feeling heard."
4 am going to admit that I'rn angry and express what I'm mgry about."
Following the break, Libby and 1wanted to shift the mood to something lighter

and begin to make the transition to talking about boundaries. We asked the women to
select a &an page in their journais and to write at the top of the page "Personal Bill of
Rights". We asked them to spend a few minutes writing down some of the things they

felt entitled to-things they considerrd their personal rights. The initial ri@ that group

members identifiai wen: the right to say 'no' and to only have relationships tint they
chose; the right to love and hop; the right to need and to heal; the right to feel their

feelings and think their own thoughts; the right to be accepteci and to have fiiends; the

right to pass (not spegk or share); md the right to express their creativity and to make
their own choices.

During the fint portion of session 10, we spent most of the t h e in an impromptu
discussion with one of the participants. This conversationwill be d i s c d in the section
on p u p process. Followiag the break, we spent tirne foliowing up on the personal bill
of rights that we had kgun the previoiip week. Everyone refeired back to the bill of
ri@ they had startcâ for themsehes in the joumals. We then did severai rounds in the

group with each person contributhg an idea each round until al1 the ideas were on the flip

chart. Subsequently, 1typed these into a bill of rights for the group (Appendix P) and
passed them back to group members the next week. After we genemted the tlip ch&

list, participants twk some art supplies that 1made available and spent some informal

tirne in the group drawing and colouring a sheet with the rights on it that were most
important to the individuals in the p u p .
During this idormai tirne, the foliowing conversation took place:

Group Member (a): "Why do people have rights?"
Facilitator: "To remind us that we are people unto ourselves, and we can't
just ôe done with wbatever someone m t s . We have some bottom lines,
and these are our bottom lines."
GM(b): 1thhk of this es definhg how we went to k treated and how we
want to mit others."
GM(c): "Two yem ago, 1thought people could do whatever they want to
you, but 'no!'. I've changed."

This is an important exchange to highlight because it illustrates the way in which the
group wmbem wm starting to intaact 4 t h each other and how f8cilitation h m the
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group leaders was becoming less needed by this point. Earlier in group, when a group

m e m k asked a question, other participants would usually let the facilitators handle it
and not interact so dircctly with eaeh 0 t h . As group prognssed, group members started
to becorne much more dirrctly responsive to each other, and the facilitators were able to
take a step or two back. This exchange also illustrates how very important wnvets8tions

in group often happen during the m o n informal and unplannecl periods of group.

The theme for group session number 11 was boundaries, particularly with their

families of origia One of the challenges in group work is attempting to find creative and
interesthg ways to prompt discussion, insigbt, and change about topics that have not

naturally arisen in the c o w e of that particular evening's conversation. In other words,
while the group membcrs had prwiously identified that they wanted to discuss the theme
of boundaries, it is up to the facilitators to find a stimulating way into that theme that will

introduce some new information to the participants. For this reeson, 1attempted to utilize
a v&ty of mediums. Since the notion of boundaries is not always a very tangible one,
particularly for individuais whose personal boundaries have been repeatedly trespassed
upon, 1chose a visual medium to see if that would allow participants to work with the

idea in a mon vivid way.

The exercise 1chose for boundary work was an art therapy excrcise (Tefly1
Atkins, workshop 1994) that 1modified to include a friture orientation that would be

consistent with a solution-focus. Included below is a copy of the instructions for the
exercise:
1. Think about your "psychological" family. These couid be actual blood

relations, in-laws, or stcps. It couid also be your cumnt immediate fmily
or your f d l y or origin. It can also inclicde close fnends. Anyone you
want to consider " f ' l y " for this exercise. There's no wmng way to do
this exercise...1just want you to do it in a way thet fits for you. You might
want to think of this as people of ongohg signifieance in your life.
2. Choose a sheet of colored papa to be the background to your family collage.
Choose a wlor that seems to reprisent the emotional tone of your
psychoIopicai family.
3. Now choose a wlor and shape to represent every person in your family
including yowelf. Cut the shape out of colored constructionpaper.
4. Place the shapes on the background shea in a way that seems to fit for you,
pying attention to w h m you place them in relation to otha shapes and on
the page.

Take a few minutes to &te in your journal about what that was like for
Were thcre any surprises? How do you fa1 now? How did it feel

you

while you were doing the collage?

5. Now, I'd likc you to thik about what changes you would like to maLe
to your psychologid f d y in the firture. You can change anything you
like. You can make additions or subtractions. You can b h g some people
closer to you and rnove others farther away. You can change the shapes
and the colors.
6. Now, create a collage of the fuhin,making the changes that you'd like to
rnake.

Take a few minutes to mite in your j o d . Whet nceds to happen kfore
those changes wiîl occru3 What signs are then that these changes have
already started to occur? What might be the next s d signs that wiU
occur to let you know you are on track in making the changes that you
wouid l k ?
The originai exercise was insight-bad related to one's cu1mecfi011~
with others and the
ôoundaries and roies already existing therein. I added the fuaneorientation where
participants are inviteci to think about the changes they would like to make in these
relationships.
Gmup membefs' feedôack to the exercise was thoughtfid and was mostly orienteci
to noticing the changes they had aîready maàe in their family relationships or would iike
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to make in the fuhm. One group member noticeà ody a b she had completed the
exercise that she had omitted the individual who had s e d y a b w d her (a close family
member about whom she expressed she had very mixeâ faelings of love and betrayai)

h m the picture aitogether. Another wmmented that she would Mce to move some
people closer to her and others farthet away. A third commented that then was a family
member on the periphery of the page, and she either wanted to move this person clearly
onto the page or off aitogether, and she had not yet decideci which action she wanted to

take. Overall, comments h m the participants seemed to indicate that the exeïcise
encowaged refiection, and the general mood et checkc~utthat night was quiet and, 1
thought, somewhat discourageci. In retrospect, I wonder whether ushg a more solution
and fllture oriented exercise might have been more usefui for participants. They seemed
to leave the meeting haWig reflected on the nlationships in their lives, but with no very

Concrete ideas or strategies for change. in hture groups, 1would likely want to use a
difEerent technique that would encourage the emergence of such ideas and strategies for

the participants.
Dzuing the development of the group goals, participants indicated that they would
like to discuss 'Yeeling like nothing". This phrase meant diffmnt things to the different

group members. Some descriôed as feeling 'hot desmiiig and not entitleâ", others as
"having less value tôan other people", somcone else said she felt like she was "ut a

bunch of things that I do" and not a person in ha own right, still others said it was like
there was "no worth just for king me" and a fecling of 'hot rnaticling to anything or
anybody". Our task in group session 12 was to find a way of addressing these felings

without having, hopefully, the participants mxperience them. A solution-focused

approach, 1thought, would involve asking group members to taik about times in their
Lives when they felt the opposite of those feelings. I felt, however, that the search for
exceptions must be balmd by an acknowledgment of the reality of the difficult feelings
as weU Libby and 1designed a writing exercise to try to address both needs and
perspectives.

F i we askeâ group members to take a very brief moment to &te in their
j o d s some thoughts about what those feelings desCnbed above have meant to them in

their lives. We paused while the participants m t e , and quite swiftly moved to the next
portion of the exercise as we did not want them to begin to identify with those àifficult
feelings too much. Then we asked them to Wnte about the following:
Now take a moment to think of a tirne or times in your Ise whai you have
felt the oppsite of the above (ie. Worthy, important, visible, liLe
something, entitled, deserving). Write about that experience* What did it
feel like? How might others amund you have been able to tell you were
feeling that way? How did it corne about that you felt that way? What
was different in that expcrience that allowed you to feel differently? If you
can't think of a tirne, think of a person that you h o w that seems to feel
this way. What about them convinces you they fcel this way? How can
you tell? What do you thiak it is about them or their life that lets them feel
this way? What are the ingredients, do you t h ,of faling important,
visible and worthwhiIe?
When describing the exercise to the group, we also explained why we designed it the way
we âid. We explained that sometimes we get caught up in only taiking about the
problematic feehgs, but we believed their experiences were more tben that and that we

kiievd it was important to taîk about "both sides of the coin". We also commenteci that
some people thinlr that talking and writing about a f&g

that you want to encoinage can

bring that fecling to life more, and that the reverse is also likely true-that we can re-

experience shameful and dificuit feelings when writing or talking about them.

Once the p u p members had sufncient time to WRte, we asked them to taik about
what that exercise was like for them. The first participant who spoke said very openly
tbat she was angry about the exercise. She stated that she had written d o m the questions
in case she wanted to t b i c about them another t h e , and then she had written "1 do not
want to t a k about this" several times in h a joumai aml the word "no" several times. She

said, "That was my life. That was my childhood. There is nothhg more to say!' She

added that she thought what really made her mgry about the exercise was that she tries
not to thllik about W s stuff"and the exercise "put it in my face". She went on to say
that she is a m that at times she does feei the opposite of these feelings, but she feels
.fiustratedbecause other times she feels so M y and she did not b w how to ceconcile
the two or "live in both skins". "How do 1l e m to live in both skias?" she asked.

F: "1 wonder ifyou a living with that. If you already are. Perhaps not in
the way you want to..."
GM:
the truth!"
F: "But there an times when you cope as wefl as fa1 crummy and shitty
and thinking about the homrs. You taiked a couple of weeks ago about
feeling like you were coming to a place of acceptana..."
GM: 'Not now."
F: "Okay. Well think back to that time or wait for it to corne again,
because it will, and that's the t h e to be vigilant." m e facilitator then
made a corn@son to questions some holocaust survivors ask, "How can I
live with daily life when these honors have happened to me?"] "There is
no answer to that except you are."
GM:'"ïhere nceds to be some sense of what this is about. It's not fait! 1
didn't deserve that!"
F: "But you en living with it, and you are doing lots of really wonderfiai

"m

things."

GM: ''These moments of beiag up tht=...they don't shiA the balance for

me."
F: "Maybe the point isn't to shift the balance. Maybe the point is to relish
in the time when you can be more accepting of those two places and know
the= wili be times when you can't."
GM:(sounding W)"1 want a reward."
We thanked the group member for taking the t h e to express honestiy how she felt about

the exercise and asked if she was rrady for us to move on. She was, and we wntinued the
discussion about the exercise with the other participants.

There was a really interesthg mix of tesponscs to the exercise. One person

indicated that she l m e d h m the exercise that she is more cornfortable being invisible
than she is with beiag noticed. Someone else could identify a person in her life amund
whom she felt important and visible. Another woman identifid a very particuiar
experience in her life that increased her self-confidencetremendously and causcd her to

internt with others in a way she felt r d y good about and that others commentd on
favoraôy. One woman could not name a specific incident, but felt that she is changing

and that it has b a n a very &uaI

process for het made up of the tiniest of temarks that

"just build and build. It started off as just a little spa& h i d e of me, and it has just built."
Another wornan gave a number of examples of signs she has k e n given h m others that

she is worthy and specid. She noticeâ in her writing that the examples about the
problematic feelings tendeâ to be h m the distant pst, M e the examples of feeling
s p i a l were h m the recent past. The lest woman told a story about the first tirne it
happened that she made a mistake and she was with someone who did not cnticize or

reject her for it. That was the nrst t h e somebody didn't lave me when 1was not

wnvenicnt," she seid. û v d ,the exacise seaneà to be a very powerful method of
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drawing forth stories of change, visibility, and seKworth.

This was our last meeting before the holiday bnak at the end of Dccember. We

were not going to be meeting during the final week in December, so this was a naairal
break in group process for us. We closed the meeting focusing on giving ourselves and
o k s in the gtoup the gift of appreciation. Each group member wrute her name on a
sheet of paper and then mote, in one word, something she appreciated about herself.
Everyone then passed around the sheets and each participant and f~ilitatorwrote on each

member's sheet, in one word, something she appreciated about that pem. At check-out
that night, group rnembers expnssed the following emotions: feeling strong, feeling
warmth, feeling that everyone has W r e n t "good stuft" and nobody is better than anyone

else, fwhg more level, "understanding1have lots of feelings and that is who 1am",
fceling encowaged, and feeling empowered.

Groun ~mçessduring- the third auarter of ~

U D In
. our tenth group meeting, one

of the group members requested some additionai time after the check-in and the nsulting
impromptu conversation is, I believe, worth highlighting. The participant identified that

feelings of anger have been increasing throughout the pend she had been attending

group sessions. She described feeling happy while she was ia group, but very irritable in
the rest of her life. This group member d e s a i h i herself as going through a lot of her life

feeling "pretty numb" prior to group, and that one of the effects over the pst number of
weeks had k e n waking up to h a feelings. Mie in general this participant liked feeling
more reai and m e to h e d f by allowing herseifemotions, she expressed fceling puiity

about the way her anger was impacting others around her and wanted to kww where to

put the anger.

GM(a): "My whole liEr is what I'm maâ at. If 1hadn't ken abused then a
whole scqucnct of m a t s wouid not have happened. Suicide was how
anger had a voie before."
F: Suggests starting a letter and puring her feelings about the abuse into a
thempeutic letter that she cm choose what she can do with whatever she
chooses.
GM(a): 'The minute I start to do something like that 1want to teli him [the
abuser] 1 love him."

[=me exccrpted]
F: WThtrc is no nile you can't love the person who abused you There is
no nile you can't be angry with someone you love."
GM(b): "I think it's wondaful others can see you coping. They can see
you stumble, and they can see you get back up."
GM(c): "It mi@ be helpfbi if you can tell others what's gohg on. 1think
my [family mcmber] wd to have lots going on, but [Srne] would never
say, so then 1hrad to gwss. 1thought it was about me but now 1can see it
was not about me. 1was not the cause. It would have helpeâ if [sihe]
couid have explained it to me."
We spent some time also discussing the mle of anger in healing. 1 used the ferninist-

oriented tool of seIfIdisclosureto talk about some of my own experiences with healing
and feeling angry. While selfiüsclosure is not usualiy part of the solution-oriented
therapist's repertoire, and while it is a tool that should be used sparingly so as not to take
the focus h m the client, it can be a very powedbl method of vaiidating and joining. In
this instance, the participant had suMvad her experiences by leaming to keep her feelings

tightly in check and appearing very happy and intact on the outside. Her inside d t y
was veiy Mennt as she stated she was leaming more and more during the course of

group. When one has not allowed oneself to fetl for a long the, and then the emotions

kgh to emerge powemilly, it is cornmon to feel that ev-g
Sometimcsindividuais wiii evcn describe fœling that th-

is very out of controi.
is somethirig very m n g with
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them or that they are going crsy. In such situations, self4sclosure can be very

validating and n o d i z i n g of the client's expaieme. These feelings of anger, so
justifid and so long Cestf8itled, continucd to stay with this participant through most of
gtoup, but she became better and better at identifying when the anger was related to past

e m e n c e s and not prwent expenences. In this way, she was better able to let o t k s
mund her know what she was feeling and how they codd support hm.

In this group session, WC aiso had to announce that a second p u p member had
chosen to leave p u p . When 1spoke to this participant about her decision, she identified
that she had several difncult issues occuning in her life at that point, and that she was
hding al1 the emotion of group too much to cope with. She passed on h a good-byes to

her fellow group members through me. She also identified that she was going to be
pursuhg another fonn of therapeutic intervention that she thought would M e r meet her
needs at that time. Group members seemed accepting of her decision not ta retum.

During check-in in session 11, one p u p member identified some worries
regarding a difficult medical produre that she was going to be undergoing. Group

membem and 1(Libby was not present for this meeting) worked to encourageci her to ask

the medicai practitioners for some accommodationsthat might help malce her more
cornfortable during the procedure. 1ais0 took this opportunity to teach the group an
Ericksonian-style relaxation technique that I thought could be helpnil in this situation and

h m which other gmup mcmbers might benefit as well. Yvonne Dolan (199 1,1998) has
developeâ this extemally oriented relaxation exmise. I explained the technique to group

members and tben dern011StC8ted it myseK Clients are instnicted to get into a cornfortable
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physid position and then to let their eyes rest wmfortably on some spot in front of them.
The rest of the exercise caa be done either speaking aloud or just thinLing in one's head.
The person then mes five t b g s they see, five things they hear, and five M

y

sensations they fal. They then name four of each, thai tbree, then two, and then one of
each. The petson then may decide she is suficiently relaxad and discontinue the

exercise, or, if m e r relaxation is required, she may start at five again and proceeâ to
count down until she feels d

y to finish. Yvonne Dolan (workshop, 1998) has aiso

modifïed the exercise to malce it more effective for dealing with npetitive thoughts or
with unplcasant medicai procedures. In this modification, the client thlliks of a place they

would rather be thaa where she is, she then does the technique alternathg between her
present d i t y and the place she would ratha be. Due to the complexity of this task,
clients count d o m h m three instead of five. For exemple, "Hem 1 see a table. Here 1
see a metal ûay. Hem 1 see a doctor over me. There 1 see the swhine. Then 1see the

ocean. There 1see a tree.

H m 1hear (three things). Thm 1hear (bec things)" and so

on. Group members seemed intrigued by the exercisc, and some indicated their intention

to try it on their own in a variety of situations.

.

Sessions Thirteen Througb S

m.S e d i t v . Endinas. and the Future

We had a two week break between sessions 12 and 13 due to the holiday seeson.

The group chose to meet on their own during the intemenhg week which I took to be a
comment on the depth of the bonds thaî had been forged between members, and also on

the degrce of enjoyment and support tbat the group had corne to represent for participants.
The fourih and nnalquarter of group started the first wœk in January and we siartal in
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that meeting to work to prepare members for the ending of the group on the 2@ of the

month. 1operate h m the pnmise that endings shouid be done as canfully in group as

are beginnings. Somewhm 1 read once that we often get a lot more training in saying
"heiio" than in saying "good-bye". Perhaps this is related to our larger difficuities with

staying present for any painful experience. In any case, while oftentimes p u p members

are tempted to forgo or dismiss the closure part of p u p , 1believe the sense of
accomplishment of finishing a cballenging task like a group should not be glossod over.
Exercises nlatllin to telatio~~shim.
seXU81itv. endians. and the fuaue. We began
our thirteenth meeting by spending some t a b g about the upcoming ending of group.
This process will be covered in mon detail duting the next section. We then rnoved to the
night's theme which was ways that the abuse hm impacted group members' nlationships
with signifiant others in their lives. Again, we u d a writing exeicise to prompt some
initial refiection on the topic. We asked them to write their responses to two different

questions.

The f
h
t question was "In what ways has the s e 4 abuse gotten in the way of, or
interfered with, or pushed mund your nlationships with others?" Please notice that
while this question asks participants to think about the problem, the design of the

question includes a collaborative therapy technique hown as extemalizing the problem.
While this technique has been most elaborated on by nanative therapists (White &

Epston, IWO), it is very compatible with the solution-focused axiom "The persoa is not

the problem. The problem is the problem." We believed that by wording the question
with the abuse identifieci as something extemai to the p u p members that is interfiring in

theu lives, they wouid be able to look at the thhgs they wanted to change in theù lives
with iess shame and less sense that they were having difficulties because there was

something wrong with them. In other words, we wanted to provide an opportunity for
group members to examine the problem, but to minimize the possible negative effects of

that examination.

Second, we asked the group members to write about the question: "Are there ways
in which the experience of abuse has enhanced or deepened your relationships with others
or your ability to relate to others?" This, of course, was a question that had to be

inttoduced very c~vefiillyto the group. We, of course, wanted to avoid any bint of a
possibility that we were suggesting the abuse had any positive aspects to it whatsoever.
Rather, we wanted to suggest that despite the homr of the abuse, despite its persistent
and powerful efforts to interfère with their lives and their very survival, group members

had managed to take something away h m the experience that they valued and wanted to
keep. So, in the tradition of transparency, we simply explained our intention as clearly as
we could, to avoid any misunderstanding.

F: "Wait, now let me qualify this. We don't at all mean to suggest that we
should be abused because it will d e us better people or something.
Your cumments rnight be something like...it's alioweâ me to relate to
people's paidid experiences in a different way; it's made me more
compassionate; it's helped me prepare my child to be wmfortabIe with
hifier M y . Not that we are suggesting the abuse has givea us some
giR"
Facilitator 2: "Sometimes people have, despite ail odds, taken somethhg
h m the experience that they want to keep."
Once group members had time to write about the questions, we went to the Bip chart and

divideci it lengîhwise in half. We entitid the page "Ways in Which Semial Abuse Has
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Gotten in the Way of Relationships & Things We've Leamed That We Might Want to
Keep" (Appendix Q). We then went mund the p u p with each participant contributhg

one item for each side of the list. The list that documented semai abuse's interferences
was written in red ink, and the list of things group members wated to keep was witten

in blue. We kept gohg around the p u p and accepting contributions h m each member

until eveyoae's items were included on the lists. During this discussion, we noticed
p u p mernbers again spontaneously facilitating each other. For example, a h r one

woman addecl something to the rad side of the list and talkcd about that problem for a bit,
her neighbot pmmpted her, "don't you have something for the blue side?" This exercise

seemed very significant to group rnembers and was refend to severai times in
subsequent group meetings and then later in the follow up evaiuations.

Our theme for the night of the fourteenth group meeting was sexuality. As usual,
group members knew what we would be discussing ahead of the, and during check-in
some participants indicated they had felt unusually nluctant to attend tonight. D u h g the
discussion of the homework assignment from the previous week (to write îhings they
appnciated about themselves, things they appreciated about their partners, firiench, andor
family members,and things they appreciated about the children in their lives) the energy

in the g r o p was noticeably less energetic and enthusiastic than had h o m e usuai for the
group. Libby and 1acknowledged the difference in mood as we moved into the
discussion of sexuality and nonnalized it. in my experience, although group members

d

y put sexuality on the list of group goals, it is such an intensely personal subject

with much attendant pain related to it that it is common for participants to dnad the

discussion itself.
We began the discussion with a quote 1heard at a 1994 Thunder Bay, Ontario
workshop fhditated by Mike Lm,author of the book Victims No Longer: Men

h m hcest and ûther S e x d Child A b w (Lew & Bass, 1990). He said he
lilced to say the following to survivors when discussing the difference between consensuai
sexuality and sexual abuse: "If 1hit you on the head with a fiying pan, would you cal1 it

cooking?" The point, we explained to the group, is that consensual sexuality and sexual

abuse have about as much in common with one another as do oooking and being hit on
the head with a frying pan.

F: "If 1were hit on the head with a f j i n g pan, 1might develop some
strong feelings about fjing pans and mayôe some negative associations,
but 1probably wouldn't know anything more about cooking as a result of
that experience. Because it's such a different experience. Radidly
diffmnt; yet, some of the tools and the elements are the same. Sexuai
abuse is not the same as sexuaîity. You might even say it's like the
opposite. We know that you al1 know a lot about the experience of sexual
abuse, and we probably don't need to be exploring that piece, but what we
want to explore tonight is more about intimacy and consensual sexuaiity,
and we want to start fiOm a place of knowing whst does give each of us
pleasure and delight in our lives. Thhic about sexuality, then include
sensuaiity, and then include the fteling of closeness to someone."
Facilitator 2: "Sexual intemurse is one srnail piece of sexuaiity. What
makes your body tingk? What makes you feel silly?"
Our intention in sCarting the discussion this way was first of al1 to separate the ideas of
seXUEtlity and s e d abuse, and then to realiy broaden the participant's definitions of
s e d i t y to include notions of intimacy and closeness. Our intention was then to have
participants genemte a lia of the things that gave them pleasure, but insteaâ the
conversation moved in another direction that took up most of the rest of our available
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the. Libby and 1ârew heavily on feminist theory about women and sexuality in the
ensuhg discussion. Group members talked a lot about their own feelings of confusion
and ambivalence toward sexuaiity-wanting and inviting it on the one hand and then
feding incredibly sorrowful about it aRer the s e d experience had concluded. We

worked hard to encourage group members to define their own sexuality for themselves,

and we took a very strong stand that each person is responsible for their own sexuality

and that no one owes sexuality to another person, even in a long term partnership. We
also stated very clearly that "no" neah to be as acceptable an aaswer as "yes" to an
invitation to be sexual, and that a "yes" can change to a 'ho" at any point in the

Following a break, we asked group mernbers to take a piece of paper and write at

the top "niings niat Make Me Happy" and then make a list. We requested that if
participants were not feeling in the mood to make a list or could not think of anything for
the list to write "we'll see" or "rnaybe later" on the sheet. Afterward, group members
sharcd some of the things that ma& them happy. For check-out that night we asked

group members to identiQ something that impacted on them h m the meeting, and
something that they appreciate about king alive. I've included below some of the group

members' comments about what impacted them fkom the discussion.
"Hearing that I don? owe anybody sexual favors is an interesthg way to
put it. When you said it, it had an impact."

4 realize how much 1am concemeci about how my partner is dohg. 1
think 1need to separate myseif, and 1do believe once 1get there it will be
easier to engage with him."

"1 didn't want to corne tonight but I'm glad 1came because I leamed about
saying 'no' and that it's okay to stop halfway. I need to believe in myself
and that I'm valuable too and it's okay to th* of myseif too. Also, 1
thought the way 1was mund sexuality was just because 1was sexually

abused, but you said other women who haven't been ab&
that too and that was good to know."

go through

With the discussion of sexuality, our work on the group goals concludeci and the two
remelliing meetings were focusxi on closure, ceiebration, and looking toward the hmue.
During our second last meeting, we began by spending tirne planning our closing
celebration, and the group had some questions about the report that 1would be miting
about the group. These conversations will k describecl in the upwming process section.
1also had group members complete a second Solution-Facused Rccovery Scale

(Appendix 9the resuits of which will be discussed in Chapter Four. M e r a break, I used

a solution-focused exercise developed by Y v o ~ Dolan
e
(1991, 1998) called "A Letter

h m the Futwe". In this exercise, participants are asked to give their letter a specific date
sometime in the fùture and to address the letter to a particuiar person that they hope to
still be connected to at that point. They are then asked to mite to that person h m the
perspective of the future,and tell h e r h what the participant's Me is like at that point. 1

also let them know that Yvome Dolan says that people get extra points for iaughing out
loud and that there is no requirement to be realistic in the letier.
We closed the night by giving group members the option to share their letter with
the group or just talc about how the exercise affected them. Everyone chose to share their
laieR, and the d t s wcn wonderfui and variai. Some participants chose to describe

how things w#e ciiffernit in the fuhne h m an intemal aspect...the ways in which they
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were bandling things differently or experiencing the world differently. Mer women

chose to describe outer changes in their lives where they were living in marvelous places
and doing marvelous things. In either case, the participants seemed well pleased by theù

letters, and 1 found them inspiring and deeply moving.

The goal ofour final group meeting was to M e it as a cefebration and a
graduation of sorts. We wanted to emphesize the courage, creativity, and bravery of these
women tint of al1 for smiving the crime and the h o m that is childhood s e d abuse,

and secondly for their courage and bravery in undertaking to participate in and open
themselves so Mly during the "Living, Surviving, and Thriving" group. nien were

several cornponents to the meeting.
We did an initial check-in and then moved to an informai time of chatting, playing
music, and eating. Each participant had been asked to bring a greeting card for herself

and to write in it something that she had appreciated about herself during group. During
the idormal time, we each took ~ i m writing
s
an appnciation in each member's card, so

she would have something personal h m each of us to take away with her. We then

presented each woman with a certifiaite of achievement (Appendix R) and a rose to mark
th& patticipation in the group, and we finished with an exercise that has been modüied
many times, but seems to help people with closure.
For this final exercise, we used a bowl of polished stones and a bowl of water.

The bowl of stones is p s e d around the group and everyone is invited to choose a stone
that they would like to keep and take with them as a reminder of p u p . The bowl of

water is then pas& amund and each person is inviteâ to place their stoae in the watm
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and name something (either silently or aloud) they wouid like to Let go of in their lives.
The bowl of stones and water is passed mund one last time and each participant is

inviteci to reclaim their Stone and ide-

somethhg (silently or aloud) that they would

Mce to reclaim in their lives. We then did a final check-out round and fiaished with one
last "The circle is open but unbroken".
c-ir

of P~OUD.
One of the process issues that we

wanted to discuss with the group nlated to the ending of p u p concemeci the possibility
that the group wouid want to continue to meet without facilitators aftet session 16. We
wanted to intiloduce this carefbiiy, because my experience indicatd that some groups

want to continue to meet and some do not. Also, we wanted to make m m for
individuals who did not want to continue, to opt out. When we first introduced the topic
of group ending, we also mentioned the possibility of continuhg to meet on their own.

We s u g g d thaî some groups choose not to continue, some do to stay in touch socialiy,
and for some only some members stay in touch individuaily. Libby and 1indicated that

we would k stepping back following this initial discussion and that they would need to
make the decision amongst themselves when the tirne came. The subject was then

dropped, aud reaily did not corne up again while Libby and 1were present. In the cnâ, the
group did decide to stay in touch for a while, and members made arrangements for that on

their own,
Also in session 13, Libby and 1h e d the last session as a 'graduation' ceiemony
of sorts. That comment triggered the following discussion:

F: "Tt's really more iike an accomplishment tban an ending or

tennination."
GM(a): "1s it d l y an accomplishment? Al1 we've done is taken time for
oursehes to look at tbings. That's an accomplishment?"
F: "Has that been easy for you to do?"
GM(a): ''No, but I think it's seffish. 1feel like abuse survivors or people
Who have suffered h m trauma have two milces against them, so they
have to do this jusî to keep going."
F: "Have you made any changes as a resuit of coming here?"
GM(a): "Oh, sure. 1don't know if they're lasting changes though. 1W t
be doing them because they'n homework. I'm not really sure why I'm
dohg al1 these things. 1like to think some of them wül stick."
F: "It's w t like people are linad up to do tbese groupe. It's a testament
that this is a ciifficuit thing to do. It's tsking time for yourself, but it's also
looking at thiags that arai't pleasant to look at and telking about things
that aren't pleasant to talk about and listening to t b g s tbat m ' t pleasant
to listen to. You give gifh to each otherjust by king here as well as gifb
to yourselves."

[someexcerpted]
GM(b): (talks about how angry she's been in the past for not king
acknowleâged for having surviveci) "One of the impacts of the gmup for
me has been looking mud the m m at every one of these women h m
tirne to time saying, 'That's a survivor. That's a swivor.' And
sometimes, T m just like her. I'rn just like her.' And if nothing else this
group has made me realize that, damn süaight, I'm a suniivor, and that's
an accomplishment, and I waat to celebrate king a survivor if nothing
else."
For Libby and me,having seen the ciifficuit work that the women did and the changes that
they made during group, their work was clearly an accomplishment. The fat that some

members mggled with that notion is a comment on how sexual abuse tempts people to
minimuc their own strengths and echievements.
An additionai piece of gmup process that o c c d during our second last meeting

concemeci the report that 1wouid be writing about the gmup for my degree. In the

original informed consent fom for the group that members si@ duiing the intakt
interview (Appcndix D),1had mentioned thaî I would make a summary of the findings of

the final report available to participants if they r e q u d . During this second last

meeting, we were talking about the p u p finishing and one of the group members asked
whether they could al1 still get copies of the teport.

F(1): "You can sure get a summary."
F(2): "The finai report will be available in the University library. Also, 1
wonder if we could contact you al1 some day if we decide to write a paper
on the group for publication."
GM(a): "Is what you've been doing with this group that differenth m
wtÿit has been done with other groups?"
F(1): "The balancing betwecn focushg on the Pest, the prpsent, and the
fùture is a bit Mkrent. nie fuane stuffhas o f h been leA out of group
work in the W... ûther groups might have really dug into the past, You
may have noticed we never had any sessions where people just told their
stories of abuse. 'Inat's somewhat musud for this type of group."
GM(b): "How did they get their membas to corne back week a h week?''
GM(c): (Talks about an abuse group she attended that she didn't me, but
that she stiil kept going for quite a while.)
[Someexcerpteâ.]
GM(c): "Last week we were talking about women and women's
experience and what's d.
That's what is rnissing for me though I've
been dohg recovery work for a long the. I am pretty aware of my pst
and how it has affècted me, but where do 1go? I don't feel 1have any d e
models. 1need more information about h t . "
GM(b): "1came here reaîly hesitant because 1didn't like groups, but I've
really loved this group."
1 was not really prepared for the group members asking for information about the

appmach we used, but felt that it was important that Libby and I be as transparent about
our work as possible because that is consistent with both approaches. Also, as facilitators

and therapists, we are accountable to the group members for the work we do with them. 1

beiieve we should give a fidl accounting of our professional motivations and practices
I

when our clients request.
1wanted to finish this chapter with the closhg remarks that p u p members made

in the session 16 checkout, because these wmments were d e at a nahirel time of
reflection about their time in group. It was an honor to work with these amazing women,

and 1 thinic their remarks provide a fitting close to this description of the work that we did

together in group.
4 came here desperately seeking for a sense of me. 1leave here excited
and hopefbi to discover who me is with the extra incredible strong baclcing
of a 'we'."

Then I came hem 1 was in reaily mu& shape. 1 can't put into words
what I've gotten h m this expaience. It's not coacnte, but boy 1fael
much diffennt, and there are no doubts in my mind that we'n going to
continue to get togethex."
When 1 fint came here it was for my kiâs, and afta about three or four
weeks I started to corne for me. It's d e , 1 can't even put into worâs....I
thought when 1 came here if 1could get out of this to blme my abuser, I'd
corne out of it a better pemn. But it seems I've let go of aii the blame and
the angei and undemeath it al1 somewhere there's me."

"When Chyrisse first asked me what I wmted fiom group, it was some
sense of support from o b r women and some sense of fnendship, and she
said, 'well, that
happa, and 1 fcel that is what has happened here."
"The circle is open, but unbroken. "
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Chapter Four Findings

In this chapter, I plan to review the results of the various evaluation proceciuns 1
put in place duriag the practicum study. As previously discussed?1was primarily

interested inclient and therapist perceptions as to the quality of the group experience and
process, as well as client perceptions as to the helpfulness of the group. This chapter's
discussion of my hdings will centre on the following meames or tools: mid-group

client evaluation forms; end-groupclient evaiuation fonns; client satisfaction
questionnaires; pre and post group nsuits of solution-focussed m v e r y d e s ; six wek
telephone follow-up interviews; and some comments regarding my CO-facilitator's
perceptions. This chapter will involve the ptesentation of the resuits of these measmes,

and a more detailed analysis including reflections and recommendations for the htiue
will be included in Chapter Five.

id gr ou^ Evaluation Results

I developed the mid group evaluation form (Appenduc F) in order to obtain some
feedback h m the group mid-process. In this way, 1 felt not only would we know what
the group members felt was working so that we wuld do mon of the same, but 1also felt
it would be valuable to have a snapshot of how they saw the group at the halfway point to

compare with theù later perceptions. I received eight responses to the form, which
accounts for al1 the group participants at that point.
One of the difficuities of group work is thai, uniike individual work where the

therapist can tailor hider appmach entirely to the particuiar needs of the client, in group
work the facilitatm wodc with a variety of individuais, all with sometimes veryiag needs9
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prefermces and styles. These varied needs and styles, I believe, account for the
sometimes contradictory fdback 1received fiom the mid-group evaluation fonn.
Roughly speaking, where there is contradiction, the responses may be generally p u p e â

into two differing perspectives. nien aie those individuais who are mote inclined to
value the "plocess"of group: in other words, the impromptu conversations and
discussions between group mernôers as well as the shariag of experiences andor feelings
will tend to appeai to these individuals. The other perspective is formed by those group

members who tend to value the "content" of group. These latter group members
generaliy identie the tools and skills learned in the gmup and the structured exercises as
the most helphil aspects of group. The challenge to the facilitators, in my view, is to find

a balance between process and content that will meet the overall needs and expectations
of al1 the group members.
At the midpoint of group, when jpup members were asked what tbey fouad most

valuable about the group thus far, the most fkquently mentioned elernents were: the tools

and skiils learned*,the sharllig between group members; the atmosphen of safety in the

group; and the feedback participants were able to receive h m other group membm.
Specific tools that were mentionad were: the "Tools for the loumey" exercise that
involved group members sharing seategies for self-can and creating a feeling of cornfort

and security for thernselves; and a homework reading assignrnent of the chapter "Who's

Responsible for What" fiom The Dance of An=: A Woman's Guide to ch ana^ th^
p a t t e m S ( L , e r n e r 91985).

When group members were asked what had been least valuable about the gmup

thus far, three members leA this section blank and the remahhg five members wmte the

following:
"Thete is too much t h e spent checking in and out-sometimes it gets too
long."
'''ïhat 'if a miracle happened...' thing didn't help me."
"1 had a sense in the first few gmups that we were only going to talk about
'nice' stuff~oals,how to f e l d e , and so 1was beginning to feel like we
weren't going to get into the hard sniff. Maybe 1 needed more
understanding of the issues we'd be dealing with.

"Somethesthe day after group is very painful both emotionally and
mentally."

Group members m e r txpanded on what was oot helpful when they were asked to
identify the changes they would like to see in the latter half of group. One person
commentcd that she h d felt initially that the pace of the group was tw slow, that she felt
it was picking up now at midpoint, and that she would like to see the quickened pax
continue. Another person wrote she would like us to "get more done thanjust gabbing.

By that 1mean getting the exercises done without people taking t o much
~
time getting off
track", while someone else asked for fewer "restraints" to be placeâ on goup members.
''1 know a schedule is good," she said, "but sometimesjust the sharing is as important as
staying on task or track."

The two types of perspectives among the group were also evident in what they
wanted to see continue in the latter half of group. Some of the group members
emphasized their desire to see the goals c o v d with fûrîher emphasis on tools and

techniques thst muid be used to ovemme various problems or issues. ouiet p u p
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members put a much pater emphasis on the aûnosphere in the p u p : shering pain,
laughing, improving communication and nlationships within the group, fostering the
bondhg between group members,and attentiveness to dealing with the conœms of

individuals within the group. In the space for general comments, two respondents
mentionad feeling thm was not as much time in the meetings as they would have liked.
The remaining wmments indi&

a high level of enjoyment in the p u p with one

participant mentioning shc felt the group was well organized and well led, another
wmmented she felt d e and cornfortable in the group, and someone else added "This
p u p has given me more tools and strength than 1evet imagined. 1 feel mon confident
about my future''.

End of gr ou^ Evaluation Results

Wide there was still some evidence of the M e r i n g perspectives arnong mernôers
of the group when the time came to complete the end of p u p evaluation forms
(Appendix O), overall the evalwtion resuits were highiy favourable and the group
members' scores were remarkably consistent. The End of Group Evaluation Forms were

distributed dong with the Client Satisfadion Questionnaires towarâ the end of the second
last group meeting. Group members were invited to take the f o m home to complete in
the upcoming week. Some group membas completed the fonn at home and brought it

back the followhg week while othea completed it at the nnel group session. Two group

members did not attend the nnal p u p meeting, one due to ilîness and the othci to a prior
committment, and 1anangeci for them to maü their completeà f o m to me. I was able to
obtain wmpleted f o m h m each of the group's ranainii3g seven participants.
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The fkst eight items on the End of Group Evaluation Form consist of favourable
staterntnts about the gioup program with which the respondent is asked to indicate hei
level of agreement by circling the number between one and five which most closely
resembles her opinion. This five point d e is anchored at one end with the number one

indicating the group member feels the statement is "not at dl"the case and five indicating
it is "very much so". Of the nsulting total of 56 nsponses (seven group members each

responding to eight items), there were 37 rating their agreement with the statements at the

highest level of the scale-ii 'Vive''; there were 16 raîhgs of "four"; and t

h ratings of

"thne". The most favourable tesponses were to items related to the usefitlness of the
handouts, the preparedness of the facilitators, the facilitators' readiness to nspond to
questions and concerns r a i d by group members, and the supportiveness of t h other
group members. Respondents added the following comments in the margins of the k t
eight questions:

"The problem which 1 had wmted to solve is not solved, but 1gained so
much more than 1could have imagined."
"The group was very different h m what 1 had expected. It was less xary,
l e s depressing, and way better."
"The variety of exercises allowed for individual prefennce. ûreat!"
T h e facilitators were flexible enough to alter the structure for the needs of

group members."
Rtspondents indiateci overall a high level of satisfaction with the p u p experience as
itemized by these f k t eight items.

The remaining eight items on the End of Group Evaluafion Form allowed

respondents to comment more fùlly on the aspects of the gmup that they felt were most
and least helpfbl to them. With regard to which topics had the most irnjmct, Wtually al1

the topics c o v e d were mentioned in one or more of the respouses with no one topic
king mentioned in al! of them. Many of the participants mentioned the concept of

Mance as something they found helpful.

T o turn my eyes h m 'W' and chflicult and but, and see and mgnize
'good'. That helped me a lot. My perspectives becarne a bit more well-

balanced."
T h e focus on the positive...the focussing on the fiinire...-alway s
balancing."
"The balance of p s t , present, and future."

ûther participants mentioned espacially the sharing between women and the talking about
women's experience in the world as helpful.

"The discussion about women-what is nonnal about king a wornan....
Also, the discussion on the positive and negative aspects of abuse."
'nie fostering of d e t y and the valuing of ourselves and each other."

"Letting each other be and listen even if we don't understand or sometimes
don't egree."
When asked which topics had the ieast impact and what were the program's weak
points, participants were a g a .divided as to whether process or content were most
important to them. For example, one member mentioned that "sharing and check-in takes
so much tirne and leaves little tirne for exercises and dealing with topics", while another

member m t e , Wie pace felt too fast. There was littie tirne for discussion and depth
ôecause we baû to move to aa exmise." 1felt pleased that, while it was clear that there

were sorne fniseatons for participants relating to the relative amounts of time spent

focussing on either pmcess or content discussions, the overall level of satisfacton witb
the group nrnained high.
Some of the most eniightening comments h m participants regarding the aspects
of group that maàe the most difference to them are found in the section for "additionai

comments" at the end of the form.
"1Liked diat 1could decide how much I'd shan,and 1could work things
out at my own tempo. 1didn't fcel exposed or forced in any sense. 1felt 1
was in charge of myself and 1could decide myself. I'm aiso grateful that
you helped me to see the good and bright side of my experienccs. My
perspectives arc getting a bit more baland."

"1 am awaie of not having leamed a lot as much of what was discussed
(not all) 1 knew-baseâ really on al1 the work 1 have done (either in group
or in therapy or on my own). 1 would o h n wonder fleetingly why 1went,
but I never felt cornpelleci to not go. 1 needed for reasons 1could not
explain to go. Now 1can see that the support of other women and the
openness and gentleness and honesty of Chyrisse and Libby has made a
world of Metencc for me in the past 16 weeks....[The facilitators] were
both pundeâ, very d e and respectW. No matter how pamfbl or crazy
the situation, 1came to know that 1would be d e . That they were
knowledgcable and cuuld hendle whatever came up. 1so much
appreciated king Listend to with loving kindness when 1 felt totally crazy,
and howing that everyone else wouid be treated with the same respect."
'The constant reminder to find baiance and happiness even in the smallest
t b g s has changed my M e forever?
"Chytisse and Libby's theory of explorhg the negative whiie leaming to
discover the positive and funnehelped me to not get bogged down in the
past and to stay intact so 1 could fiinction throughout the week."
These wmments are particularly i n t e h g to me because, while Libby and 1would not
have thought of the work WC were doing as focussing on the "positive aspects" of the

abuse, that is obviously how some of the group membem understood it. It also seems that
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members fouml this focus heipful. I believe it was the solution-oriented aspect of the
work, with its focus on looking for exceptions to the problem and existing signs of the

miracle that participants are refening to when they mention l w h g at the positive
aspects of their lives and the abuse they suffered. Also of pariicular impact, it seems, was

the notion of balance embodied in the perspective "these really bad thîngs have happeneci.
How have you survived these? Whet do you want to take from these hcredibly hurtful

eqmiences?"
Client Satisfaction Ouestionnaire R e s u l ~
The CSQ-8 (Appendix E) is an cight item measure that is designed to measure

client satisfktion with senices. It %as ken extensively studied, and while it is not
necessarily a measun of client's perceptions of gain h m treatment, or outcorne, it does
elicit the client's perspective on the value of services receiveâ" (Corcoran & Fischer,
1987).

Group members rated the quaiity of the senrice thcy received vey highly with
t

h individuais giving it a rating of "good" while the remrrining four respondents

scoring it as "excellent". Likewise, participants indicated that genetally the service
meiveci was what they had wanted. Four respondents aiiswered "yes, generally"to this

question,and the remaining thne answered ÿes, dehitely". Regarding to what extent
the service met the participant's n d , four women chose "most of my needs have been

met", while two chose "some of my needs have been met", and one made one big c h l e
around both of those options-likely indicaîing that she felt the m e r was somewhere
betwcen the two. The group members displayed a bigh degree of willingness to
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recomrnend the senice to a niend in need of similar help. One person answered ÿes, 1

think so" to this question and the remaining six respondents d l said "es, defitely".
Thae was a wide range of responses to the question, "How satisfied are you with the
mount of help you have received?" ûne person answered "quite dissatisfied", but this
m e r did not seem congruent with the other answers on her fom, so may have been an

e m r or misunderstanding of the question. One person indicated she was bbsornewhat
satisficd", one indicated she was "mostiy satisfied", one indicated she was somewhere
baween "mostiy satisfied" and "very satisfid", and die remaining thne individuais
nsponded that they were "wry satisfied". Six of the seven nspondents, when asked
whether the services helped hem deal more effoctively with the concerns that brought
them there indicated that "yes, they helped a great deal" with one of those group memben
writing in the margin "that depends on my wihgness to pmtice".

me seventh member

m e r e d "yes, they helped somewhat" to that question.
Unfominately, 1only have six responses for the nnal two questions and the

additionai cornmtnts section because these appeared on a second page, and one of the
questionnaires was missing its second page. Of the six participants who were asked how
satisfied they were with the service in an overall general sense, five indicated they were
"vesy satisfied" and one said she was "somewhat satisfied". When asked whether she
wodd corne back to this service if seekhg help again, one participant 81lswered 'ho, 1

don't thinlc so" and qualified her anmer by adding "because I'd be interested in

somcthing else". Of the nrnaining five, one answed ÿes, 1think so", three answered
yes, defhitdy", and one indicated she was between "1 think so" and "definitdy".

staf

Under the additional comments section, there were a number of remarks h m

uine of the group members.
"The skilis, wping stratepies, positive feedback, validation were
wondaful. Even though 16 weeks is a long t h e , it's just the tip of the
iceberg. 1feel like I've just been introduced. I've never done a group
before, aad 1am thrilied with having k e n treated with respect and trust
h m aU of the
The continual offers of support h m Libby and
Chyrisse outside of group time has been a lifeiine 1value."
"I'm giad we didn't have to exactly tell details of out abuse aithough it
rnay k helpfd to have an oppomuiity (Iguess then were though).
Excellent groupweîî led."

"Just to be in a group was very helpful to me. 1wuld see myself better
and more clearly in others in the group and maybe more objectively mther
than in one to one counselling. The whole atmosphm and the honesty,
siecerity of you two especidly and other rnembas gave me nason not to
give up but keep on trying, struggIing, and fighting. 1thinlr the group was
very effective and al1 the worb we did were very helpful in general. The
only nason that 1answered that some of my needs had been met, iristead
of most, is that 1think for me the s e d abuse is not main or the wre
issue. It was a part of the whole unhealthy relationships within the family
and especially with my parents. 1 do not underestimate the significance
and the effect of it. But 1think 1need some other issues that 1need to
Thank
..you for being so caring. The group gave me hope
work on W..
and helped me to rethink about people."

Gtnerally, 1believe these d t s indiate a high level of client satisfaction with the
service they received while participating in the group.

Recoverv Scale for Survivors of Sexual Abuse: Pte and Post

"The Solution-Focused Recovery Scale for Survivors of Sexual Abuse [Appendix

I]was developcd as an externai device to help the client begin to identifL and talle about
the ways she has already begun to heal and the signs that wiil convince her that she is
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hcaüng in the fitue.... The pqose...is to p h d e a context of hope and to shift the
focus toward heaüng." (Dolan, 1991, p.3 1). In addition, when Yvonne Dolan m s e d

the Scaie in 1995, she included the opportunity for clients to identify their own persona1
change measures for mvery. In this way, the client's success is king measured, but she
hetselfis wntributing to set the tams for that measutment. While this is not an
ernpirically oriented scale, I believed wmparison between the sale results pnor to
treatment and following treatrnent would give some indication as to the helpfulness of
trcatment and would constitute an intervention in itself as the client would then be able

to see a measure of the movement and change she made during the group experience.
All group members completed a Solution-Focused Recovery Scale at the end of

their intake intmiew prior to the beginning of the group process. 1then kept the
completed f o m for the duration of group. nie remaining group members then
completed another copy of the scale in the latter haif of group session number 1S. Upon
completion of this second d e , 1retwned their originally completed d e s to the
participants, and they had the opportunity to compare the resuits. (At this point, while the
participants were comparing their pre and pst d e s , one group member burst out,
"Wow! Holy doodle! I'rn c d ! " . ) Once p u p members bad t h e to take in the tesults,
we went amund the group and gave eveyone a chance to talk about what that was like for

T m surprised. 1guws 1knew 1was in a better space than ûctober, but 1
was d l y surpriscd that I'm doing and feeling a lot better even though lots
of things in rny life have goin a batrr place somehow."

a lot worse. I'm surprised and glad. I'rn

'There weren't any real surprises."

"Things haven't changed that much except for slightly more positive.
They're either the same or more positive. Only two things went down, and
1know why."
"Mine was cleatly on the upside. Befon there were lots of zeros, ones,
and twos and now I'mjust amazed at the threes and fours and some twos.
When 1look over the last 16 weeks, its obvious b u s e when 1carne here
1was in d y bad shape and that was about the time 1started making
sume shiffs in my life: coming here, making contact with finends again,
and a w M e later 1startcd in coimselling. So, I'rn amazad and d y
surprised. I'rn surpriscd at how low they were. 1feel really good about
this."

"1 fed d y good too. 1had lots of zeros and ones, and now 1 don't have
any zaos and 1only have one "1
1have lots of daces and fours now.
And 1have to say 1think 1fibbeâ on the fintone, because I was in that
spacc of "evcything is fine!" ruid if it wasn't it was b'n~body'sbusiness
but my own anywayl" This was a lot more honest and then was d l a big
impmvement. The biggest change is that I'm aware of what I'm feeling."

"....

"Some threes got to twos, and some twos got to ones, but 1 don't think 1
d l y got worse, but 1thinlr I sce myself better now. 1thought 1 was this
kind of pason befon, but I'm fincihg I'rn not. nie first two things about
thinking and talking about the abuse...d e s me feel handicapped and 1
didn't like to k categorizcd. Coming here and seing other people, d l y
nicc people, and rnaybe we wae hurt, but that's why we can be better in
some ways. It didn't make us handicapped. Like the r d and blue things
[refers to exercise in session nurnber 121. 1 fcel diffbrent about abuse and
people who've been abused. I don't feel so weird. I didn't d y think
about it before, but 1don't have as many weird dreams where 1wake up
tired as 1used m."
1klicw it is signifiant diat this last group rnember whose scores actuaUy dropped
somcwhat h m her pre group measure, did not intetpret this as a sign of things getting
worse but rather as a sign that she now knew herself better. The comparisons seemed to
either crcate a d sense of accomplishment and hope for group members or else seemed
to make liale impac..t but they did not cnate a feeling of discouragement at ali.
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In dl, four of the seven p u p members experienced an overall rise in their scores
during the post me85urement. Of the remaining thne participants, al1 had the major@ of
their scores stay the same, and of the scores that changed more incnased than decieased.

The changes in the scores tended to be spread over the whole measunment across the
various participants and there were very few disceniable patterns observeci across group

members ôeyond the general trend of improved scores. Eveyom inthe group, however,
did scon an improvement on item "CC"-"1 expience a wide range of emotions, both
pleasant and unpleasant". Also, six of the seven participants ngistetad an improved

score in item V"-"1 seem to accept praise well. 1th& the person giving the praise".
The seventh member scored the same as the p n group d e on thet item. Finally, on item
(a

S

- 1choose supportive relationships over non-supportive ones" four respondents
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scored higher on that item in the post group sale while the mnaining thm showed no

change.

In planning to do a follow-up interview (Appaidix H)with group participants six
weeks after the conclusion of the group, my goals were fairly simple. 1was primanly

interesteci in checking in with the women after they had tirne to nflect somewhat on their
experiences in group. 1 was curious about whether they still felt they had gotten what
they wanted out of group, whether the changes they had made were still continuing,

whether any new pmblems had emergcd, and whether they had any m
e
r fdback

regarding the gmup. The telephone interviews wac completed between six and eight
weeks following the last grmip session.

The first question of the foilow-up interview refers to the main problems

described by the group mernber during the intake interview and asks whether these
problems are better, the same, or worse. Al1 seven of the respondents indicated they felt
their initial cornplaints had improved. Some of the improvements that par&icipants
describeci included: fewer fears, less shame, coping with difnculties better, able to better

bandle feelings of panic, not feeling so alone, fetling more stable, improvtrnents in
relationships, fetling more satisfied, speaking out mon, expressing own needs more, and
being more in touch with their own feelings. When asked what they felt made the
difference in malMg these improvements, severai participants mentioned the tools and

coping strategies explond in group and also the reass~f811ce
of knowing they are not
alme in theu feelings, reactions, and experiences. in addition, one participant reportad

she w longer was in a place where her whole life cenîred around the s e d abuse. Thne
women mentioned they now felt a lot more hope than they did prior to the group

experience.

The second question referred to whaher changes that the women had noticed
during group had persisted after the conclusion of group. Al1 the women agreed that the
changes seemed to be lasting changes.
4 fœl more hopeful now. 1can betieve I'mgoing to fhd balance. We did
lots of negativdpositive stuff and that d y helped me. 1found some
balance in the group, so 1 can believe it now. If I'd kept on the track 1was
on prior to gcoup, 1wouid have bewme destructive to myself and started
pushing people away."

"1 came away with strategies I can use. 1have a kit of stuff to look at
when 1get into trouble....The fsct that 1can d o w myseIf to thinlr of the
funirr now let's me know that the way I'm f œ h g today ...it's not the

end."
"1 feel I've developed a stronger sense of self regardless of how things tum
out in my life. 1f a 1 I'm separating my own voice."
"1 noticeâ a lot of changes. I'm starting to trust myself more. I'm not
anaid of people so much and 1don? give them so much power. I've
discovered it's not bad or wrong to be me."
"1 nalized 1 didn't have to see the sexual abuse as defating me. I'm still
dealing with it, but 1don't think it has to stay this way or weigh me down.
Befon I thought 'it will be likc this forever', but now I have more hop
diings can be better. I didn't d i z e 1have a say in my healing. From the
tools and encouragement 1got things to hang onto, and 1started to nalize 1
have a say."

"Talkhg about our rights really helped...1feel more secure knowiag we
have ri@. 1think of the rialmost every day."
It seems if one were to identiQ themes among the answers to these f h t two questions,

they would be 1) feeling more hopeful, 2) having mon options for coping, and 3) the
s e x d abuse expenences feeling less powerhil and overwheiming.

The third question related to whether the group member had seen a thetapist or
counsellor since the conclusion of p u p about issues related to the s e d abuse. At the

point of intake for group, four of the seven participants were also in individual
counselling. At the point of the six week follow-up phone cal1 al1 of the participants were

either continuhg to see their therapist or had begun couaselling either during p u p or in
the period immediately following group.

When asked whether any new problems had emerged during the pend since
counsehg, al1 but one of the respondents said "no", but several described themsehres as
moving on to working at things on a deeper level. It was clear h m the interviews that,

while the group membeis were sometirnes working with their counsellon on diffeient
issues, the participants themselves saw these as simply M e r i n g aspects of the same
problem-the sexuai abuse aftet-effects.

'4feel like I'rn gening deeper in it, but not bogged dom. I'm finding it
easier to tolerate and explore.''
"I've gone ont0 other things. Some things got finished so I couid move
on."

The respondent who described herseif as having had a new problem develop indiateci
this new difncuity was nletcd to reaiizatiom she had during group.
"Yes, I'rn having some pntty mugh times in my [reIatiomhip] now. I'rn
starting to realize some things are not acceptable, and 1can say something
about it. Something has changed."

This participant seems to be seeing the development of the probiem as related to her own
newly gained self-awareness and confidence.
At the conclusion of the interview, 1asked participants if they had any additional

feedback or comments that they wanted to make about the group, things they felt were
important for me to know before 1wmte my report. Here are some of the things they had
to Say:

T m thankful to have had the group. 1 know rny life is going smoother. I
give myself a lot of creàit, because 1was afiaid 1wouldn't finish the
gtoup. 1don't fecl asharned anymore. 1 feel I'rn a part of al1 those
women."

"Thisp u p came at the right time for me. 1don't remember king
affected by the exercises, but 1appreciated the respectfûl listening of the
facilitators and the community of the group."
"1 was d l y irnpnsscd with the group. It far exceeded any of my thoughts
about what it wouid k like. I appleciated the balauce between personal

exploration and positive thinking. 1 initially hated the questions about the
friture. They seemed New Agey, and 1couldn't do it. Tbat changed
because 1 was in an environment that dlowed it and didn't criticize it. It
helped that it was okay not to do the exercises, but then 1was amazeâ
when 1head what other people came up with. 1trieci it and then 1 found
that 1 liked it."

"I likeâ the more progressive focus and not constantly looking at the
problem."

"1 got what 1 was looking for. 1was glad for this group. 1thought it might
be depressing dragging al1 this shiffup. 1d y liked the discussions
where we brought up both sides of a thiiig."
"1 thought it was a really good group. We didn't centre on the s e d
abuse. We were also looking ahead The abuse is not the whole me. 1
leamed to look at other things in one's Me. 1picked up things to do when
going through rough times."
At the point of the six week follow-up inte~ews,several of the group members

mentioned that they were continuhg to meet on their own as a group every two weeks or

so, and that they were enjoying this ongoing contact with and support fiom the other
women.
Many of the changes that the group members describeci can, 1 believe, be

attributed solely to the experience of sharing, in a relatively d e environment, with other

women who have experienceû abuse. As pteviously discussed, brealring the secret of the
abuse and revealing hitherto hidden aspects of the self, including the afler-effects of the
abuse can, in itselc be a healing and thempeutic experîence. Whet 1found particularly
surprising about these results, however, were the fiquent mentions by group mernbers of

i n d feelings of hope following the group and the belief that the sexual abuse no
longer formed the whole of one's identity or was destineci to determine one's firn~e.
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These effects can, I believe, be largely attributcd to the element of solution-focus that we

introduced into this particular p u p experience. The single most fnsuently mentioned
helpfbl element in both the end of group evaluations and the foiiow-up inteniews was the
element of balance-looking at the problem but also looking at what these women have
taken and developed as a result of experiencing the problem. We, as fwilitators, drew

this appmach h m solutiondentcd premises such as loiowing what is happening in
one's life that one wants to have continue, looking at times when the problem is not a
problem, and an understancihg of the problem as being separate h m the person's
identity or character. Overall, 1believe the results and feedback h m the various

measuns are highly favourable for a therapeutic blending of solution-focussed and
feminist thinking in this type of group experience.

1l 8

-

Chaptet Five Refldons

Planning and facilitating this group was a tremendous leaming experience for me

that is f.urther e ~ c h e d
by the many successes and changes reportai by the women Who
participated in it. in this chapter, 1will review the original outcornes that I expected and
the rneasures 1established for sucass in the sober light of d l e ~ t i o nfollowiag the group
experience and the feedback h m its mernôers. 1will include my own analysis and
nflections on the experience of blending the feminst and solutionaiented approaches.
cimted
Outcornes and Measures for Success: How Did We Measure UD?
When 1 initiateci this practicum study, 1expected that the blendiag of the two
approaches in this type of p u p satiiig would result in clients reporthg 1) d

e

d

feelings of shame end stigma, and 2) increased feelings of hope and personal
effectiveness. As iilusft~itedtbroughout chapter four, there were many instances of p u p
members reporthg such changes during the evaluation portion of the study.
D e c d feeline of sharne and sti~ma,During the course of this practicum
study, I o h n thought diat the many intewenti.co0 md twls that we used, and in which

we, as facilitators, invested so much time and energy, really were not the most
ûansfo11~8tive
or impactful aspects of the experience for the participants. So much of the
heaiing in a sumivots' group happens spontaneousiy when women corne together for the
purpose of sharing theu lives, experiences, and strategies with one another. Otten the

feedback h m group m e m k , either during group or afferwarci, focused on how healing
it was for hem to interact with other SUfVivors in an atmosphere of safèty and tnast.

There wen many comrnaits on the impact of king listend to respecthliy and of feeling
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valued by the 0 t h membem of the group. As weli, some commeats related to

individuals seeing themselves in the other women in the group, and recognizing
something like "these women are sûong, courageous, resourcefbi, and d g . They are
also survivors. Maybe 1am al1those things too!" The results of this group are powerful
evidence, 1think, in support of the feminist assumption that group work with women

inherently results in: 1) inenasad insight into the plight of al1 women;and 2) positive
changes in the lives of the individual women invoived in the group.

The group seerned to be a powahil antidote to feelings of shame and stigma
amongst the women, and the e f f i was M e r heightened by steps that Libby and Itook
to actively foster an atmosphen of safety and an attitude of respect in the group. 1re-

discoverad during this group, that the concept of "bearing witness" which is so much at
the heart of feminist approaches to counselling, had a profound effect whether 1was

bearing witness to details of abusive experiences and the depth of someone's despair or

anger, or to the details of success stoxies and the individual's feelings of accomplishment

and triumph. To be truiy heard and to feel listened to is not an everyday experience for
most of us, and most especially for individuais who have SUTVived countiess violations of

theu most intimate personal boudaries.
creased sense of ho= and effativeness. The second expectation of an incnase

in fœlings of hope and personal effectiveness was catainly met as indicated by faedback

h m the group members following the group. I was paaicuiariy impressed by how
fkquentiy participants spontaneously mentioncd f œ h g more hopeful during the followup telephone inte~ews.Although it is aiways diflicuit to attribute broad changes such as

an increase in hope to a specific style of intemention, it is my opinion that, in the case of
the Living, Surviving, and Thriving Group, the solution-oriented emphasis we useci to
assist participants to develop their vision of a p r e f d firture and to help them build on
existing small steps toward desired change in the present was instnimental in the

amplifications of hopefiii feelings among the group participants. 1 believe there is
evidence for this impression among the participants' comments during the follow-up

"The fact that 1can allow myself to think of the fbture now let's me know
that the way I'm feeling today...it's not the end."
"1 didn't tealize 1have a say in my healing. From the twls and
encouragement 1 got things to hang onto, and 1started to rraüze 1have a
Say."

"The abuse is not the whole me. 1 lea~ledto look at o k things in one's
Me. I picked up things to do when going through rough tirne."

From these and other expressions h m group members, 1conclude that the blend of
approaches we used in the group was highly effective for reducing feelings of shame and
stigma and increasing feelings of hop and persona1 effdveness.

A
ûther measures of success that 1
chie
intended to use for the study included whether the group members reportcd that the group
assisteci them to achieve and maintain their particular goals for change. Some group
members reporteci that the group was not what they expected, and that it did not solve the

problems they came for but that they took other helpful ideas and strategïes h m the
group. 1fecl the expience was not as helpful as anticipatd in assistiag gmup members
to realize their particular goals for group. 1attributt much of this lack to the difEcuity,
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inherent in a group experience, in tailoring the experience to pnciseiy fit the needs of the
individu81 members. For the individuai goals to be achieved durhg the course of the 16
weeics, they need to be identified clearly and specifically and the p r ~ p smust
s be charted

and ahowledged systematicaily. To accomplish this in a group smiag would be
extremely tirne consuming, and would detract h m the sharing of expenences and the
unexpected benefits and spontaneous insights that so charactei.ized this group.

In general, where participants' goals for gmup centend on things that could be
readily achieved just by their involvement in a nasonabiy successf'ul group experience
(eg. meeting other women who have been through something similar; fomiing
w~mectionswith other women, acknowledging the abuse in a semi-public arena), there
was a much greater chance of the goals king achieved. Where individuais entend the

group with very specific personal goals (eg. overcoming a sleep disturbance, sexual

difficdties, or pbobic reactions), these goals tended to k unrealized at the end of group,

because they requVedtime and pasonal attention that the group settingjust did not allow
for. As a result, in fiiture group intake intewiews, I would be inclineci to be much more

specific with women about the limitations of a group experience and also the advantages.
1would then encourage a more detailed discussion about what goals might be redistic for

the group venue and which may require another type of resource.

Reborted h e l ~ f h e s of
s me8sures used. Anotther measure of the success of the
blending of the two approaches was reiated to what the participants would identify as the
interventions and sûategies that were most and ieast helpful to them diiring the
cxperience. When 1started the practicum, 1expected to find a hi@ degree of
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homogeneity among the nsponses as to what was most helpful during the group. What 1
found instead were two fiiirly separate and distinct camps of opinion about what was

effective about the group, and these two camps were fairly equal in numbers, with about

haif the p u p adhering to each point of view. Some of the participants saw the support
and sharing between p u p members, the informal discussions, and the unintempted t h e

to speak and share as the most valuable aspects of the group. These members tended to
either describe the strucnuad interventions as unhelpful or felt fhstrated h t the sharing
was cut off in oder to move to a structured intervention of some kind. M e r members of

the group saw the tools, skills, and strategies developed and explored during the exercises

as the most valuable aspects. These menibers tended to say that the ssharig was valuable,
but sometimes went on too long. They wanted to accomplish more than just "gabbing",

and were hungry for conctete tools and strategies they could use in dsily life. 1was
surprised by these resuits, because 1 had not really looked at pmious groups 1had

facilitated in quite this way. In retrospect, however, 1think these ciifferhg needs between
p u p membem may be really quite cornmon to my experience, and I thinlc give yet
another rationale for using a blending of the feminist and solution-oriented modalities in
sexuai abuse suMvor groups.

Generally spcaling, I think the feminist approach with its emphasis on listening,

sharing, and discoverhg the commonaiities in women's expaiemes tended to appeal

more to the individuais who value pnness over skills and tools in a group expience,
while the solution-oriented work was more to the likhg of those women who were

hungry for ConCretc stratcgies for the present and funue. Of course, these distinctions are
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not so clear in reai life as they are on paper. In reality, we incorporated many of the
principles of feminist practice into the exercises and often used solution-oriented
questions during informal discussions that were getting bogged d o m in pmblem taik.
ûeneraily, however, the two approaches seemed highly complementary and did seem to
work together to meet the diffmng needs of the group members.
J'hemist imoressions of "fit" and ease of use. The nnal measure of success for
the blending of the two approaches was the therapists' impressions of '%t" and the ease,

in practicai te=,

of using the two perspectives together in the group setting. From my

point of view, the two approaches were highiy compatible. For me to work h m a
feminist perspective using a feminist approach is very natural, and allows me to be
congruent in bot,the personai and professional aspects of my life. 1 see the world
through a feminist lem, so to carry that lem into my work makes a great deal of seme to
me. I find the solution-focused approach blends very well with the feminist because it is

highly collaborative and clientdhted in nature. Solution-focused therapists eschew the
position of expert and work hard to be effective whiie king as non-intrusive as possible,
which is also very consistent with a feminist approach. What 1 particularly valued about
taking a solution-fucus into the group were: 1) the questions and techniques to shift the

group h m t a h g about problems into t a h g about solutions; 2) the persistent
ncogniPng and valuing ofexisting cornpetencies,resources, and smail signs of change,
and 3) the tools to help participants envision a fiiture for themselves in which they have
not only suruiveci but have overcome the negative ahr-effits of the abuse and have
created new possibilities for themselves.
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1 feel had we facilitateci the group and used ody a single modality4her feminist

or solution-focused-that the p u p would bave been a much l e s helpful experience for
the participants and a much poorer fit for the facilitators. Had we used a feminist

appmach solely, the potential for becoming mind in hopeless and helpless ptoblem taik
would have been much gceater. When a participant was in extnme emotional distress, 1
would have been hard pressed to think of anything to do other than listening carefiiily and
helping her understand that her disûess was nanual given the oppression she experienced
in the past and the present. 1couid have invited other group members to share their
stories of distress, but 1 would not likely have many wncrete strategies at hand to assist

her to move out of the distress. When discussing problems such as difficulties with

anger, 1 might have helped the group to explore the ways anger had hindered them in their
lives, but 1might not have thought to ask them about the aspects ofanger that were
valuable in their lives or that they would like to reclaim in the fiiture. in helping hem

explore the abusive experiences in their lives and the &er-effects, 1I g h t have
uwittingly contributed to their own sense of king imvocabiy damaged by the events of

the past and reinforced notions of their own helplcssness to break fm of the aftereffects
or to chart the course of their lives in the present and fûture. I would not have liked to
have given up these benefits of the solution-orienteciapproach.

On the other band, 1would not have Iiked to have facilitated the group ushg

pmly solution-oriented approaches. There were times in the group when the sense of
possibilities had been so narrowed by the nature of the abuse that it was very ciifficuit to

envision real change in the future. For example, the discussion about s e d t y was a case
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in point The past experiences of the abuse had done some very powerful teaching about
sexuaiity to the group members. Those experiences bad tned to convince hem that: 1) it
was not acceptable for them to say 'no' to sexuality; 2) they owed other people sexuaiity

under certain circumstances; 3) sexuality was a very limited range of experiences and

behaviom; and 4) s e d i t y was the same thing as sutual abuse. ifwe had relied solely
on a solution-oriented approach in that session, we might have asked them about times
when they had felt cornfortable about a sexuai experience and about what they would like
their expressions of sexuality to look iike in the fbture. Due to the misidonnation and

wounding due to the sexuai abuse, however, the range of possibilities and exceptions that
the group members would have had to draw on would have been extremely limited, and

so their vision would have k e n limited too. This was a discussion where Libby and 1 felt
there was a need for us to become more directive, more informative, more educatiod,
and to rnake some very cfear staternents about what sexuality is and what it is not. 1think
it was very important in this discussion for the grop members to h o w where we stood
on this issue. 1think it was crucial to hear someone in some position of authority to say
"you don? owe it to anyone to be s e 4 with them. Sexuality is always a gift which we

may or may not bestow. Each md every tirne, it is a giR" We also identified that some
of their concems were wncems for women in general, and that these wncerns were not
specifk to the experience of king s e x d y abused. In this meeting,we worked fiom a

feminist pefspective to Eake a stand against the lies and deception of the sexual abuse
related to human sexU81ity and intimacy.

In addition, a pure solution-focused approach in the group might have been
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experienced as very invalidating and minimizing of the concerns and experiences of the
mernôers. For exemple, the most effective tool that we used, accordhg to participants,
was the idea of balancing the problems caused by the abuse (which the participants

wanted to get rid of) with the perspectives and coping skills they haù taken h m the

experiences (which they wanted to keep). if we had only, as a pure solution-focus might

be argued to dictate, talked about the aspects of the after-effectsthat they wanted to keep,
the participants might have regded us as only wanting to talk about "nice" things or as
not taking the horrurs of their experiences very senously. While talking about the things

they wanted to have continue in their lives was extmnely valuable, we could do it gnlv
use we ment the the acknowledgjnn the horrors and the ~mblemsfM. In my

experience, clients are rarely willing to discuss solutions with me until they feel satisfied
that 1understand the problem thoroughly and cleatly. Further, with individuais who have
been semially abuscd and have, as a matter of course, been severely restticted in their

ability to taik about the abuse and its effects on them, taiking about and acknowledghg
the barmful experiences is integral to the process of mvering h m them. 1do not mean
to say that they must tell theù Stones in detail, but they must have the space to tell others

as much as they feel they need to. 1feel that the addition of the feminist perspective to
the solutionaienteciapproach gave the necessary spiice for acknowledgwnt of the
problems sexuai abuse had caused, while opening space for new ways of seeing the self in

the present and the fiiture. 1wouid not have m t e d to give up that blend.

When 1embarked on this projeet, 1had a certain vision of what 1might leam h m
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it that would contribute to my professional wmpetence. At the outset, I felt 1had a good
grasp of feminist approaches to wok with survivors of sexuai violence. Aithough I had a

significant amouat of training in solution-oriented approaches, however, I found these
models deceptively simple in theory but requiring a sophistication in application that 1

hoped to achieve, in part, through my work in this pmticum. 1feel 1have, at least, d e
propss in that goal during the course of this study. The participants' feedback on what
was and was not signifiwt for them during the course of the group was of particular
value to me. 1leamed much more about which aspects of the solution-orienteàapproach
stood out for ciients as helpful, and the d t s w m not always what 1 expected. Grwp
members did not Sam particularly affectai by the miracle question or the wncrete
descriptions of the future, for example, but did seem very affited by the conept of
balance. It was a surprise to me that the question, "what have you taken fiom your
experiences that you want to keep?" had such a pmfound effkct. As a consequeme, 1
intend to use this type of questioning much mon in my practice.
Another of my leamhg objectives had to do with the developrnent and adaptation

of interventions and exercises that involved a blending of the two rnodalities and to do
some evaluation to assess how helpfid this paaicular combination was for clients. A i n ,
the exercises related to balance an a very good example of the way in which the two
approaches blended into an exercise that participants desctibed as very effective. 1also
wondered at the outset, how this combination of appmaches wodd work for Libby and
me as therspists implementing them. 1have to say 1was very pleased with the tesults.

The f a s t approach is very consistent with the way I see the world, and I suppose one
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rnight wonder whether incorporating a solution-orientationiDto thet approach might

dilute it in some way. For me, it was quite the contrary. Due to my knowledge of
solution-focused approaches, 1felt more confident in p u p thst 1had tools to handle any
difficult feelings or situations that might adse. My colieague, Libby, agreed that the two
approaches complemented each other well. "Of al1 my groups, this felt the most feminist
in every way," she told me.
Personaily, 1also found the addition of solution-focus vey enrichhg to the
experience for me and reaily invigorating. 1 noticed that working h m a solutiononented perspective helpcd me feel more optimistic and energized at al1 stages of the
p u p . It also was very helpful in keeping me oriented toward the poup members'

strengths, cornpetencies, and possibilities, rather than feeling ovemhelmed by the homrs
of the experiences they have endured in their lives. The approach involves lookhg for
examples when they have ûiumphed over the homrs, and when 1looked for that 1 found

many examples that 1might never have noticed 0theIWi~e.At tims in the past 1have felt
that feminism generally has strrngth in critique, in reflection, and in examination, but

sometimes 1feel that we women in the movement could do better at creatiag a concrete
vision of what we want to change and at acknowledgingour sûengths and achievements .
A solution-orientation helps me deepen my ferninian and enrich it, 1believe.

Benefits to the Profession
With its coacern for socialjustice and equity issues, social work is a profession
ioobg for effective thenputic models that takc into account issues of gender, race, and

class, and empower those that have traditionaiiy beensystemicaily disadvantaged 1
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believe this practicum has demonsüated that a combination of solution-orienteci and
f&st

therapeutic appmaches has signifiant potential for social workers working with

individuais who have experienced violence in their lives. The experiences that the
participants reported are highly favousable for fbrther exploration in this area. A number
of the exercises and interventions that Libby and 1used originated with more traditional
therapeutic approaches and were given a solution-focuscd Ylavor" by building in a search
for exceptions or vision of the friture. ûthers were drawn h m solutionorientecl work

and were broadened to include aqects of acknowledgme~~t
or 'bearing witness' to the
diflticuities of the pst. More work dong these lines is king done by social workers in

the field. These results shouid be s h d and the work continued so that clients can be
helped in the most effective and least intrusive m m e r possible. 1believe th= is
tmnendous and exciting potentiai for the development of new ways of working with
individuais, families, and groups based on a bhding of these two approeches.
mg into the Swam: An Analogy

In 1993,I was working with a temfic clinical supewisor nameci George Ens
(personal communication)who told me that when individuais come to consuit with us,
they feel like they are mind in a swamp that they cannot find their way out of. He said a

therapist hm two choices. She can c h b into the swamp with h e d k and -y
experience the swamp alongside her/him. The ri& of this approach is to bemme lost
with the person seeking help, and then two people are mircd thae instead of one. The
alternative, he claimed, was for the therapist to koep one fwt fhdy anchond on firm
p u n d while stepping cautious1y into the swamp with the o t h r foot and rcaching out a
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hand to the pason in distress. Some individuais, he said, might be in grrater distress than
othas, and so we might need to ciimb M e r into the swamp to reach them, but in those
cases he advised me to make sure 1tied a strong rope round my waist and anchoreci it to a
stout tree so thaf whm the time came, I could lead both of us to safety. To me, this is a

good a d o g y for illusüating the advantages of blending the solution-oriented and

feminist perspectives and techniques.

Feminist approaches might be likened to climbing into the swamp with the

individual who is seeking help. The therapist might then share the client's experience
quite fully and t d y corne to a thorough understandhg of w b t it feels like to be stuck

and without hope in a pool of sticky muck. With semial abuse in particular, 1thuik that, to
have credibility with suMvors and to be effective, therapists must be wiiling to clearly
view and explore the horrors that make up the experience of sexual abuse. The silence

and the invisibility of the tomin that victims experience cannot and should not be glossed
over or minimized. It is, in my mind, unquestionably part of the healing process to, in

some measure, expose the abuse in its uglhess and betrayd. Feminism giffs therapists
with the ability to not only look at the horror, but also to link it both persoaally and

globally to the lives of ail women, chiîdren, and men-to understand what happened to this
one client is not an individual problem or aberration, but is a problem that affécts the
whole community of humanity. The solution to this problem, therefore, mwt be both a
pcrsonai one and a politicai one. The feminist therapist can, then, assist her client to ünk

h a individual experience with women's collective one, and women have told me many
h e s there is immeasurable solace in knowing they are not donc. They are not crazy.
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This happens to other women and to other chilâren too. ûther women aad other cbildren

feel like this and cope like this too. She begins to see this did not happen because she is
bad or broken. She begins to see she has survived. Al1 of these revelations may happea

M e explorhg the swamp, and that may be enough for her to h d a way out of the mu&
while moving on to making ber dreams and goals a d t y .
Sometimes al1 this is not enough. Sometimes the individuals who reach out to us
for assistance do not want to explore the muck. They feel they already know enough
about it h m living with it for a long tirne, and what they want heb finding is the
quickest way to hwund and feeling better. Really, it is an assumption of both
approaches that every person with a problem wants to h d the quickest way to a
solutioMhe path just varies h m person to person. This is where a thorough f d a r i t y
with a solution-focus has assisted me to be effective. Solution-focus approaches are

designed solely to help therapists draw personalized and meaningful solutions from the
client herself. What better approach can be imagineci for someone who has experienced
childhood sexual abuse: somane whose experience has often taught her she has littie

control ovet her own life and few answers to the dilemmas that trouble her. Time and
again, when I and my clients were at a loss I have asked a solution-focwd question about

the future or about exceptions and new possibilities have emerged into the conversation.
Solution-focus is the rope anchored to the tree on finn p u n d . It is a set of techniques
and a hopeful paspective about problems that helps me and my client find a way to finn
grod

Appendix A: Group Recruitrnent Notice

LIVING, SURVIVING & THRIVING:
A SEXUAL ABUSE GROUP FOR WOMEN
This 16 session group will assist participants to move fûrther in
their recovery fiom the negative effens of child sexual abuse. The
group faciltators believe in the importance of understanding the
impact of the abuse experience while aduiowledgmg aU the other
aspects ofwomen's lives. This group will work to strike a balance
between the pst, the present, and a vision of a hopeful future.

The group will take place at the offices of the Family Centre of
Winnipeg. Meetings WUcommence on Tuesday, October 6&from
6:30pm u n d 9:OOpm and the fmd meeting will be on January 28,
1999.
The group facilitators d be:
Chyrisse Regehr, B .A., M.S.W.(In progress)
Chyrisse is a full time counseiior and trainer with die Kaon Sani?l Assadt Centre
in Kenora, Ontario and a part-timc Mastcrs of Socid Work studcnt at the University
of Manitoba. Faulitation of this group program wiii npresent a component of
Chyrisse's Masur of Social Work requiremaits. Chyrisse has 14 ytvs ofprevious
cxperitncc as an individuai and group thcnpist with survivors of sexual vioknce.
Her past ucpcricnce indudes several years of work wifh the Sexuai Assault Crisis
Program of Kllliic Community Hdth Centre.

Libby Yager, M.S.W.,R.S.W.
Libby is a thcrapist at ththe Famiiy Centre of Wuuiipeg. She has focuscd her work in
the iast 12 ycvs as a miner, ducator, and therapist in the arca of violence against
womcn and chiidren. Her past expericrm inciudcs work a Child & Famdy Services,
WC,
teadhg at the con&uinguingcducation
program at the University ofManimba,
and private pnctice. Libby hvcs with h a pvmv and two young diildrtn.
-

.

For M e r information, or m book an appointment to meet with a Chyrisse
to fhd out more about p u p , please caii Libby at F d y Centre ofWinnipeg
(947-1401) on Septemkr 8& or 15& between 8:30am and 4:30pm

Appendk B: Sexual Abuse Group Intake Fonn

Phone Number:
Age:

Occupation:
Relationship Status:
Birthplace:
1.

Can you tell us a bit about why you'd like to be in group?

2.

Have you ever been in a group before? How was that experience?

3.

Do you have any womes about being in group?

4.

What are you hoping will happen in group? What would you like to see
change as a result of coming to group?

5.

Have you ever talked to anyone about the sexual abuse before? How was
that experience?

6.

Have you ever had comselling before? Was it helpful? Did you tdk with
your counsellor about the abuse? What was that like?

7.

Would it be okay for us to talk with your counsellor if necessary during
group? Does s/he know you are planning to attend group?

8.

What is going on in your life now that is helpful? What is going on that

concems you?

9.

Who lmows you are coming to group? Who is supporthg you? Who
would you caîl if you needed to talk to someone after group?

10.

If things get tough for you during group, how will you take care of
yourself? How would you know that things were getting tough for you?
How would we know?

11.

Have you ever used dnigs or alcohol in the past? Are you currently?

Would you be able to not use dmgs or alcohol for 24 hows before and after
group?

12.

Do you have a medical condition that may affect your participation in
group? Are you currently taking any prescribed medication?

13.

Have you ever attempted suicide? When? Are you concerned about

feeling suicida1 currently?

14.

How do you think it will feel to hear others talk about their experiences of
abuse?

15.

Do you have any womes about talking about abuse in general or about
your abuse in a group snting?

16.

Will you be able to attend group regularly?

Additional Comments:

Facilitator Assessrnent re: group readiness:

Date:

Facilitator Signature:

Appendix C: Informeci Consent to Intake Interview

DATE OF BIRTH:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE #t
1understand that 1wili be meeting with Chyrisse Regehr to discuss the possibility of
consisting of sixteen gmup meetings. 1
participating in a group couriselling prounderstand that the main purpose of this group is to assist me in recovering h m the
negative after-effects of childhood s e 4 abuse and îo assist me in achieving my
identifiai goals for change. I also understand that this group program repmsents a

component of Chyrisse Regehr's Master of Social Work quirernents.
1understand that my participation in this meeting is totally voluntary. If1 choose not to
participate in this group, Chyrisse will nfet me to a group that better suits my needs. 1
also understaad that I may withdraw my participation h m this meeting at any tirne. As
part of my involvement in this meeting Chyrisse will ask me some questions about rny
goals for change and my past experiences of sexual violence. 1also understand that 1may
take this opportunity to ask any questions 1may have about the group and my
participation therein.

1 understand that Chyrisse will be writing a final report on this p u p to be submitted to
the Faculty of Social Work, University of Manitoha. The individual information which 1
pmvide to Chyrisse wiil be kept strictly confidentiel and in no way wili 1be identifiecl in
her final report. 1also understand that if 1am intcrcsted in obtaining a summary of her
findings, Chyrisse wilî provide a wpy to me.

I understand that Chyrisse is supmised by a senior staffperson employed by Family
Centre, and by her Social Work Pmgnun advisor. During these supervision meetings,
Chyrisse may be discussing information provided by me in the course of e
s initial
meeting,and al1 individual client information d l be kept confidentid within Family
Centre. 1also understand that it is Family Centre's policy to maintain client records for
aii individuals receiving smices. F d y Centre nles are maintaimi with the strictest
confidence.
Chyrisse has teviewed these matters with me verborlly and 1M y understand the purpose
of this meeting, its voluntary nature, d d e n t i a l i t y issues, and requests that wiil be d e
of me over the course of my participation.

My signature below indicates my undc~st8nidirgand agreement to the parameters outlined
above.
Date:

Signature:

Appendix D: Informeci Consent to Group Treatment

DATE OF BIRTH:

ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE #:
1understand that 1will be participating in a group counselliag program consisting of
sixteen p u p meetings. 1understand that the mainpurpose of this group is to assist me
in ~ccoveringh m the negative &er-effects of cMdhood sexual abuse and to assist me in
achicving my identified goals for change. 1 also understand that this group program
represents a component of Chyrisse Regehr's Master of Social Work requirements.

I understand that my participation in this group program is totally voluntary. If1 chwse
not to participate in this group, Chyrisse will refer me to a group that better sui&my
needs 1 ais0 understand-that1may withhw my participation fiom this group at any
tirne. As part of my involvement in this group 1$11 be asked to complete a number of
questionnaires, and to identi@ my therapy goals and evaluate these on an ongoing basis.
Chfisse will use these items to evaluate the usefûlness of this group program. Chyrisse
ml1 summarize the information contained in these questionnaires and goal statements and
will document these in a nnal written report to be submitted to the Facdty of Social
Work, University of Manitoba. The individual information which 1provide to Chyrisse
will be kept strictiy confidentid and in no way wiilI be identified in her nnal report. 1
also understand that if 1am interested in obtaining a summary of her hdings, Chyrisse
will provide a copy to me. Six weeks following the cornpletion of the final group
meeting, Chyrisse will contact me by telephone for a brief discussion regarding my
expience of the p u p program.
1understand that Chyrisse will be supmised by a senior staff person employeû by Family
Centre, and by her Social Work Program advisor. During these supewision meetings,
Chyrisse wül k discussing the progress of the group, and al1 individual client
information will be kept coafidential within Family Centre. 1also understand that it is
Family Centre's policy to maintain client recotds for al1 individuals receiving services.
As such, the group facilitators will be recording individuai prognss in my file. Family
Centre 6ies are maùitained 4 t h the strictest confidence.
Ovcr the course of the sixteen week group, cach group meeting wiîi be audio-tqeû for

the purposes of supervisionand to aid the fhcilitators' recoliections of the gmup process.
These tapa WUk kcpt strictiy confidentid between the f8cilitators and the F d l y
Centre supervisor. These tapes will k destroyd foiiowing the completion of Chyrisse's
final report, and wiii be stored in a safie d confidcntial menm in the intcrim.

Chyrisse has reviewed these mattets with me v e W y and 1 M y understand the purpose
of the group, its voluntary nature, confidentidity issues, and nquests that wili be d e of
me over the course of my participation.

My signature below indicates my understanding and agreement to the parameters outlined
above.

Name

Date

Appendix E: Client Satisfdon Questionnaire
(Larsen, Attkisson, Hargceaves, and Nguyen, 1979,Modified by Chyrisse Regehr, 1997)
P1ease help improve the group service you meiveci by 811swetingsome questions.

We are interested inyour honest opinions about what you thought and felt, whether they
are positive or negative. Please m e r ail of the questions. We also welcome your

comments and suggestions. Thank you very much. We reaily appreciate your help.

Please circle your m e r :
How wouid you rate the quality of seNice you have received?
5
Excellent

2
Fair

3
Satisfactory

4
Good

1
Poor

Did you get the kind of service you wanted?
1

2

3

No,definitely No, not really Somewhat

5
Yes, definitely

4
Yes, geaerally

To what extent has the service you received met your needs?
5

4
3
Most of rny Some of my
needs have needs have needs have
been met.
k e n met.
met.

AU of my

2

1

Only a few of my
needs have been
been met.

None of my
needs have
been met.

If a fiiend were in need of similei help, would you ncommend this s e w k to her?
1

No, defhitely
not,

2
No, 1dont
tbink so.

4
5
3
Perhaps, 1 might Yes, 1think so Yes,
dehiteiy.

How satisfied are you with the amount of help you have received?
1

Quite
dissatisfied

2

IndEennt or
mildly dissatisfied

3
Somewhat
satisfied

4

5

Mostiy satisfied Very satisfied

Have the services you received helped you to deal more effkctively with the
concems that brought you to counselling?
6.

5

3

4

2

1

Yes,they helped Yes, they helped Pm unsure. No, they really
a great deai.

didn't help.

somewhat.

No, they

made things
worse.

In an overall, general sense, how satisfied are you with the service you have
received?
5

Very satisfied

4
Somewhat

3
indifferent

satisfied

2

1

Somewhat
dissatisfied

ve9'
dissatisfied

ifyou were to seek help again, would you corne back to this &ce?
1

2

No,definitely

No,I dont
think so

3
I'm unsure

4

5

Yes,1think so Yes,
definitely

Additional comments (Please include anything you found especially helpfid as well as
anything that you were unhappy or dissatisfied with):
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Appendix F: Mid Group Evduation
M a t hm been most valiabk about group so far?

What hm been leat vrluable?

Whit would you like us to cover in the last half of group?

What would you Iüre to see continue in the lut haif of group?

What would yoa like to 8e-echange in the last half of group?
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Appendix O: End of Group Evaluation Fonn

Date:

Pleas circle the number wbich moat closely resembles your opinion. The
number
means %ot at aIlwand YS'' means &verymuch so". PIease feel
free to make additional commenb in the space provided.
1. This group program met my expectations and neeâs.

2. The content was useful to help me attain persona1 goals.
1

2

3

4

S

3. The content was useful to help me deal with people.
1

2

3

4

5

4. The structureci group exercises wen belpful.
1

2

3

4

5

S. The handouts were relevant and easy to undentand.
1

2

3

4

5

6. The facilitators appeareà knowledgeable and pnpareà.
1

2

3

4

5

7. The faciiitaton nadily mponded to questions and concerns rahed by
group members.

8. The meetings were group focused. Other participants were supportive
and helped to increase my understanding of sexual abuse and my ability to
cope with my past.

There were many toopics covereâ during group which were brought up by
group memben and the facilitator:
9. Which topics had the most impact on you?

10. Which topics had the least impact on you?

11. Are t h e n any additional topics whicb you would include in a similar
group?

12. What were the program's strong points?

13. What were the program's weak points?
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14. Wbat, if any, follow-up would you Uke to see to the group?

15. What changes, if any, would you recommend for future groups of this

type?

16.

Do you bave any additional comments?

Appendix H: Telephone Follow-Up interview
(adapted h m de Shazer, 1985, by Brodovsky, 1990)
1.

Men you nrst carne to group your main cornplaint was .....?
same, or worse?
la better

2.

I b. same

1s it better, the

Ic. worse

While you were in group you noticed a change in ..............? 1s this still
continuhg?

2a yes

2b. no

Comrnents:
3.

Have you seen another therapist or counsellor since group was cornpleted about
. . (the presenting pmblem)?

.........

3a yes

3b. no

Comments:
4.

Have any new problems developed since you nnished group ~ ~ u ~ l s e lat
l hFamily
g
Centre?
4a yes

4b. no

(If "yes", inqwte whether a referral for senice is desired. If it is desired,
inte~ewerwill provide appropriate refeds.)
Comments:
5.

Do you have any additional feedback or comments you would N e to make about
your group experience?

Appendix 1: Solution-Focused Recovery Scale for Abuse Survivors

Copyright O 1988,1993 by Yvonne Dolan, MA.;Revision 8 1995 by Yvonne
Dolan & Lynn Johnson. Al1 rights reserved. For duplication, see below.
Date:
Name
Circle the number that applies to you today: O = Not at d,1 = Just a little, 2 =
Occasionally, 3 = Some of the tirne; a faV amount of the time; 4 = Frequently or
most of the the.
1 O 1 1 ( 2 1 3 1 4 ( A. I am able to think/talk about the abuse or the sexual abuse
when it is appropriate.
1 O 1 1 ( 2 1 3 1 4 1 B. 1 am able to thinkltalk about things other than the abuse or
semial abuse.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 Cm1sleep adequately; 1dont feel unusually sleepy in the daytime.
1 O 1 1 1 2 ( 3 1 4 1 Dm1feel part of a supportive family.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 E. 1stand up for my self (1 am reasonably assertive).
1 O ( 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 Fm1 maintain physical appemnce (weight, hair, nails etc.)
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 Ge1go to work; 1 am on time, 1 am reasonably productive.
1 O 1 1 1 2 ( 3 1 4 1 H. 1am satisfied with my work.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 1.1 engage in social activities outside the home.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 J. 1have a healthy appetite.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 ( 4 1 K. I care for child, loved ones, pets. (Ican take care of others.)
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 14 1 L. 1adapt to new situations.
1 O 1 1 1 2 ( 3 1 4 1 M. 1 initiate contact with fiiends, loved ones.
101 11 2 ( 3 14(N.Ishow asenseofhumor.
1 O 1 1 1 2 ( 3 1 4 ( O. 1am interested in fiiture goals.
1 O 1 1 ( 2 1 3 1 4 1 P. 1 pursue leisure activities.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 Q. 1exercise regularly.
1 O 1 1 1 2 ( 3 1 4 ( R 1take sensible protective measures inside and outside house.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 S. 1choose supportive nlationships over non-supportive ones.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 T. 1am able to relax without dmgs or alcohol.
1 O 1 1 1 2 ( 3 1 4 1 U.1seem to tolerate constructive criticism well.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 V. I seem to accept praise well. 1thank the person giving the praise.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 W. I enjoy a heaithy sexual relationship. 1can give and accept intimacy.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 X. 1have long terni fnendships.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 ( Y. 1am satisfied with relationship with spouse or partner.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 2.My partner or spouse would Say that relationship is healthy and
satisfying.
OTHER SIGNS OF RECOVERY (Please list any which are important to you):
1 O ( 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 AA. My dreams are usually tolerable and not very upsetting.
1 O ) 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 BB. My attention span is fairly good and 1cm concentrate well.
1 O 1 1 1 2 ) 3 1 4 1 CC. 1experience a wide range of emotions, both pleasant and unpleasant.
1 O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 DD.People would Say 1am more calm than jumpy
List ony others below:

This form may be duplicated if the copyright notice is attacheci and if the
individual or organization duplicating this f o m daes not charge patients or
colleagues for copying costs. It is expressly forbidden to charge for distribution
or copying. For mon information, contact Yvonne Dolan MeAe
at Solutions, Inc.,
(303) 988-2900. This fom is based on Resolving Sexual Abuse, by Y. Dolan,
published by Norton Books.

Appendix J: Group Agreements
Confïdentiality:
Please do not repeat outside of group what other group members say in group or
reveal the identity of other p u p members. It is ok to repeat anything you share in group
or anything about Chyrisse or Libby's involvement in group.
Attendance:
Please don't miss more than two group sessions. Please cal1 Chyrisse or Libby
and lave a message if you are going to miss or be late. If you come late, please join us
quietiy and catch up with what you've missed at the break.
Dmgs & Alcohol:
Please do not w alcohol or misuse prescription or non-prescription dmgs for 24
hours before group meetings and 24 h o m following group meetings.
Violence:
No physical or verbal violence is okay during group meetings.
Touching/Physical Boudaries:
Chyrisse and Libby will not touch group members. Group members will ask each
other before touching each other.
It's okay to say "no":
To any request h m Libby or Chyrisse or other group members.
It's okay to ask:
For what you need (touch, kleenex, space, etc)
Crying:
1s okay and allowed.

If you need to leave:
It's okay. Chyrisse or Libby will follow to see if you neeâ anything and to lead
you to a pnvate space. Please do not leave Family Centre without checking in with Libby
or Chyrisse W.
No Smoking:
in Family Centre space.
Self-monitoring:
Please take nsponsibility to check in with yourself and shan only as much as you
an cornfortable with. Let Chyrisse,Libby, or the group know if you are in distress.

These agreements me open to discussion ut anypint. P h e let us krow how these me
workingfor you

Appendix K: Tools for the Joumey

Find a good doetor

Remind younclf about the people who t b h k you arc importiint or wortb it
Think of what you would give to a child in your can, then give that to yourself
Get enough sleep
Start u y h g ÿes"to suggestions instead of an automatic %O"
Makt a contract with friends or professionab a m n d micide or anything else
Eat weil, healthiiy, and enough
Massage

Drinking water
Take cire of your physical needs...likt aUowing yourseif to iiae the bathroom when
you need to
Treat younelf to a day in bed with tea and cookies

Remember the smali, simple, everyday moments
Allow youneif to play: child style or adult style
Choose when to cook: some don't like to cook on holidays

Keep the holida traditions you üke, or make a pint of doing t h h differently
~
if

Z

you donPtl k e t e triditions you w c n riited w~th,make new traditions for your
famiïy

Tak to Men& and other supports
Spend tirne with pets and childnn
Have famm nigbta

Take time to younelf(iike taking an adventurous bus ride)
Dance, aing, iisten to music

Cive youneîf a frcneh manicure
Co for waka in pirki, on traiis, or in the country: rpend time withlin nature

Pky the piano and let whatever coma out corne out: express yoursclf crcatively
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Appendix L: Therapeutic Letter to the Group
C. Regehr
do 530 3' St. Ne
Kenora, Ontario
P9N 2M3

Dear Group Members,

This is a letter of feedback including some of our impressions h m out October 13'
gmup meeting. What stands out for us about the meeting is your willingness to question
and work toward making things clear and a good 'Vit'' for you.
We wonder...is it true thet we don't know how to take care of outselves or that taking
a r e of ouffelves is unimportant, or have we k e n sold a "bill of goods'' that we ought not
do it. This I d us to M e r wonder...when we begin to trust ourselves completely, will
the rewaràs of healing be endless?
At the isk of being too philosophical, remember that when a child lems ta swim, as
soon as she lets go and nlaxes, her body can float al1 on her own. It knows what to do.

Chyrisse Regehr,
for Chyrisse and Libby, group facilitators

Appendk M: Group Goals

AngafRage

-skills to express anger safely-keeping your own dipnity and that of those around
you intact.
Sexuality (x4)
-stopping judgements (eg. "You're disgusting for thinking that.")

Healing Joumey (x2)
-how long d l this go on?
4s it ever over?
-w&at wouid my life have been lilce without the abuse?
M d Swings (x2)

Feeling Like Nothing (x3)
-not deservinglnot entitied
-1ess value than other people
-'Tm just a bunch of things that 1 do"
-no worth just for being me
-not mattering to anything or anybody
Impact on Partner and Family (x2)
Boundarks (x2)
-family of ongin
-not losing self
4ifference between privacy and secrecy
Feeling dirty/soiled/damaged/ashamed(x2)

Control
-feeling out of control anytime not completely in wntrol
Suicidel Feelings

N d for physid pafectiodrepetition untii peiféct
(Cooking, sewing, or anything one is doing)
Pdection/Weariug a Ma&

Feeling Suspicious
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Appendix N: Tools for Sayhg 'Wo"
Pm a good persoa
1neeà to do wbat ir best for me (beforc ber).

Slhe's an adult. She's responsibk for herlbis own decisions.

What's best for me?
1need some t h e for myseW.

I'm not trying to burt you.
I'm not ready to tak to you about thh.
Sometime in the future 1may be nrdy, but not sow.
1haven't upset bet/him. The abuse hm upset me and herhim.
1didn't do anything wrong.

I'm not responsibk for this problem.

I'm entitled to some time for m y d .
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Appendix O: Tools for Using h g e r Effectively, Safely, Freely, & Without Guilt

kdirect
stay calm

Let your voice tone match your feeling
Let your ingide match your outaide

Be cleat
Give examples of wbat you mean

Use a rock or a ribboo, bke turns, don't iaterrupt
Respect the other penon: cg. Dodt hisult them
Comment on their behaviour specificaiiy: Don't b o c k who thcy are as a penon
& persistent

Focus on the point you want to make and keep npeating it aU you feel heard
(Broken Record)
Consider timing
Writing letten, talking on the phone, taiking in person a n aU options

Use laughter and humor when you think it migbt help

Teil the other penon what you appreciate about them and theù behaviour where
you can
Considcr what U it you want to wk the person for, what do you waat to have
change
Consider possible outcomes: is it worth it to you?
Rcmember you can a g a to disagrec
Do something diff'rent
Avoid sarcasm
Use fogging where appropriate (Yyou may have a point"; "thit miy be so")
Say what you mliy mean

Appendix P: Personal Bill of Rights

Persona1 Bill of Rights
I'm entitled to Say "no"
1have the right to feel important
1 have the right to be heard
I'm entitled to my own beliefs
1have a right to feelings and to have them respected
1have a right to feel safe
1 have a right to be loved and to feel loved
I'm entitled to feel peace
1 have the right to love whom 1 want
1 have the right to have tiiends
1have the right to have rights
I'm entitled to be taken seriously
1have the right to change my mind
1have the right to dress the way 1 want
1 have the right to my own body size and shape
1have the right to be
1have the right to be angry
1 have the right to be protected
1have the right to Loyalty
1have the right to personal preferences
1have the right to spend time on myself and with myself
1have the right to make mistalces

Appendù Q: Wiys in Which Sexual A b w hir Gotten in the Way of Reîatioarhipa &
Tbings We've Leamcd that We Might W u t to K e p
- f d y n d y : aquishing other people's

-auare of value in heaithy ideas u d

righta or withdnwiq completely

actiom

-repubcd by my hwband'r maleness

-hug your penguin

-inability to forgive

-ability to lbten to i#Uy cmppy ahit

-it%Liid ta t m t m y d f (getting better)

othem cannot hear

-féeling ro ugly and no goal

-abiIity to appmiate the U t t k things

-1dodt expect anyoae to be interested in

-made me want to !ive my life uperknce

me

as mucb u 1ao initead of atrgnrting

-hate k i n g controllcd

-importance of k W growing up to ltnow

-hck of boundaries

they have worth

-hck of cluity: 1jump to conclusions

-more understanding of other people who

-hck of t m t in others

are kind of weid

aome issues are so loaded that it really

-healthy r a p t for honmty

mtricta my experience of things

ongoing active need to h d mlf and

-unable to get thrwgh the friction point

rehtionrhiep

in nlatiooshipr with friends

-very vey compassionate with kids and

-intimacy/sex/making love fccls dirty and

older people

ugly and bad...even when or especially

- i n c d or developed tendemess

when it fcelr good

-1like it when 1don't aay %nyw

-bmke my aelflesteem down

-more eipathy for p p l e with traumatic

-afraid to t m t

wounds

Idon't know what is normal and what is

-very loyal, nothing aurpdses me

not

-very arefiil not to hart anybody

ouapicion of otheia9gcnuine intentions
(think tbey've got a hidden agenda)

Appendix R: Certificate of Achievement

Certijicate of Achievernent
for

for willingly completing a 16 week ''Living, Surviving, & Thriving" Group
designed to challenge her relentlessly. And for enjoying life, taking
creative risks, & tming negatives into positives.

Chfisse Regehr, Facilitator

Libby Y ~ e rFacilitator
,
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